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Xmas games
Santa on the Tiles

Santa f
s Dilemma

Santa's Tour

Turbo tape loader -
speed up your tapes
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Leg of Tood, and Golden Fruit,

Mix with Ashes and Nightshade Root.

At the end of the thirteenth century, there lived in the
land of Lorraine ten wise and powerful Magelords.
Each of them had studied sorcery and enchantment
from childhood days, and each knew how to evoke
potent spells capable of causing metamorphosis
and devastation.

You play the role o< one such Magelord named
Eldon The Spellbinder. Your task is to find the evil Zorn,

who has deserted the Magelord brotherhood and
fled to the Castle of Lorraine

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

Tho graphics or ortvet veriora may vary.

90

3

Then, by collecting the correct ingredients, you must
mix the Ultimate Spell, cast it at Zorn and banish him
for good.

A captivating 3D arcade-adventure full of problems
to be solved by magical means Only the

appropriate ingredients mixed in the correct order
will produce all the powerful spells which you need
to complete your mission of destiny.

r

\

PRIZE COMPETITION
It you complete the Spellbinder mission (by killing the evil Zorn),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include a superb engraved
trophy, with Spellbinder T-shirts and signed certificates for
runners-up

Closing Dote: 30th June 1988 J
ACORMSftFF

oil cheques
payable lo

"Superior

Software LtcT

•t SPP3 Regent Nous* Skinner Lon* Leeds LS7 5AX. Telephone: 0532 459453
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Bargains

galore

Don't miss our
special offers on
Pages 60-61
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The company responsible for marketing and

VIEW CARTRIDGE the Acornsoft word processor for !he Electron
and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation £14.95
VIEWSHEET CARTRIDGE . . the Acornsoft spreadsheet for the
Electron and Plus 1 . Inc. full documentation £ 1 4 95
VIEW & VIEWSHEET both products as above ‘special

P"«>' £22.00
LISP CARTRIDGE . the Acornsoft language cartridge for the Electron
and Plus 1 £9,99

ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE further reading and
information for the Electron user £3.95
ELECTRON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE book by Bruce Smith
containing maty examples of how to program in

assembler £2,95
Software on disc for the above 3.5' ADFS £3 50 - 5.25* DPS £2 50

3.5' 10 in plastic library box - ideal for Plus 3 users £24 00
5.25' 10 cfcle/sided dble/dens £12.99
5.25* 10 sing/sided sing/dens £8.99

ADVANCED PLUS 6 a fully buffered 6 ROM expanston module for

the Electron user. AP6 is fitted inside the advanced Plus t or a modified
Acorn Plus 1 (when used with the Aoom Plus 3. 5 ROM sockets are
available). Ail sockets are designed to accept either ROM/EPROMS or
RAM chips. A further feature is the optional AP7 upgrade £33.00+VAT
(£37.95)

UPGRADE SERVICE for the original Acorn Plus 1 to Advanced
Plus 1 and AP6. This will provide all the benefits of AP6 and also includes
the printer circuit modification tor some modem printers. (AP6 can be fitted

to original Plus 1 by users with soldering experience) tor upgrade service
add £7.00 + VAT to APS price ie £40.00+VAT (£46.00)
This price includes modification, fitting AP6, testing and return postage.
Please call for details on returning your Plus 1

,

DISC DRIVES
Cumana 5.25' dbl/sided 4O,

,80 track, switchable, inc, psu £149.00 I
Cumana 5.25" sing/sided 40 track, inc. psu £129.00 I
Cumana 3.5' dblfsided 80 track, inc. psu £129.00 |
PRES special 3.5’ sing/sided 80 track, inc. psu.

'ONLY* E59+VAT. (£67.85) I

ADVANCED PLUS 1 . The plus 1 is the main expansion for thel
Electron. It provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port, joystick!
interlace and 2 cartridge slots into which go ROMcartridges including View,

Viewshoet, Pascal, Logo and our own popular AP4 disc upgrade.£49.95 |

ACCESSORIES
Plus 3 2nd drive adaptor

Compact 2nd drive adaptor
3.5' Library box (holds 10 discs)

£7.95 I
£1495 1
£2 95 I

ADVANCED PLUS 7 upgrade (or APS allows for 2 banks of 16k|
battery backed sideways ram which can be fully write protected.

HYBRID'S MUSIC 5000 as widely used on the BBC computers hasI
been fully versioned tor the Electron & Plus 5.

NEW PRODUCT
ADFS E00 .at last regained memory used by ADFS suitable for AP4l
or Plus 3 users with 32k of sideways ram supplied on disc with documen-
tation 5 25" DFS £19,95 I

3.5" ADFS £22.95 I

‘PRICE BREAKTHROUGH*
THE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Now you can turn your Electron (4 +1) into a full disc system - no more waiting for tape loading or 'bad blockVdata ?' messages.
A.P.3. gives you . .

.

1. A 1770 interface

2. 80 track 3.5* disc drive (320k capacity)

3. Separate PSU
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc

6. Utilities

7. Full documentation
All the advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra ROM socket and possible upgrade to A.P.4. from ACP.

All this without dramatically increasing the required desk space)

•EXTRA BONUS*
3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS - REVERSI
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY E99+VAT (£113.85)

SPECIAL PACKAGE of Advanced Plus 1 & A. P.3. £149.95 Inc.

NEW PRODUCT
ADFS VERSION 1.1 FOR THE ELECTRON

Suitable for existing Plus 3 or A.P.4 users. This new version has the software fixes for Zysyshelp, write protect disable & compaction.!
BAlso Winchester code has been replaced with 'patches' lor future enhancements! 1 6k ROM & full documentation. £1 9.95+VAT (£22.55)|

Please send order
P.R.E.S. LTD.,

j
6 Ava House, High Street.

CHOBHAM, Surrey, England.
GU2« 8LZ. Yel: 0276 7&<5
(Mail order only)

\ll our prices include

Product Qty Total

I
UK d< SVAT

E3 S
Credit Card No :

I enclose payment for £

Exp date



Silence

is golden
A CLEVER new device allows

Electron users to play their

favourite games without dis-

turbing the rest of the

household.

Chasing those high scores

without fear of complaint has

been made possible through
SoundMaster. which costs

just £14.99 from Database
Electronics (061-480 0171).

The package includes a

special interface encased in

tough plastic with a graded
volume control. It connects
easily inside the computer
and is supplied with all the

necessary leads.

The handsome Ross stereo

headphones are fully

guaranteed. They come
with a special adapter which
allows them to deliver crystal

clear reproduction with per-

sonal stereo or hi-fi systems
too.

Every SoundMaster is

supplied in a colourful pres-

entation pack with detailed

instructions.

Utility rom
enhanced

A utility rom being developed
for the Electron by Project

Expansions (see the October

issue of Electron User) has
been enhanced to feature

more than 40 commands
instead of the 11 originally

planned.

Called Pluscom 1.0, it will

cost £14.95 and make it pos-

sible to move Basic programs
to anywhere in the machine's
memory and to slow down
printing on screen by variable

amounts, according to Project

Expansions boss Chris Rudge
(0329 221109).

Drive to produce

more peripherals

for the Electron

IbhJHJCh
I IT MOUTH I

THE second steam locomotive simulation from Hewson,
called Evening Star, has been released on the Electron.

It features detailed moving graphics with full hidden

line removal and reproduces the many famous land-

marks of the Somerset and Dorset line from Bath to

Bournemouth, says Hewson {0235 832939)

A multitude of combinations of journey type, control

level and schedule, plus a variety of tricky situations for

those tackling the Problem Run are included.

Evening Star costs £14.95 on disc, £9.95 on cassette.
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"Until now the price for a

disc upgrade had been in the

region of £200 which was
prohibitive to many users",

said Huddleston.

As a result of this develop-

ment Pres can now supply a

second disc drive for existing

disc users for £59.

Advance orders for the new
disc system have been so
great that the manufacturing
process has been stepped up
in order to cope with the

demand.

Other products in the

pipeline include the

Advanced Plus 6 which is an

internal ram/rom upgrade for

the Advanced Plus 1 which
allows six roms or four roms
and two rams to be fitted.

Also available will be ADFS
(Advanced Disc Filing

System) for existing Plus 3

and AP4 users. The new
ADFS has had all of the

known problems of the earlier

version removed and also

incorporates patches in the

rom for future expansion to

E00 use and for configuring a

ram disc.

Budding musicians have
not been forgotten. Pres is

shortly to release Hybrid's

music 5000 system which will

have the same extensive
music capabilities as the BBC
Micro version.

A determined campaign to

make the Electron one of the

most versatile home com-
puters on the market has
been launched by John Hud-
dleston, managing director of

research and development
company Pres.

He and his team have
embarked on a long-term
programme to develop
exciting new peripherals for

the machine.

Huddleston, who is also

boss of Advanced Computer
Products, told Electron User:

"We are working on a wide
range of new items which we
feel will exploit the full

potential of the machine".
Recently Pres (0276 72046)

launched a 3.5in disc upgrade
- the £99 Advanced Plus 3

and interface - which can be

used in conjunction with the

Plus 1.



Slogging
around
the

country

A 2,000 mile tour of dealers
is underway which will

bring Slogger's range of
Electron products to users'

doorsteps.

Described as “a first in

Electron computing”, the
tour set out from the Elec-

tron and BBC Micro User
Show at London's New Hor-
ticultural Hall before moving
to the Computer Depot in

Buchanan Street. Glasgow
on November 21 and Allen

James in Stratford Road
Birmingham on November
28.

In December, the dates
are ACL in Bartholomew
Street, Newbury, on the 5th,

Computer Exchange, City

Road, Cardiff, on the 12th,

and Home and Business,
Yorkshire Street, Oldham,
on the 19th.

Sales manager Barry John-
son explained: "In order to

assist our growing network

Take a
on your

ELECTRON owners will soon
be able to use their machines
to study for degrees.

Pioneering education soft-

ware house LCL has
introduced Home College
which it claims marks a new
era in learning.

A spokesman for LCL (0491

579345) explained that Home
College brought the best in

lecturers and teachers into

the student's home. Techni-
ques used were similar to
those in colleges, with lec-

tures by video and tutorials

by software, books and tapes.
"This revolutionary and

exciting way of learning
enables adults, both begin-
ners and exam candidates to

pass the exams essential for

most interesting careers”,
said the spokesman.
"With Home College they

can choose the subject they

of dealers we are visiting

our more extensive outlets
to make our goods more
accessible to our loyal end
users.

"I feel that by doing this

we can supply the kind of
support only given at the
excellent Micro User shows
which occur in only two
locations but only three
times a year".

Towerhill, now one of the

top suppiers of Electron
tape software.
As another indication of

its commitment to Electron
users. Slogger has just
released the Pegasus 400
disc drive system at £130.
At the centre of the

system is the Slogger 40/80
track double sided 5.25in
drive which has 400k
storage per disc, a one-year
guarantee, internal power
supply and reliability at a

rate four times faster than
some drives, claims Slogger
(0634 52303).

The Pegasus disc
interface which boasts
excellent CAD production,
Acorn approved design, 90
page documentation and
compatibility with APC's
ADFS Version 1.1 is

included.

The system, which has all

utilities built in, is

completed by the Slogger
SEDFS rom.

degree
Electron

require and progress to
degree level, passing GCSE
and A-level on the way".

The project is the most
ambitious ever undertaken by
LCL.

The first releases are Foun-
dation Level courses in

Maths, English Language and
French. Advanced Maths will

follow soon.

The company is aiming the
course at adults working at

home, students needing extra
help before exams, teachers
and industry.

Home College users need
their Electron, a video and a

cassette player.

Each course consists of a
video of around 24 complete
sections, two discs or tapes of
24 programs, books and tape.

An introductory offer of
£49.99 per course is available.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN

40 SCREENS
Superior

6.95

FOUR GREAT GAMES
Micro Value 3.99

SOCCER BOSS
Alternative 1.99

SUPERIOR COLLECTION VOL. 2
Superior 9.95

C0DENAME DROID
Superior 9.95

PAPERBOY
Elite 9.95

TRIPLE DECKER
Alternative 1.99

STRYKER'S RUN
Superior 9.95

PALACE OF MAGIC
Superior 9.95

EDDIE KIDD JUMP CHALLENGE
Ricochet 1.99

Compiled by Gallup/Microscope

Superior Software dominates the chart this month with
Around the World in 40 Screens in pole position and a new
entry. Two budget titles enter the charts from Alternative
and Ricochet, with the highest new entry being Triple
Decker - watch out for a review in this month's Electron
User.
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i ACORHSm ELECTRONBON/

aMAZJNGM
VIEW ROM £27-95 scoo"u»chasi

(Woid Processor) £14.95 ELECTRON

VIEW SHEET ROM £2795 COMPUTERS IN

(Spreadsheet) £14 95 STOCK NOW
ACORN PIUS 1 £5095

ACORN ELECTRON POWER SUPPLY ONLY £9.95

PACKAGE 2
ELECTRON
COMPUTER £59.95

PIUS I £49 95
VIEW ROM 814.95

£134*3

£99.95

PRIMARY EDUCATION HOME INTEREST BUSINESS

SkVF Business Game*
-£69* Desk Diary £6-99
,£64* Graphs & Charts .£64*
£699 Theatre Out £1495

lack .£64* Watch Your Weight £699
ihop -464* The Complete Cocktail Maker .£699
s £69* Go £699'

^ Now Only £14.95

• AA/V FIVE FOR ONLY£7.95 -limited stocks-

for use with Plus

One or BBC
Normally £19*5

Beau Jolly Five Slot Gomes
Computet Hits 1.2.8t3

Acotnsoft Hits I 8t II

Superior Collection Vol III

Cass

Usually £9*5 Now Only £7.59]

Felix In the Factory
Croaker
Bumble Bee
Gauntlet
KiSer Gorilla

Rubble Trouble
Electron Invaders
Felix Fruit Monsters

Chess
Danger UXB
Frenzy

Felix meets the
EvM Weevils

Classic Adventures

Stock Car
SF-9S Swoop

JetpowerJack ^ 1UMSm5 Cybertron Mission -£?*5 ni
.£7*5 Galactic Commander -27*5 Crazee Rider

-67*5 Moonraider -67*5 Palace Of Magic*
-£795 Bandits at 3 O'clock -66*5 Spitfire*

Adventuresms
-67*5
£7*5 Escape from Moon Base ,£7*5 £7 59!

Swag -«o*5 Play it Again Sam*

Ghouls
£7*5 The Mine

Gyroscope
66*5 Dennis through the
sms Drinking Glass

-67*5
£7*5
£7*5 £44r95 £11.59!

Logo Cartridge

£&9*5 £29.95

ISO Pascal Cartridge

£59*5 £29.95

Lisp Cartridge

• ANYFIVE FOR ONLY£7.95
•Available on 3.5" disc

Micropower Magic

Compilations 1 & 2
Only

£5.95 each I

EDUCATION SPECIALS

Llnkword Spanish £14-95 Maths 'O' Level II £12155

Llnkword Italian £M*5 Where? -£6*5

IDO £12*5 Biology £12*5
Maths O1

Level I £12*5 English

BBC « ELECTRON AVAILABLE
ANY TWO FOR S3.95

ELECTRON LANGUAGES

Usp Cassette S795 2295
Turtle Graphics Cassette £7*552 *5
Forth Cassette £7*552 50

Here's Something Completely Different Joystick interface * Software on*y £14 95

THE SEGA MASTER SYSTEM Joystick (Quicksnot t Turbo with

For Interactive video entertainment microswitch) only 813.95
NOW ON SALE

.

EWe *44*5 £995
The Master System £99 95 light Phaser £44 95 Pius 3 Games Dec £1*43 £9.95

Sega cards: eg My Hero F16 Fighter £14 95 Superior Collection Vol
Two Mega cartridges: eg Rocky. Missile (plus 3 Use) £1449 811.95

Defence 3D £24 95 Magic Mostvooms £1343 £295
Mega cartridges: eg Action Fighter. World Soccer Me and My Micro £349 £1 00

or Shooting Gallery £19 95 Advanced User Guide £949 £2 95
For full details please write to us with SAE

E3S
IT

l Claim my Mystery Gift

V E&7

SOFTWARE BARGAINS A dvision of The Micropower Group

Dept ED. 8.8A Regent Street. Chapel Allerton. Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: 0532-687735
Ansaphone out of hours |X» "<*• cheaue*/P.O « pcyafct* MSoriware BorgcSm 6 add 5>5p P6P
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THIS is it, the moment you
have all been waiting for -
the announcement of the
winners of the home-
written adventure com-
petition.

With dozens of entries to

review and consider, it has
taken me months to decide
upon the winners. The
standard of entry has gen-
erally been very high and
the breadth of imagination
breathtaking.

Some entrants do,
however, need a crash
course in spelling if they are

to become serious adven-
ture authors.

The entries were given
marks out of 20 in five

categories - originality,

presentation, spelling and
grammar, puzzle construc-
tion and atmosphere.

Joint third place with 78
per cent each, was shared
by Robert Henderson for

Landed and Andrew Piercy

for Traitor.

Landed is a two-part

Adventurers glossary

Bag: Often used for carrying items or perhaps for

waving.

Bar of silver: A treasure.

Barrel: Sometimes contains Rum, but could be used for

hiding in or even as a means of transportation.

Basket: Could be used for carrying items, but often the
home of a snake.

Beans: Try planting them, as Jack once did.

Bear: Usually friendly, but often a cumbersome accom-
plice. Sometimes needs to be baited.

Bed: To sleep in, but watch out for booby traps.

Bell: Ring it and see.

Belt: Often has magical properties if worn or might be
used for transportation.

Bible: A potent force of good.

Bird: May need to be charmed or killed.

Book: Always worth reading.

Boots: Not the chemist - they should be worn.

Bottle: No adventure is without one. Fill it with water, oil

or whatever.

Bones: Worth examining, though could be a demonic
adversary.

Boulder: Useful for pushing and destroying or for

climbing upon.

Box: Open it, but remember Pandora.

Bucket: For carrying a liquid.

Building: Always worth entering, but you may need a

light source.

You dreamed
up superb

adventures

spoof on the Superior
classic. Stranded. It incor-

porates clever puzzles, an
excellent loading screen and
should not prove too
daunting for the beginner to

text adventuring.

Traitor is a Le Carretype
spy adventure, and though
influenced by Rick Hanson,
it is a devious journey into

this genre of puzzle solving,

and is perhaps closer to the

real world of spies than
Robico has dared to go.

Robert and Andrew each
receive two pieces of top
class software for their

efforts.

In second place with 80
per cent is a hilarious spoof
on Gremlins, Dracula and
Airplane, entitled Vampire
Hamsters. Its author, Neil

Sedgwick has a deliciously

wicked sense of humour as

well as the ability to con-
struct atmospherically
superb puzzles. Three
classic adventures are now
winging their way to Neil.

Second to none with 84
per cent is an outstanding
entry from Martyn Amos of

Heddon on the Wall. Rune-
staff is of the Donaldson/
Tolkien ilk, but deserves to

be called a masterpiece of

fantasy in its own right.

It is very complex and
extremely cunning in con-
struction and Martyn has
obviously benefited from
having a disc system to

devise his adventure.

As you will see, I have
altered the prizes slightly to

account for the outstanding
merit of the winners, and
four of the very best adven-
tures have been awarded to

Martyn.

If all four authors develop
their writing style, they

deserve a successful future

in this field of computer
software.

Mention should also go to

several other entrants who
missed the mark by only a

few per cent. Henry O'Don-
nell and Troy Helm would
surely have been up there

with their entries Bright
Eyes and Hagar the Horrible

respectively, but went too
close to the original sources.

Geoff Barber's Haunted
House was a highly original

jaunt, but lacked the real

atmosphere of a winner.
Andrew Stewart's Skull

Island included some mar-
vellous puzzles, but the pro-

gram crashed as I tried to

cross the sea.

Andrew Harkness dis-

played a unique writing
talent with his entry, The
Land of Fangorn, and I have
forwarded his work to a

number of software com-
panies for appraisal. His is

certainly a name to watch
out for.

Congratulations and
thanks to all of you, perhaps
we'll do it again sometime.
With the increasing 64k

user base as announced last

month, 1988 will surely be
the year of upward mobility

for all Electron owners.
Slogger has just

announced that anyone
buying their Master Ram
Board will be given the
opportunity to buy Robico's
Island of Xaan at £4.50, and
Enthar Seven at a give-away
£9.95.

Merry Christmas to all

readers, and thanks to so
many of you who have
made my first year in the

cave so exciting and enjoy-
able. Until the hamsters get

you, happy adventuring.



i^etxlers^ofj^me

Kayleth - Robert Henderson The Puppet Man - Geoff Livesey

When the game starts you find you are bound with metal

bands. You must BREAK BANDS, go UP, UP and PULL
LEVER to escape. The droid will vanish leaving you to

explore the ship. Examine everything and take what you
find.

Turn the knob on the chair. If you look at the reflective

sheet you will notice an unfamiliar face gazing back. Your
mind is now in the body of an android.

After examining everything you should be equipped
with some tape, a canister, a fuse and a pair of gloves.

Wear the gloves and UNSEAL TAPE, then STICK TAPE
ROUND CANISTER.

This will soon dissolve and leave Dextra, Masta and
Serta. These are cartridges which will give you different

personalities.

To make use of these sci-fi wonders INSERT cartridge

in SLOT. You will become in turn, a plasma-firing droid, a

repair droid and an overseer droid.

Insert the repair droid cartridge and you can open the

aperture. Once outside EXAMINE APERTURE, UP,
EXAMINE APERTURE and OPEN APERTURE. The code
letters ROO and DHT are AZAP code which allow you to

visit different parts of the game.
Examine the controls, this will give you the code ELY.

Go to the AZAP chamber and type AZAP CODE ELY
which will transport you to the first part of the game.

WAKE UP. EAST, TALK to MUSE then SOUTH, SOUTH,
SOUTH. EAST, ENTER the MANOR. Go UP then WEST
and TALK to BALLERINA. EAST, NORTH, GET LADDER.
SOUTH. DOWN and LEAVE the MANOR. WEST, NORTH,
NORTH, WEST, DROP LADDER and CLIMB TREE. EXAM-
INE HOLLOW and JACKET and GET SILVER key. DOWN
and GET LADDER.
EAST. SOUTH, SOUTH, EAST and enter the Manor. Go

NORTH into the lounge and unlock the closet. Examine
the skeleton and get the skeleton key. Then return

SOUTH, leave the Manor WEST, SOUTH. WEST, and

UNLOCK the DOOR.
Enter the village hall and examine the goods on the

table to find the ballet shoes. Get the shoes and leave.

Return NORTH, EAST, enter the Manor, go UP, WEST,
and give the shoes to the ballerina.

At this point Harlequin will appear and you will be
transported to section two.

Enthar Seven (continued from last month) — The Boss

Having successfully completed nearly two thirds of this

mega-adventure, you are now prepared for the computer
registration centre in sector seven.

Equip yourself with the copper coin and once more



IMems^ed

Vic Robinson, Penny Lang-
ford and Carol Davies

J
among many are experien-
cing problems with The
Lords of Time. As this BBC

[

Micro adventure will run
perfectly on Electrons fitted

l with Slogger's Master Ram

Board, I will try to help.

The lodestone has strong
magnetic properties and is

particularly useful for re-

trieving some keys.

Lighting a fire with the
petrol may frighten the
mammoth and leave you a

< From Page 9
enter the teleport cubicle. Upon pressing S7 you will be
transported to a domed hall in the middle of the regis-
tration centre. Your task is now fairly straightforward.

Travelling west from the hall you will soon discover a
ticket vending machine with a rogue plastic ticket lying
on the floor nearby. This important item should of course
be taken.

Journeying north-east from the central hall will allow
you to sit in comfort in the visitors' room and retrieve a
registration form belonging to Julian Lorvox.
Venturing south from the hall will take you to the

holobooth. DROP DOLLAR, NORTH, SIT, GRIN, GET HOL-
OGRAM, STAND, OPEN DOOR and NORTH will enable
you to gain a hologram which should be attached to the
registration form.
You are now ready to have your form scanned and

registered on the computer database in the scanning
room, which is east of the domed hall.

Now cleared by registration you can explore the
corridors and rooms of the Lorvox household in sector
two of this adventure.

fur coat into the bargain.
Beware of Pirate Pete, you
will need to blow the Lur to

gain assistance.

I must thank Jonathan
Rendall for a most concise
solution to Dodgy Geezers,
which is available to anyone
who sends me a stamped
addressed envelope. Per-
haps this will be of use to
Alexander Bass who asks
for help with this adventure,
but doesn't say where he is

stuck.

Karen Morris, Annette
Medley, Jo Mellor and
Karen Williams are all

having difficulties with Vil-

lage of Lost Souls. You
should take the uncovered
seal and use it to open
the gatehouse. The cor-
rect sequence is: GET
SEAL, WEST, NORTH-
EAST, NORTH, INSERT
SEAL INTO DOORS.
Michael Hardy has sent a

complete solution to The
Hobbit which is available on
the same conditions as the

Dodgy Geezers i

Martin Rose

i

tration as he is stuck like

many before him at the
beginning of Superior's
Stranded. To progress fur-

ther, you should jump to get
the gun then jump and
shoot the robot.

The inherrent bugs in

Denis Through the Drinking
Glass have led many
readers to write to me in

frustration. The move
counter at the beginning of
the game isn't a bug but a

deliberate ploy.

If you search hard
enough, you will find the
flask of brandy in the cham-
ber pot, but don't drink too
much. Dennis Healey's
eyebrows need a trim and
the nearby shed houses a
Flymo mower. And don't
kiss the frog.

Lynda Morris and Mandy
Griffiths should not sell the
valuable urn in Larsoft's
Nine Dancers as it serves
another cracking use.

C & F ASSOCIATES BARGAIN PRICE ELECTRON SOFTWARE

ALTERNATIVE

A.S.L.

Omega Ort>

Graham Gooch
Thunderaauck
Thundersauck 2

SfhWO Ot DosDry
Power Pack !

ATLANTIS
Smmn
Pan*

PRICE CDS
299 Colossus Choss 4

Sieve Davis Snooker

Boon Clough Foolbal F.

\
DATABASE

OR. SOFT
Pt*n*>m Combat

ELITE

FIREBIRD
8*0 St*o
Star Drear

HEWSON
Evarang Siu
IMAGINE
Via Ar Kung Fu ;

INCENTIVE

7 75 MACSEN

MARTECM

2 95 MELBOURNE
2 95 Exploring F*l

2 95 Dodgy Geezers

PRICE MIRRORSOFT
775 Sake Fovea Hamer
6 95 Spittve 40

<2 95 1st Stags wkh Mr Mer
Magic Story Maker

7 75 Ho«> ant) There with I

4 $5 Word Games mrh Mr
Gtddy Game Show

7SQ
Star Sookor

ROBICO

PRICE SUPERIOR (continued)

7 95 Percy Penqum

ce ol Magic (525 elite)

Orders normally despatched by first Class Post on day of receipt. But allow max.

Crystal Castes 7 7!

ot seven days All prices include VAT A PAP (Oversees orders edd Cl)

Access orders accepted
Make PO/Cheqves payable to

C ft F ASSOCIATES
and send to:

C * F ASSOCIATES
CRANFORD HOUSE. WOOLSERV.
BIDEFORD, N. DEVON EX39 SOW.

Tel: (921 71) (19 pr*^
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JOYSTICKS-THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
DELTA 3B S1NGLH-8BC 8 Of ELECTRON PLUS 1 £12.95

A single joystick that m some ways con act as Two. Tire

custom mod® special tow note®’ potentiometers are
wired so mot it wH work osa left hood or tight hand
joystick. It con even an some programs written for two
Joysticks and nos me fire Duttons of both.

DELTA IS SINGLE-MASTER COMPACT o

P| JOT h as a fw B\ .
FIRST RYTE INTERFACE £19.95

HUS I INTERFACE £49.95
SLOGGER JOYSTICK INTERFACE £19.95

To an a Delta 3S switched Joystick on o Plus 1 which an* many of the new
Acorn campattote Joystick programs.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Buy o DELTA 3S and 0 F«ST BYTE INTERFACE t<Tt together for

Buy a DELTA 38 SINGLE and PLUS 1 INTERFACE together fc
- —— — •NTERFACE togei

£29.95
I ... £59.95

Buy o DELTA 3S and SLOGGER JOYSTICK INTERFACE together for £29.95
NEW III DELTA 3SO SINGLE-MASTER COMPACT or ELECTRON FIRST BYTE

INTERFACE 519.95
Optical Feed Bock The joystick 5 fitted with 5 coloured lights to now you
eroctty when o switch has operated, so you need only move the joystick o
mlnlmixn amount, and con be certain that you have given a true diogonol
signal to the computer.

Vottmace

DELTAM TW1N-8BC 5 or ELECTRON PLUS 1 £19.95

A direct but Improved alternative for the originalACORN
joysticks, wttti 2 Joysticks wired to one plug . As wtthol our

joysticks iheyhave the fast action sprung to centre return

of ihe steel shotted nylon covered Joystick. The Hght

oction makes them Ideal to hold and the 3 fire buttons

allow left or right-handed use

WtWIUP

I CASTLE terrorising

\
Frankenstein seek out ar

\ You have been
eterteo^,

pe(

\but where deserted sh

^^e^castte.yout
\ 0nly just

F kuEIN. fc*

\ theKINGDOM
of

n
*^,

sloten

^heraomain^jv^_-pa__

ORDER FORM . Send to EPICSOFTWARE. Dept E, 1 0 Gladstone Street,

Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicester LE8 OHL
Please send me

I enclose cheque/PO for £
payable to Epic Software

(piease add 70p P&P) made

lgicW*‘M NAME
to f>l£ ® \

rer it Can
\ ADDRI

‘This must be the best adventure ever for the Electron'
ELECTRON USER -MAY 1987

A full-scale GRAPHIC adventure with 400 locations

I

The Rainbow Crystal, which has protected the people of Zaloria for many years, has

been shattered into seven pieces by a mysterious bolt of lightning. Your task is to

seek out the missing pieces and find a wayto re-create the magical Rainbow Crystal.

Each game contains: ^B ^B
2 Cassettes. Instruction & I I piusTOpftKt

Book and Help Book <M JL GPackaging

400 locations, each one deputed in colourful high-resolution graphics

• Graphics and text are displayed at the same time: no need to switch between text and graphic screens

• Intelligent mewing characters with whom you maycommunicate and Interact

I * Advanced language and speech interpreters capable of accepting complex commands In plain Engfc

i • Fast position-save to tape or memory
I * No frustrating mazes or illogical puzzles

12 ELECTRON USER Decamber 1987



SPIRAL
10 LINERS this month starts

with a very unusual picture

creator from Mathew
O'Donnell. Instead of

drawing with a brush, you
draw by moving a spinning

circle around the screen
using keys Z and X for left

and right and * and 7 for up
and down.
When the program is run

a circle is drawn made up
from 23 triangular seg-
ments of alternating
colours. Pressing any of the

direction keys moves the

centre of the circle and seg-

ment origin around the
screen.

By changing the move-
ment and pressing combin-
ations of direction keys it is

possible to create some
quite stunning patterns.

To create a slightly differ-

ent effect try changing line

40 to:

40 C*=Ct+1 : IF CX=4 CX-9

Owners of Plus Is and
Plus 3s should note that

these units have been
switched off by the pro-

gram to gain extra speed.

I

*0#£6:?*712**»6:?I253=
[

*M : ?*2AC=8: Ci = 1 : XX =648 : y x=5
I 12:0INS?(360),CJ(360); F0RPX:

!®
0

S7EP 16:SX(PX)=SmC
M6(P2))#00: c X ( p);),cos(RAO(P

:ZX= ® :,10DE1 :VJ»u23
;8202;0;0;0; ; ONERftOR K0666R
EPORT: PRINT' at i

20 PR]NTTA8<16>'$PIRAL'
:

C0L0Uff2:PSIMT
’ USE l,t • >

T
0 ROVE the spiral AROjND-

SCOL0,3:NOVE0,916:()RAV1276,9

16:6RAB1276,4:m«0,4:DRAyg,

916:VDU2*,0;12;1268;908;

FX178® ;°J

En ' rl:2!£ =«-«E PEAT*

40 CX=CXt1:If (X«J CX=1

:o68 J{®l

ti 'cl:“*“M6:If Z

60 »»OVE*X,rX;PLOT85,XX*S*

<n>,ma<z:):oscu<-Fxi78,
255,0-):lF !KEf(>9«) :n«n-

n If lHK£Y(-67) ;XX*Xt*16
8R if imr(-i05):us n-8’ If INKEr (-73) :YX=T2+8

100 UNT1L0

OUR second 10 liner, also

from Mathew O'Donnell, is

a demonstration of a

superb procedure to
highlight text anywhere on
the screen in any colour,
even background.
The routine fits easily on

to one line, the rest of the
program providing examples.
The procedure takes four

arguments: AS is the text to

be printed, X%.Y% is the
position and C% is the fore-

ground colour.

The coordinates are
graphic and not text coordi-

nates. To calculate the
graphics position from a
text position in Mode 1 use:

XX*XX*32:rX*1024-rr»32

10 REM Hi gh Li ghted text

20 RE* 0 Don"*' 1

30 RE* (e) Electron User

50 NODE1:VOU23;8202;0;8;0

-19 1 ,2;0) 19,2,6)0, 19,3,5)8,

;GCO10,1 :HOVE0,8:POVE1280,8:

P10T85, 1280, *024: ROVER ,0:00V

E0,1024:PIOT85, 1288, 1024: PRO

ChiqhLightE'This is highVigh

ted text , 260, 900,2)

60 Vt>U5 : ROVE 400 ,8#0 :PR 1HT

•But this isn’t l-:PROChighli

CSSMSj!*
5:«OVE2e0,400:PRIIiT0“t ordT

nary text does not
.

70 PROChi gh L
i
gh t < (That s

ays But ordinary text does

not)',0,320,2)

80 PROChighlightflt eve"

looks 9006 »*! * n 7°u use

180,208,1): PROCHigh l n ght

(

sate colour as the backgroun

d. ,280,140,11:8*°

100 6EFPR0Chi9h light (XI,
X*

Ti,CX):XOU5:6tOl0,8:*OVEXw
N-4:P»l*T»*:M«M-B,Y*:Ml
NTAS:H0VEXX'r8,'fS:PRINTAS:R0V

EXX,YS+4 :PRihTftS :6COL0,CS :H0

VEXt,n:PR1*T *S:V °u4:mPR0C
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WHAT PRICE QUALITY?
WHAT PRICE COMPATIBILITY?

SLOGGER El 30.00 + VAT inc. Carriage
To quote a well known phrase, "You only get what you pay tor"

This we feel sums up SLOGGERS pricing policy. Our goods may not always be the cheapest,

but the products are most certainly the best.

THE PEGASUS 400 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Unlike our competitors, only top of the range products are used resulting with a specification bettered by

none. The system consists of:

The SLOGGER 40/80 Track double sided 5.25" Disk Drive which maintains
* 400k storage per disk.
* Manufacturers (NEC/TEAC) 1 year guarantee.
* Internal Power Supply unit (built to BS 415).
* Compatibility with the inexpensive (yet most reliable) 5.25" disks.
* Reliability at 3 m/s step rate (four times faster than some drives).

The SLOGGER PEGASUS Disk Interface which boasts
‘ Excellent Computer Aided Design (CAD) production
* Acorn approved design and standard WD1770 floppy disk controller
* NEW Type-Ahead facility when used with Master RAM Board
* 90 page documentation usually provided as a separate purchase
* Compatibility with the ACP ADFS Version 1.1, which offers a total 640k when used with SLOGGERS
5.25” Disk Drive

The SLOGGER SEDFS ROM, about which the Electron User magazine enthused
"I can recommend SEDFS unreservedly"
"Anyone considering upgrading to disk"

"SEDFS is the logical choice"
The quality of SEDFS speaks for itself, unlike other filing systems it offers

No loss of Electron memory, PAGE=&E00 (not &1D00)
Full Acorn DFS (BBC Model B and MASTER SERIES) compatibility
* All utilities built in, requires no additional menacing utility disk

PEGASUS 400 £149.50 (inc VAT)
PEGASUS INTERFACE £74.95 (inc VAT)

TowerHill

Computers
5LDGGER Ltd

GOODS FOR DEMONSTRATION AND FOR SALE
AT SPECIAL EXHIBITION PRICES BRAND NEW LOCATIONS

NOVEMBER
14th

LONDON
Micro User Exhibition

21st
GLASGOW (041)332 3944

Computer Depot,

205 Buchanan Street

28th
BIRMINGHAM (021)778 5737

DECEMBER
5th

NEWBURY (0635) 31677
ACL

32 Bartholomew Street

12th

CARDIFF (0222) 483069
Computer Exchange
87 City Road, Roath

19th

OLDHAM (061)633 1608
Home and Business,

46-48 Yorkshire Street

catalogue prior to the event

Allen James,
831 Stratford Road

Please contact dealers for details and a

See us at the Micro User Show Stands 16-17
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ACORN ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

These computers are fully tested and guaranteed and can be

purchased direct from SLOGGER or through certain dealers.

The demand for this computer has prompted SLOGGER to offer

the 64K ELECTRON as well as the standard 32K ELECTRON.

ONLY
32K Electron 64.00

64K Electron (switchable) 99.00

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
While Stocks Last

32K Turbo Electron

Only £69.00

ACORN PLUSIs
Slogger has on offer a limited number of Acorn PLUSIs. These

units are brand new but nonetheless fully tested in Sloggers

factory.

LAST FEW £44.95

(£50.00 WITH EXP ROM 2.0)

ACORN DATA RECORDERS
Fully tested and guaranteed

ONLY £24.95

Electron Power Supply £9.95. Plus 3 PSU £14.95

Electron User Guide £2.95. Advanced User Guide £3.95

MASTER RAM
BOARD

Upgrade your Electron to a 64K Machine
using 32K of STATIC RAM

* Fits inside the Acorn Electron, uses no cartridge ports.

* Compatible with ALL reliable Electron hardware (except

TURBO DRIVER).
* Compatible with ALL Electron software, switching between
64K mode, TURBO mode (yes. . the TURBO DRIVER
IS BUILT IN), and normal mode.

* For correctly written software. HIMEM is ALWAYS AT 8000 in

64K mode so leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or WORD
PROCESSING in ALL screen modes.

* Doubles the speed of Word Processing.
* Upto 300% speed increase for games
* Additional 1 2K for use as Printer Buffer with Expansion
ROM 2.0.

* Installation Service (See Details below) for those not confident

of desoldering the 6502 Nficroprocessor

NEW FEATURES
* 64K Mode fully compatible with 98% of Level 9 BBC Adventure

games
* NEW OS 2.1 - PLAY ACORNSOFTS ELITE WITH SLOGGERS
JOYSTICK INTERFACE.

"I can thoroughly reccomend if

Electron User 1987

Master RAM Board Kit - code MR2 - Now Only C49.95

THE ELK TURBO DRIVER
(Designed by Andyk Ltd.)

RUNS ELECTRON SOFTWARE AT SPEEDS
COMPARABLE TO THE BBC

* Doubles the speed of Word Processing
* Up to 300% speed increase for games
* Fitted internally - occupies no cartridge ports
* Switchable 'NormalTurbo' speed.
* Compatible with ALL existing hardware and software products

(except the Master RAM Board).
* Installation Service -for those not confident of soldering.

'This upgrade should be standard on all Electrons*

Electron User July 1986
Turbo Driver Kit - code T02 - Only £29.95

INSTALLATION SERVICE
PLUS 3 SECONDARY DISK

DRIVES
• 640K extra storage, connects to rear of PLUS 3

PLUS 3 5.25' 149.00

PLUS 3 3.5" ....139.00

ELECTRON COMMUNICATIONS
RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE

* ACORN APPROVED design, manufactured by PACE, the

* Guaranteed to upgrade your Electron with either the Master

RAM Board or Elk Turbo
Driver AND RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT.
Includes Postage paid BOTH WAYS (using FREEPOST) and
1 YEARS GUARANTEE.

Order MR1 - Master RAM Board Installed -
only £59.95

or TD1 - Elk Turbo Driver Installed -

only £39.95
Please note if you own a PLUS 1

,
please send it with your Electron

to be tested to ensure reliability at high speed.

communication market leaders.

* Standard RS423 connection as supplied on BBC Micro.

* Built in COMMSTAR communication software
* Requires Rombox Plus or Plus 1

Order COMMS 1 .... (Interface & Software) £59.00

SPECIAL OFFER
’ BT Approved modem for use with COMMS 1

Order COMMS 2 ...

(Interface, Software & Modem) £89.00 L

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM
KENT

ME7 1 BR

See us at the Micro User Show Stands 16-17
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TO 30X PLUS
SLOGGER’s answer to the PLUS 1

Q. Why not buy the Acom Plus 1 ?

A. Because 'Excellent though the Plus 1 is, I think there is still room tor improvement " said the
Electron User Magazine.

The ROMBOX PLUS has this Improved specification:
1 Four ROM/RAM sockets to tree the cartridge slots for more important add-ons. Each socket

can take the usual 8K/16K ROMs but can also take 16K RAMS offering a staggering 64K
SIDEWAYS RAM

2. The PLUS1 Cartridge slots.

3. The PLUS1 centronics printer port.

4. The Expansion ROM 2.0

5. Switched Joystick interface available.

6. Analogue Joystick interface under development.

Still Only £54.95

GREEN SCREEN
MONITORS

SLOGGER has on offer a limited quantity of

Green Screen monitors. These monitors are

ideal for Word Processing in 80 column mode
giving good clear consistent text.

A MUST for VIEW or STARWORD users.

Complete with all cables suitable for the Acom
Electron computer (or BBC).

Fully tested £79.00 inc carnage.

TAPE TO DISK ROMS
VERSION 2

* Acornsoft, Superior and Micropower no
problem

* Compatible with programs copied using

Version 1

* More successful than ever before

T2P3 for the Acorn Plus 3
T2CU for the Cumana DFS
T2P4 for AP4 and EOO DFS
T2SD for the Solidisk DFS
T2SEDFS for the SEDFS

ONLY £24.95
* Upgrade 1-2 only CS with original ROM

NEW PRODUCT
PRINTER

AMSTRAD DMP 3160
A new, super fast printer now available

to Electron Users

Fully EPSON and IBM compatible

Now prints 160 characters per second
Ideal for listings. Near Letter Quality for

Word Processing

Excellent for graphics I

FREE lead for ROMBOX PLUS or

PLUS 1

Price £229.00

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
for ROMBOX PLUS or ACORN PLUS 1

* Uses inexpensive ATARMyp* Joysticks
* Compatible with ALL Tape and Disk systems.
* Emulation ot keys by Expansion ROM 2.0
* Can be used with well written games either

WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION
The ultimate Joystick Interface"

A&BMy 67
"WeH worth saving up tor. I can recommend

it to ail Arcade Addicts"

Electron User May 87
Only £14.95

* Requires Electron Expansion 2.0

Only £5 with this unit

JOYSTICKS
Switched Joysticks tor the Slogger Joystick Interface

Quickshot I £4.00
Qutckshot II £6.00

SLOGGER EPROM
CARTRIDGE

Carnes TWO 8K/16K ROM'SPROM software

Compatible with PLUS 1 , ROMBOX PLUS and
BBC Master

Simply plugs Into cartridge slot

£10.00 for a limited period

ROM SOFTWARE
SEDFS upgrade ROM tor CUMANA owners £24.95

* BARGAIN CORNER *

STARWOOD Word Processor £19.95
STARSTORE Database £9.95
STARGRAPH Graphic UDlltie* £9.95
ELKMAN ROMpRAM Manager £9.95
STARMON Machine code Monitor £9.95
PRINTER ROM Simplified Printer Control £9.95
STAR TREK Machine code disassembler ,C9.95
PDG Primer Driver £9.95

OTHER PRODUCTS
5 25" 40/80 Track D/S disk drive inc. PSU . .. £149.00
3 5* 4CV80 Track D/S disk drive Inc. PSU £149.00
Printer Lead (lor ROMBOX PLUS/PLUS 1) £9.95
Vine fcicros ADDCOMM £28.00
Vine Micros MATRIX ROM £36.00

ALL ACORN SPARES NOW IN STOCK

EXPANSIO^O^^^™
for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

‘ Supports Printer Buffer with 8K/16K sideways
RAM or 12K with MASTER RAM BOARD.

’ RSAVE command to save ROM images to tape

or disc.
’ RLOAD command to load Sideways RAM with a
ROM mage.

’ ROMS command to displays ROMRAM in system.
‘ JOYSTICK command tor the SLOGGER Joystick

Interlace
1

Allows cassette loading in high resolution.
' Supports all standard functions

(Primer. ADC.RS423)
1

Simply fits into Internal ROM socket.

There is room for improvement in toe operating

system. No doubt this was the idea behind
Expansion 2"

Electron User, July 87
Only £11.95

(£5 if purchased with 32K SIDEWAYS RAM
or JOYSTICK INTERFACE)

32K SIDEWAYS RAM
CARTRIDGE

for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

• Ever popular on the BBC
• Best used with EXP ROM 2.0

(1) Save ROM backups for loading into

Sideways Ram.
(2) Set up a 16k Print Butter
• Splits as 2x1 6k pages
VIEW and VIEWSHEET in one stotlH

' Wrile protect option . .
.
prevents corruption of

software.
* A very powerful piece of hardware"

Electron User July 67
ONLY £34.50

(£39.50 with EXP ROM 2.0)

SLOGGERS
AUTHORISED
DEALERS

Aba-dean Micro Logie 0589 66233

Birmingham Allen -femes Computers 021 778 5737

Braid Avon Computer Exchange 0777 637981

Broiboume Bradstreet Computers Ol 707 4210

Burnley Atomic Computsr Systems 078754799
Bytieet Cslenereft 0932342)37
CanStf Computer Etchanga 0772 483069

Cardigan Cardigan Electronics 0739 614483

Chasham Roods Photo A Computing 0494 783373

Crawtey Computer Centre 0293 37842

Croydon Computer Centre Of 683 7646

Fareham Project Expansions 0329 22! 109

Famham Farnham Computers 0252 723107

Glasgow Computsr Dspot 04) 337 3944

Leioestor DA Computsrs 0533 549407

London Compulse* 015600181
Market Haiborough Harborough Computsr* 0856 6X56
Merseyside Compshop 051 6393041
Nembory M&S Associates 0635 45774

Oldham Homs And Busirtsss 061-633 1608

Shesmess Swslstslt Systems 0795 £65530

Stockport Drem Electronics 06 1 429 0676

Tetord Al Computer Supplies 0952 502737

Trowbridge West Wiks Micros 07214 67759

Warrington Cheshire Micros 0925 4)4 109

Nehertantfe Vsiobyt# Computers Rottsrdam 0104139197

Mail Order Only

Mfcon Keynes Towerha 0908 74746

Netherlands Compumasters 31 10 436 18 00

Stockport 21st Software 0675 528885

Cheques payable to

SLOGGER LTO

Al prices Include VAT PAP UK Mainland onty

Expiry Date PLEASE SUPPLY Coot

to SLOGGER LTD. 107 RICHMOND ROAD. GILLINGHAM. KENT

5LGGGER
Tel: 0634 52303

See us at the Micro User Show Stands 16-17



SLOGGER AUTHORISED UbALbrlo

ACORN ELECTRONS IN STOCK
We are

Don't miss the SLOGGtH uwt uay oalc - ucu. am

SWALETEK SYSTEMS
SLOGGERS Sole Distributor

For the WEST MIDLANDS

Wide range of software always available

"HELP THE ELK" User Group - send SAE for details

Don't miss the SLOGGER one day salej

NOVEMBER 28TH

ALLEN JAMES
831 STRATFORD ROAD.
SPARKHILL,
BIRMINGHAM, B11 4DA
Telephone: 021-778 5737

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFERS
Medium Resolution

RGB Monitors

Only £159.00

Slogger Electron Disk System

Rombox Plus

T2SEDFS
FREE STARWORD

Only £275.00

Word Processor Bargains

12- Green Screen Monitor

RomOox Plus

STARWORD
Normally £155 00

Now Only £139.00

RGB Colour Monitor

Rombox Plus

STARWORD
Only £225.00

ALL SLOGGER GOODS IN STOCK

SWALETEK SYSTEMS
9 Sheerness Enterprise, Sheerness, Kent

Tel 0795 665530

A1 COMPUTER SERVICES

For your Computer Repairs

and Supplies

We are an Authorised Slogger Dealer

Used Equipment bought and sold.

9 PADDOCK MOUNT, DAWLEY,
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE. TF4 3PR

TEL: 0952-502737

The
friendly electron Club

Now an international Electron User Club

• Regular news letters

• Discount on Slogger range of products

• Help and Advice page
• Competitions
• Hardware and software reviews

All this for £3.50 per annum!

Send cheque/PO £3.50 made payable to:

The Friendly Electron Club, & SAE to The Friendly

Electron Club, Four Star House,

46 Sunnymead Avenue,

Gillingham, Kent ME7 2DZ

4 CHANNEL
SOUND CARTRIDGE

Now Electron Users can enjoy 4 sound channels

* Accepts the BBC standard ’sound
1 commands

* Complete with demonstration software

* Built in speaker with volume control

* Separate outputs for external speaker/headphones

and ammplifier
* Does not utilise Electron Memory

* Simply plug into a cartridge slot*

Now available Price £39.95

FURTHER UNITS:
User port inc Rom Socket £29.95

Eprom Programmer. Rom Software £34.95

Radio Teleprinter Software (Cassette) £5.00

Mouse Software (Cassette) £9.99

Toolkit Rom £14.95

|

PROJECT EXPANSIONS

5 Teal Close, Fareham,

Hampshire, P016 8HG
Telephone: 0329 221109

***
!!! WHAT AN OFFER !!!

***

* NEW ACORN ELECTRONS *

* Plus Acorn Data Recorder *

* Plus five games pack *

Only £68.20 plus VAT complete
or 64k versions only £100 plus VAT

Exclusive to M&S Associates
We support the full range of SLOGGER products

Call us on Newbury (0635) 45774

or telex orders 848507 ref MJSM
or FAX orders 0635 35053 ref MJSM

ft is not what we tell you before - it is what we

do for you later that counts

LARGEST SELECTION OF
BBC MODEL BD, COMPACT, MASTER,

ELECTRON HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
SPECIALIST BBC DEALER

& SERVICE CENTRE
SALES:- 01-580 0181

TECHNICAL:- 01 631 1098

2 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON W1P 9AE

We also deal in part exchage and second hand computers

SLOGGER AUTHORISED DEALERS

SLOGGER

AUTHORISED

DEALERS



SLOGGER

AUTHORISED

DEALERS

oLuuucrt ftumumstu UbALfc

DELTA COMPUTERS
BBC MASTER SERIES PRINTER RIBBONS
Archimedes Ring for price Brother M1009 „£3.25
Mas,er 1 28 £395.00 Canon PC1080A £3.25
Master Turtx) Module £115.00 Epson FX.MX.RX 80 £2 70
M^clor fntnrMaster Compact Entry

System £349.00

OPUS DISC DRIVES
5802 400KDSDO
40/B0T £104.95

Epson LX80, LX86 £2.70

Epson FX, MX. RX 100 £3.35

Panasonic KX-P1 081 £3.99

Citizen 120DLSP10 £4.60

Citizen MSP10.20 £2.70

£204.95 Citizen MSP15,25 £3.25

58020B Dual 800K
40/80T

5802D as 5802DB+PSU ...£234.95 Kaga 810
Opus DDOS (With a drive) . . £40.00 M Tally MT80
PRINTERS (Inc lead)

£3.25

£3.50

Seikosha GP1 00/250 *£2.65

*£r “9.95 Shinwa CP80 £3.50
Citizen 1 20D
Star NL-10 ...

...£179.00

...£237.00 SPECIAL OFFER
Panasonic KX-P1081 £169.00 Electron £49.99
Amstrad DMP3000 £169.00 Electron+Plusl+Viewt

Amstrad DMP3160 £189.00 Viewsheet _ £79.99

Brother HRS £69.99 Tatung Col Monitor £169.00

All orders over £100 receive free Touchpad for BBC B worth £49.95

(while stocks last).

MINIMUM ORDER £10.00
All Slogger products slocked

- Ring tor prices -

All prices include VAT
Please add £5 carriage on orders over £100

Mail Order only at this address
Trade and Educational enquiries welcome

S 85 Union Street Oldham Lancs i

061-626 3841 I

“

!DRAM"5
' ELECTRONICS LTD.

OFFICIAL
ACORN
SPARES

DISTRIBUTOR

Please phone for prices
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

DRAM ELECTRONICS LTD.

Unit 12, Kingston Mill, Chestergate,

Stockport SK3 OAL.
Tel: 061-429 0626. Tlx: 312242

Special Purchase

MONITORS
12" Green Screen Ferguson,
with Electron or BBC Cable £59.95
14" Colour high res Acorn £239.95

PRINTERS
Citizen 120D £179.95
Star NL10 £219.95
Panasonic 1081 £189.95
Olivetti Spark Jet £69.95

BLANK DISCS
3.5" DS 1 35tpi - box of 1 0 £1 2.90
5.25" DS DD - box of 1 0 £4.99

THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 Buchanan Street

Glasgow, G1 2JZ
Tel: 041-332 3944

All prices include VAT
and delivery [A

Panasonic

£148
B1 Highlight*

Impact Dot Matrix Printer

THE IDEAL P.C COMPANION

We are the main SLOGGER
stockist in Avon & Wells

We carry all Acorn products including New Archimedes
We are also the main stockists for Amstrad,

Commodore, Atari, Opus and many many more

AVON COMPUTER EXCHANGE

Prices Exclude VAT & Delivery

Export & Trade Enquiries Welcome

42 Cannon St., Dedminster Bristol
Tel: (0272) 637981

126 Church Rd., Redfield Bristol
Tel: (0272) 542116
87 City Rd., Cardiff
Tel: (0222) 483069

31 A Farlngton Rd., Swindon
Tel: (0793) 512074

SLOGGER AUTHORISED DEALERS



Programming

What the hex,

it’s a dump . . .

ROLAND WADDILOVE explores

the memory map in Part III

of his introduction to Logo

I HAVE stressed throughout

this series that there is far

more to Logo than the
simple turtle graphics com-
mands most of us are

familiar with.

In fact there are more than

200 built-in commands in

Acornsoft’s Logo - available

on rom cartridge for the

Electron - of which only

around 20 are concerned
with turtle graphics.

It is impossible to cover

the whole of Logo in three

short articles so I have illus-

trated the language by
choosing three vastly differ-

ent topics.

The first article - in the

October 1987 issue of Elec-

tron User - examined turtle

graphics.

Last month in Part II we
looked at a recursive func-

tion which was used in a

short program to test for

palindromes. Now we'll look

at a more complex pro-

gramming example - a hex/

Ascii memory dump utility.

This can be used to

explore the Electron’s

memory map, and as you
have probably seen similar

utilities written in Basic it

should be familiar territory.

However, a large propor-

tion of the Electron's

memory is organised by the

currently selected language

so the map will be entirely

different when running
Logo.
Looking at this month's

listing you'll see two
procedures and one func-

tion - the function is the one
which OUTPUTS a value.

The first procedure HEX-
PRINT prints the decimal
number n in hexadecimal.

The number passed to it is

in the range 0-255 (eight

bits) and is printed as two
hexadecimal digits - the left

and right nybbles.

These are calculated by
dividing n by 16. The
quotient is the left digit and
the remainder is the right

one:

QUOTIENT :n 16

RERAINOER :n 16

These calculations, give

us a decimal result between

zero and 15, but we want
hexadecimal. The correct

digits are printed by using

ITEM to pick out the hex
numbers from the string of

characters stored in digit.

ITEM is a primitive (built-

in keyword) that picks out a

particular item from a list.

For instance:

ITEM 3 'L060

would return the letter G, as

it is the third letter in the

word LOGO.
In HEXPRINT our

hexadecimal digit is picked

from the list of 16 characters

held in digit. This technique

could easily be adapted to

output any number in any
number base.

The next function, HEXIN-
PUT, as its name suggests

inputs a hexadecimal
number from the keyboard.

Local variables have been
used, though strictly

speaking they're not

essential in this program.

Logo's LOCAL operates in

the same manner as Basic's

and the original value of the

variables ard restored on
exit from the procedure or

function.

RC is used to read a

character from the keyboard

into the variable / and is

equivalent to Basic's GETS.

If Return is pressed, the

character will have Ascii

code 13 and the value n

(initially zero) will be
OUTPUT. This terminates

the function.

MEMBER is used to test

whether each character

entered is a hexadecimal
digit. It does this by testing

whether / is a member of

digit and returning its pos-

ition if it is.

It functions rather like

Basic's INSTR(aS,bS) which

tests whether bS is in aS and
returns its position if it is,

otherwise the result is zero.

Turn to Pago 20

*1060

TS

SETR0DE6

JO HEXPRINT :n

>yp£ ITEN (1 QUOTIEN 7
:<i 16) :digi t

TYPE HEN (1 REMAINDER :n 16)

END

TO KEX1NPUT

LOCAL *n 0

LOCAL
-

i 8

LOCAL j *

input;

MICE ’i »C

IF :i = CHAR U (OUTPUT :n]

RAKE •) C MEMBER :i : d
i
g i t ) - 1

IF :j < 8 (60 'input]

TYPE :i

NAKE -n (:n • 16 :j>

60 'input

END

TO 0UNP

RAKE 'digit *®123A56789ABCDEF

TS

PtlNT

PRINT (He* I Ascii Re»ory Du«p]

PRINT

TYPE (Address to du»p:i)

RAKE 'sfldr HEXINPUT

RAKE 'j 8

PRINT

PRINT

ioopl:

TIOY

RAKE '*
-

HEXPRINT QUOTIENT ;»tdr 256

HEXPRINT RERAINDER :addr 256

TYPE

RAKE 'i 0

loop2:

RAKE 'byte EXAMINE :addr t :i

HEXPRINT :byte

TYPE
"

TEST ALLOT (:byte > 31) C:byte < 127)

IFTRUE CRAKE 'a WORD :a (CHAR :byte)3

IFFALSE (RAKE a NORO :a

RAKE '1
: i 1

If :i < 8 (60 Iood21

PRINT :a

RAKE addr :addr * :i

RAKE 'j :j * 1

If :j < 16 (60 ioopl]

END
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Programming

16 48 75 67 6F B1 8D 6A
0D 0D 66 32 46 56 0D 00
00 00 00 FF FF FF FF C6
02 00 00 50 01 00 16 C4
05 40 50 31 0D 0D 0D 0D

FF FF
I 01 00
l 47 51
00 FF
00 29
6F 52
80 FF
40 00
EF 67

0D 00 00 00 00 I

FF 84 04 00 I

15 C6 D2 45 <

FF FF FF :

I 03 CC EF 67

FF 00 80 FF FF 00
00 A9 00 I

52 4F 40 32 00 31
80 FF FF 00 80 FF FF 00

< From Page 19

For instance, Logo's:

WEBBER G ‘LOGO

and Basic's

INSTRClOGOYG')

both return 3 as G is the
third member of the word
LOGO.
The second to last state-

ment in HEXINPUT is Logo's
equivalent of Basic's GOTO.
You can GO to any label

placed within the current
word definition, but you
can't jump out of one. In this

case it's a backward jump to
input to read the next
character.

The third and final

procedure is DUMP and this

is where most of the work is

done.
The first line stores the

hexadecimal digits in digit

and the next four switch to

the text screen and print the
title. HEXINPUT is then
called to MAKE addr equal
to the address to start
dumping from.
There are two loops in

Dump labelled loopl and
loop2, one nested within the
other.

Logo hasn't got a FOR-
...NEXT structure so this has
to be emulated using MAKE
to increment the loop count-
ers / and j. then using IF and
GO to jump back to the loop
start if the limit hasn't been
exceeded.
The contents of memory

locations are fetched using
the primitive function
EXAMINE and stored in

byte. This is printed in

hexadecimal by passing the
value to HEXPRINT.

Unfortunately, EXAMINE
won't handle addresses
larger than &7FFF so you
can't browse through the
roms which start at &8000.
The Ascii characters

corresponding to the con-
tents of memory are stored
in the string a and is printed

every eight bytes EX-
AMINEd.

If the value of byte is

greater than 31 and less

than 1 27 it is converted to an
Ascii character with CHAR
and added to a, otherwise a
dot is added instead.

TEST ALLOF tests all of
the following conditions to

see if they are true. The
result of this is used by

IFTRUE and IFFALSE to

decide whether the byte is a
printable Ascii character or

not.

That just about sums up
this memory dump utility.

Type it in and enter DUMP
to run it. Figure I shows the
sort of output you can
expect.

• Next month we'll return to

View, but instead of word
processing we'll see how it

can be used for developing
programs.

QUAL-SOFT WORLD OF SOCCER
ARE YOU A POTENTIAL 1st DIVISION MANAGER?
ARE YOU A POTENTIAL ENGLAND MANAGER?

Sports
simulations

Football management is not a mental arithmetic exercise. Deciding whether a skill level of 6 is a better choice than a skill level of 4 has
nothing to do with a knowledge of soccer. Football management is about judgement; YOUR JUDGEMENT! Judgement about a players
skills. Judgement of how skills combine to make a successful team. And judgement of the performance of the team on the field of play.
Our "WORLD OF SOCCER" games are not so much computergames as computer SIMULATIONS of the world of the soccer manager.

DARE YOU TEST YOURSELF?

SOCCER SUPREMO
A LEAGUE MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

TAPE 1 TAPE 2
6 Seasons European Cup

League Division 1 U.E.F.A. Cup
The F.A. Cup Cup Winners Cup

STILL THE ONLY ELECTRON SOCCER MANAGEMENT GAMES WITH GRAPHICS!
SPECIAL OFFER; Soccer Supremo & Mexico '86 (4 tapes and 2 manuals packaged as 2

games) £14.95

MEXICO '86

A WORLD CUP MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

TAPE 1

Friendlies
World Cup
Qualifiers

TAPE 2

World Cup Finals
Phase 1 (groups of 4)

Phase 2 (last 16 knockout)

QUAL-SOFT Tel: 0438
Dept. EU, 721936
18 Hazlemere Road
Stevenage SG2 8RX F\ 1

Please supply:

Soccer Supremo n £9.95

Mexico ’86 £9.95

SS & M'86 £14.95

Name:
Address:

Access No. (if applicable)
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outside world...md

mmemlou!
NOW you can experience

all the fun and excitement

of your favourite games
without disturbing the

rest of the household

The SoundMaster consists of a cleverly

designed interface and the very latest

high-velocity lightweight headphones.
• The precision-engineered interface is

encased in tough plastic with a graded
volume control. It connects easily to your
micro (leads included), and sits discreetly
behind it while in use
• The beautifully constructed stereo
headphones are made by leading UK
electronics manufacturer Ross. They
deliver crystal clear reproduction and are
fully guaranteed. They come with a special
adapter so you can also use them with
your personal stereo or hifi system.
• Every Sound Master is supplied in a
colourful presentation pack together with
detailed instructions to help you get the
most from this superb device,

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
P/ease send me the SoundMaster for tny

BBC Model B BBC Master

Acorn Electron Amstrad CPC (stereo sound!)

Atari 8 bit (excluding Atari 400)

[

£14 99 (UK) £16.99 (Europe/Eire) £21.99 (Overseas)
|

Name

Address

Cheque enclosed payable to Database Electronics

Please debit my Access/Visa no:

r i ii i nrri i ri i i 1 1 i i i i

Expiry date

Signed

Postcode

SEND TO: Europa House, Adlington Park,
Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 5NP.

Phone Orders: 0625 879940

Orders by Prestel: Key *89 then 614568383

MicroLink/Telecom Gold: 72:MAG001



IT'S Christmas Eve once
more, and time for Santa
Claus to do the rounds.
The presents are wrapped

the candles are lit and
Rudolf and the rest of the
reindeer are ready to go.
Then disaster strikes,

someone has pinched the
sleigh!

There's no time to lose.

The culprits must have been
the evil pixies. Santa will

have to do the job on foot.

As he climbs nimbly on to

the first rooftop he dis-

covers the pixies have been
up to even more mischief.

The place is littered with
holes, moving platforms
8nd pine trees that will make
your eyes water. To cap it

all, they're trying to knock
him off the roof by throwing
snowballs.

Can you get Santa across
each of the 11 different
rooftops? What will happen
if you do? Only you will

know as you play this

excellent Christmas special.

When entering the pro-
gram and checking for
typing errors it is recom-
mended that you save the

game before running it and

Don your beard and costume
and play ANTHONY HOUGHTON'S
brilliant Christmas game

omit line 40 (which disables
the Escape key) until the list-

ing is correct. These com-
ments apply especially to

owners of the Plus 3, since
the program downloads
itself before running and
corrupts the ADFS
workspace.
The data for each screen

in line 420 consists of a

string of eight characters,
split into six parts as
follows:

• Hole type - 0 means no
holes, 1 means three empty
holes and 2 is three holes
containing trees.

• High snowball direction -

0 means no high snowball, L

means a high snowball trav-

elling left, R is a high
snowball travelling right.

• High snowball delay - a

two digit number expressed
in hexadecimal, from 00 to

FF where 00 is the shortest

delay, FF is the longest.

• Low snowball direction -

one character in the same
format as the high snowball.

• Low snowball delay - two
characters in the same
format as the high snowball.

• Platform flag - 0 indicates

no moving platform while 1

is a moving platform
crossing a large gap.

The length of data for

each screen must always be
eight characters long. The
data for your own screens
should be inserted into line

420. Remember there must
always be enough data for

11 screens.

A further point to bear in

mind when designing
screens is that certain items
are not compatible. For
example, the holes are not
compatible with the moving
platform.

An error of this type in the
data will not crash the pro-

gram, but will not give the
expected result.
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instrUC
l Calculate

bonus

_

VARIABLES
|level Current screen number 1S% Current score 1

H% Array of high scores |
lives Number of lives remaining

|

10 REA Santa on the tiles

20 REA by Tony Houghton

30 REA (c) Electron User

40 *FX229,1

50 If PA6E>8E00 THEN 1450

60 AODE5:YDU23;8202;0;8;8

; :PR0C ins true t:PROCasse»: PRO

(setup

70 REPEAT: PROCvait:PR0Cga

c : 1 F?<tead=27PB0C instruct

80 UNTI10

90 OEfPROCga»e:Y6U2l:ClS:

lives*J!$X*0:ievel»1:?spe«tls

245: REPEAT :PR0C sc reer rPROCoa

n:CALLaain:lf?deia=2PR0Cbonu

s ELSElF?dead=1lives=ti*es-1

100 If?dead=27UNTU1:ENDPR

OC ELSEUNTIltives=-1

110 IFSX<HX(7)PR0Chsc:ENDP

ROC

120 HZ(7)=SZ:HJ(7)*":fORN

X*7T01 STEP-1 ::lFNX(llt)>Nt( At

-1)SS=HI(Nt) :HS(AS)=HS(NX-1)

:MCNT-1 >=SS:$Z=HZ<n:>;H1Cn:

)=HX!NZ-1) :HX(NX-1)=SX

130 NEXT :PR0Chsc:VDU23,1,1

;8;8;8;i,17,3:AX=0:XX=8?8: »Z

=0:*FX21

140 REPEAT:VRU7,31,9,tyX::

870=85600:7872=10:7873=32:78

74=126:CAll8fFFl:UAmS856i0
<>*

150 VDU23,t,0;0;0;0;0:HS(t

nX)=$85600:ENDPROC

160 OEf PR0Cbonus:C0l0UR1 :

P

RINTTAB(5,6)'Bonus >';10*lev

el:?i«*p*0
170 REPEAT;?bonU=1:CALLba

nus:SOUAO0,-15,4,1:SX=SXd0*

level :COLOUR2:PR!NTTAB(0,2)R

ISHT$(*0000r+STRSSt,6) :UNTI

t?ju»p=848

188 Level=levtl*1:lf level<

12ENOPR0C

190 level*1:CLS:C0L0UR2:PR

INTTABU,5)"Bell done!':C0L0

UR':P8INTTAB<2)'Tou reached

the'TA8(2)>nd of the roe

d.':C0L0UR3:PRINT”Nov try a

notber....
-

200 lf?speed<252 ?speed=7s

peed+2:PRINTTAB(4>'A bit fas

ter' TAB(5)'this ti«e.'

210 FORNX=1TO5800: NEXT: END

PROC

220 OEf PROCsnobal Is : F0RNX=

0TO7:NX?hisb=0:NEXT:BI=AID$(

AS ,2, 1 ) : IF8S< >’8’PR0Cba 1 1 ( BS

,EVAL('*'*A;oS(AS,3,2)! ,0)

230 BS=AIDS<A*,5,1):IFBS<>
TPR0Cball(B*,£VAL(T»A10S
(A*,6,2)>,4>

248 ENDPROC

250 DffPROCbatl(dirJ,delX,

ofsX):lFdirJ='l'of sX?hisb=8F

f ELSEofsZ?hisb=1

260 ofst?(hisb+2) sdelt:ofs

X7(bisb*3)=delZ:EADPR0C

270 »EFPR0Cscreen:ClS:C0l0

UR3:COLOUR130:PRINTTA8(0,15)

STRING$(20,CHR$128):COLOUR0:

PR1NTTA8(0,16)STRIN6S(180,CW

RS129)

280 C0L0UR3 : C0L0UR1 29 : PRIM

TTA8(0,25)STRIN6S(20,CHR$132

>:PRlNTTAB(18/10)chianeySTAB

(0,26)$TRIN6S(120,CHRS!30);

290 vindovS=STRINGS(S,STRI

4SS<3,CKRS133)-*STR1N6$<3,CHR

S8)*CHRS10):COLOUR128: COLOUR

2:PRIN1TAB(2,26)tiindovSTAB<1

3,26>vi ndowS; : V6O30,1

1

300 RESTORE420: F0RNX=1T0le

vet : RE A DAS: NEXT : PROCsnobe Us
:JFRI6HTSCAS,1)=M*PR0Clift

ELSEPROCholes

310 C0l0UR1:PRINTTAB(1,1)’

Score’TABl 7, UTfouse': COLOUR

2:PR1NTTA8(8,2)R1GHT$("00800

STRSSI,6)TA8(9,2)RIfiHTSC0

*STR$level,2>

320 If l ives>0! 878=89905428

:XX=24:YX=3:F0RNX=1T0lives:C

ALLprint:!878=!870-83A8: !872

=8990: NEXT

330 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB<0,4)'

Bonus XX=8: 7X= 1 :F0RNX=85D6

0TO85E18STEP8: !870=NX: !872=8

AA8-8*(NX<85D80) :CALLprint :N

EXT:?bon*=35:?bont»=5

348 ENDPROC

350 DEfPROCholes:?lf tf 1=0;

?trf 1=0

360 If LEFTS(AS / 1)<>'0"PRIN

TTA8(3,15)hole$TAB(8,15)hote

STAB(13,15)hole$

370 IFLEFT$(A$,1)='2'CALLt

otrs:?trf l=8FF :7trcnt=20:XX*

16:Yt=1 :F0RNt=86D78T086E18ST

EP850: !870=NI: !872=8A98:CALL

print:NEXT

3S0 ENDPROC

390 DEfPROCtift:?trfl=0:PR

lNTlgapS:?lf U*22:7lf tf 1=2:7

If tdr=l :S86B78=STRING8(40,CH

RS255):?86B98=0: ENDPROC

400 ENDPROC

410 DEFPR0C«an:?aani=2:?«a

ny=12: 1870=89906710: !»ansdr=

!870:?facing=890:?step=0:XX=

24:YX=S:CALLprint:?dead=0:7)

j»p=0:ENDPROC

420 DATA 10080800,00801050

,00080001, 0R02L0C0,0R180801,

19861818,28000808,800010(1,2

8001050, 2R0AL048,0R10L051

438 DEfPROCsetup

440 YDU23, 128, 255,255,255,

255.126.60.24.0

450 V0U23,129,66,8, 162,8,6

6,16,33,4

460 VDU23,13B,0,254,254,25

4,0,239,239,239
470 VDU23,131,0, 126, 126,60

,68,60,68,60
480 VDU23, 132, 16,255,255,2

55.255.255.255.0

490 VDU23, 133,255, 153,153,

153,153,153,153,255

508 chi»neyS=CHRSmCHRS12
8»CHRS17*CHRS2iCHRJ131»CHRS1

31*CHR$17+CHRS3*CHR$17*CNR$1

29eCHRS8rCHR$8tCHRS10eCHRS12

8+CHR$128*CHR$17+CHRS131+CHR
S17+CHRS1tSTRINGS(5,CHRS8eCH

RS8+CHRS10+CHRS130+CHRS130)

510 holel=STRIN6S(3/ '+C

HRS8«CHRS8«CHRS18)

528 LgapS=CHRS17eCHRS128+C

HRS3UCHRS3‘CHRS15+STRINGSC3

Turn to Pago 25
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BATTLE ZONE SIX

Play the most hectic battle of your life In the
ultimate Zap game!
The myriad ol aliens use virtually every

screen movement Imaginable, all with one
purpose - to get you I

And would you believe 100 - yes, 100 -

control.

One of our best ever and sure to be a real
winner. To be released at £7AS.

offer at just E4.9J

WORD PROCESSOR#
This is the one designed for the two finger typist
and has received rave notices over the past two
years. It allows continuous typing, with no need
to look at the screen, with line ends, margins
and everything else automatically sorted out at
the printing stage by the Embedded Control
Characters - as used by professional word

You can automatically move left margin,
decrease characters per line, centre text, right
flush, new line, new paragraphs, new page,
underline, and enlarged, emphasised and

controls toggle on the function keys,
which are: Add, Edit, Search, Replace. Save
text, Load text, Inform, Exit processor, Enter
processor, Delete text, Insert buffer, Clear
buffer. Format.

It will do many other things, printing either
continuous or single sheets, emphasised or
draft copy, double or single spacing, adjustable
page length and optional page numbering.
Editing and Insertion is simplicity itself and a““ — “ be moved

Complete with extensive User Guide giving
actual examples.

Catalogue price C22 50 Sale price £7.95

MICROTYPE

Vom^BBC andH
** ,h* sU,"da,d' 'VP*"0

P^i8
Hi,iSSieS?'e^C',>

the k*vs mi*- Tvped. rvoS™"Ta9 « r the compvter keyboard, i hen this is
• VOU wi " «v.n after

Catalogue price Liz 50 8aie price £4.95

> operate a Itrat class return post service,
lether payment is made by cheque or credit card,
lephone orders by Access. Bercleycard or Diners
fore 4pm will be in our privets collection at 4.30
a program fails, no matter how caused, it will be
pieced absolutely free of charge, this year, next

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POST

Nothing extra to pay!

‘Kansasw Kansas City Sy

Top games at £3.95 each!
"Ten out of ten for value" - Electron UserLOONY LOCO

Th© new A read* fr<

.
CO,OU,JU * setettns. unye in© loco, switching lines, raring nerpe

smoke to evade the rockets and plane*. Then pet to the buffet car by jumpingme gaps and avoiding the cannon balls and arrows. If you make it. then It will
t>e all out catching the spinning cups from the three tables. Then as you come to
a standstill, in the last screen you have to find out how to release the brakes.

MOON BUGGY Catalogue price £8.50
An ultra active arcade game which outsold everything when on display at the last
MI5f

a£
User e*Mbltion. Needs no small amount of skill to get past the first level

and there ere seven of them! Manipulate the Buggy three different ways as the
speeds by and at the same time use the different firing directions to splat

many obstacles. There are craters, boulders, debris, mines, tanks and
idge traps. Spacecraft and rockets a..
tallenging one, with single hazards, multiple hazards and e<

nes with fast fluid action.

tnaiiwnytng one, v
hazards. Multiple

PINBALL ARCADE

o the excitement. 1

n combination

Catelogue price £10.36
- -— FIVE five star reviews in the Pressl Now faithfully

- - - - - E}f5 ,r°n. wtb all the original BBC features, and running at the
8peed_. Build your own pinball tables from the many burnbers, targets.

Pages of colourful shapes, moving or re-moving anywhere
bounce and oven alter the scores. A most realisti-

'saveJftc
Ipper* ere adjustable. Ariel

lings, etc., from the s
jn the board. Adjust ti

spring action and even
as been created, it can

THE FERRYMAN AWAITS

I even altered again.

There's never
TOC.-has resulted ...

Devised by the programmer.

anything tike it beforel An entirely new computer language-"* “ it 60K Adventure into the normal Electron)
- tlted in the most involved and d

e Electron,
d countlessif real locations i

a totally different plane.
o word command. Such as TAKEsKULt PROMSH E L F OPEN DOOR is quite acceptable! It will even accept multiple

hST^Ptvl* '* ,s s ma0,cal west in a wasteland populated only
"Y fanaetlcal devil worshippers and savage pirate hords. to which you are soldsacrifice. Do not expect to complete this Adventure in a few eveninas. It will

:e a long, long time. And you will need our Helpl service...

Any THREE below for £6.50

1

FIGHTER PILOT
cockpit view of both the runway d<
fighters which have to be blasted i .— radar system and a combined artificial horizon

indicator. Information shown on fuel,

CAVEMAN

w.i oil IUCI, speea, ret
switch to approach, li

the sky. Graphics include an
1 *- on and turn and bank

:limb. altitude and score. As

Take the barrow down the lift
diamonds and then for gold. Astute u—. the monsters-or lead tnem to t

Catalogue price £9.50
any galleries of the mine, first to dig to
of the lift and ladders and you might— n ao dowo

>e lift.

MANIAC MOWER Catalogue orice £8.50
e park whilst avoiding the maniac mower, whose only air
,t harrier the,*, „ re |ots Q( nasties lurking In the grass

,h“'“ i karsto expert training in the

Catalogue price £9,96

treasure is hidden, using the given clues.
lots of differs!

MUNCHMAN
This is the

4 treasure places ti

tunes, very well done, with plenty of colour.

Catalogue price £8.60
‘ kt" »•. „»» Packman' for the Electron. It is justorltinal Arcade game with ghosties chasing you around as you devour.'the facilities of the energisers which give limited “— — --- - “ -

SNAKE
Seven hectic levels

p the ghosties.

Catalogue price £7.50

u'
SDl" *c,*®n and even double split screen make this very

tS, TLrt.
d
. J,

he
if''

sk® arts ,0?<j*r mushrooms are devoured, buttoe toadstools at all costs. Ideal for yc >n'* pKiw,«e ...ku.. w..i :

speed, active for adults and experts too

REVERSI
The Electron as your partner at Reversi-
rules with accepted black and white cou
entered with very quick responses. All information and scores

DRACULA ISLAND

g children, whilst by increasing the

Catalogue price £7.50
so known as Othello. Plays to all the— a green board. Moves easily

nr> *nri screen.

This Adv
al of pleasure. The
s an ideal starter, r

finish. Like all Kai
a always in the asm

adventure it has

has started countless people o
Catalogue price £8.60

adventures and provided a great
unt Dracula before he gets you.

...... .. solve but not being too difficult
adventures, it is totally logical, which means things

place or where you leave them. Also tike every Kansas
“ facility. And If you really get stuck, don't
IS a ring, for we operate a telephone Help? service!disgust—give

RING OF TIME
Dracula, this is

Liras, including the sp
on the screen all the
ling through many trials

REVENGE OF Z0R
he long awaited sequel to Drac„.„ „„„

Adventure you have to escape the vortex and the revenge of the evil Zo
a natural progression, and the adventurer will find the programmer has
much more devious, thus requiring greater effort to solve.

, Including the 3plit screen, which— *« ~— . the object is
d tribulations.

Catalogue price £9.60
tittle harder to solve, though still retaining all

means the important information" *“ retrieve the elusive Ring of

This il

City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield. S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357
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Game

4 From Page 23

,STRIN6J(12/ ')*$TR:«$C12,

CHRS8)*CHR$10)

530 E0VELOPE1,1,5,5,5,S,18

,10, 124, 0,0,-126, 126, 126:£NV

EL0PE2, 1,10, -1,-8, 18, 10, 18,1

26.

0.

0,-126, 126, 126:£H/£L0PE
3.2.3.8.0.

7.7.0.126.0.0,-126

,126,126

540 BlXHSl 7) ,RX(7) : FORRES
TO7:H$<NX)r'Tony':HX(*X)=208

0-Rl!*108:NEXt:ER9PROt

550 BEf PROCi nstrvct : PROC ti

tit

560 C0L0UR1 :
pRi*t TA816)'

Controls':C0L0ltR3:»RWSP

C6*2 - lef t"SPC6*X - Right

•"$PC2"Shif t - Juto'

570 C0L0UR2 : PR1K7 SPC3'Cop

y - Freete'"SPCl'5eiete - II

nfreeze'"SPC6'S - Sound on'

SPC6'« - Sound ofrwr
Escape - Restart'

580 EKOPROv

590 BEFPROCvai t:C0L0UR3:PR

IH7T8B(0,30)‘Pr*$* Space to

play':0SCirFX21':R:P£A ?UBTl

L6ET=32:ENDPR0C

608 DEFPROCti tie:VJ‘u12,19,

3,4;8;:COLOUR3:PR:*"‘B; \'i

'Santa on the tiles': COLCJRI

:PR!NTTAB(3,3)'by 8. Haughto

n’:«tOl0,3:ROVE72,950:PLCT21

,1216,950:ER9P8CC

610 9EFPROChsc:P»OCtine:F

ORNX=0TO7:COLOUR1:P*UTT*8(0
,NX*2r7);MM:COL0UR2:?RH:t
AB(2,MX*2*7)R16HTS<'8880I'*S

TRSHXIBX) ,6)' 'MSI*:)

628 IFHJ (NX) s"tyX sBX*2r7:

tnX=BX

630 NEXT :ENDPR0C

640 BEF PR0Cassea:REST0RE13

80: FORNX-&908T 0SAB7STE R4 : RE

A

DAS:!NX=EVALA$:NEXT

658 lFINXEr-256=1titer=:*29

F ELSEtiaer=82A0

668 fORP=0TO2STEP2:PX=&488

0:EOPTP

670 .sprite TXA :PHA : TYA:PH

A:JSRpriot:LBA£74:$TA870:LBA

875;STAl71:LDAt76:STA&72: LBA

I77:$TA&73:PLA:TAY:PLA:1AX

680 .print STX080 : T Y» : TAX

:

.arnlpl LBYP8:.prnlp2 LBA(i7

2),Y:EOR(I70),Y: STA1870) , Y :

I

NY:CPY080:BREprnlp2

690 lDAt72:CU:ADC*80:STA»
72:LBA»73:ABCP8:STA*73:LBAt7

0:£LC:ABC#84|:S1AJ78:LBA8?1:

ADC#1:STA071:9EX:8N£prnlp1:R

YS

700 .catad IBA#0 : ST A&69 : TX

A:LBX*3:.rolp ASLA:ROL069:BE

X:BNErolp:STA868:TYA:ASLA:TA

Y:LBAaUbl,Y:CLC:AflCtA8:STAt

68:LBAal tbl+1,Y:ABC869:$TA86

9: RTS

710 .altbl EQUS S TR INSS (64

,CHRS8)

720 .iisnx ESUB0: .aany E0U6

0:.«anadr E9JM0: .nandat ERUU

8900:. Facing ERU80: .step E4U

80: .tandir E4U80

738 .tvtan LBAjuap:8ERnvrt

:CBP#848:BE9jfaU:JRPvert :.j

fall JBPfalU.nvrt LDXnanxiL

Binary: JSRcalad

748 LDA868:CLC:A9C#8C0:STA

048:LBA869:ADt*3:STA*69:LBYd

8:L9A(l68),Y:CBPa8FF:BE«nant

’

750 LBA#848:STAjuap:LBA*0:

STAnandi r : JBPfaU
760 .aanav LBAf0:STAaandir

: LB A A 881 : L6X#i9E:LBY9lFf : J$R

8FFF4:TYA:BE«nleft:L9A#»FF:S

TAaandir

770 .n lef t L9A#881:L0XP(B9

:LBY#8FF;JSRtfFF4:TYA:BE«nri

ght:t*C«andir

780 .nright LBAAi8t:LBX#if

f :IBYP8FF: JSR&Ff F4:TYA:8ERnj

u»p: LBXAsI HOD256:LBYPs1 919

256:L9A#7:JSRtFFF1 :LBA#180:S

TAjuep:JAPvert

798 .njuap l9Atanx:CLC:A9C

tandi r : CBPYtFF :BAEna 1 1 : L9AP0

:.nall STAaanx:TAX:LBYaany:J

SRcalad:l9A(68:STAt74:L9At69

:$TA&75

800 LBXf3:.sutplp l9Aaanad

r,X:STA878,X:9EX:BPu$utplp:l

BAi74:$TAaanadr :LBAt75:STA«a

nadr*1

810 LBAjuap:8E9chstp: LBAel

48:STAstep: JNPnchstp: .chstp

LBAaandi r :BE(nchstp:L9Astep:

EOR»i848:SYAstep

820 .nchstp LBAaandi r: CAP#

tFF:BNEnf le:L9A#8:$TA<acing:

;RPnfri:.nfle CNP#1 :BNEnf ri

:

L9A#S90:STAfaci ng

830 .nfri LBAf acing:CLC:A9

Cstep:STAaandat

840 L9A#19: JSR8FFF4:L9XP24

:LBY#3: JSRprint :LBAt74:STA87

0:LtA*75:STA071:L8X*3:.chkip

1 L9YP23

858 . chk Ip? L9A((70) ,Y:BNE

hi t:BEY:8PLchklp2:LBA870:CLC

:A9C*|40:S7A|70: L9A871 :A9Ca1

:STA871:BEX:BHEchklp1 : JNPnhi

ti .flit LBA#l40:$TAjuap

.860 .nhi t LBAi74:S7»870;LB

A875:STA871 :LBAaandat :STA872

: L9Aaandat*1 : STAI73 : LBX#24 :l

9Y#3:JRPprint

870 .juap E9UB8

880 .vert L9A)uap:CI1PatFf

:

BEBdavn: LBYaany :9EY:CPYt8:BE

Qtoj:STYaany:JRPnjuap:.toj l

BAd&Ff :$TAju»p

890 .doun LBYtany:MY:$TY«
3ny:CPY*12:BBEsed:LBA#0:$rAj

uap:.scd JRPnjuap

900 .fall L9Yaany:CPY*27:8

CCstf l:LBA#1 :SYAdead:RT$: .st

fl IRY : I0Y: IRX : STYaany : L9AP0

0:SEC:SBCaany:STApitch:L9X#s

3 8d9256:l9Y#s3 9IV256:LDA#7

: JSRSf FF1:L9A«anx: JRPnall

910 .esc LBA#27:STAdead:RT

S:. pause LBA#*81 :LBX#tA6:LBY

t&FF:JSR0FFF4:TYA:BE8pause

920 .tain L9Aspeed:STAtiae

930 .aainloop LBA#881:LBX*

18F : L9Y#4F F: JSRtf FF4:TYA:BNE

e$c:LDAi»881 :LBX#096:LBY*4ff

:

JSR&Ff F4:TYA:B>i£pause

940 iSRsnoba LL:JSRtrees:JS

RliFts:L8Ajuap:CRP*t40:BEanb

on:JSRbonus

950 .nbon JSR>vean:JSRuait

:LBA«anx:CBP#S3:BERvon:LBAde

ad:8£Baainloop:RTS:.uon LBA*

2:STAdead:RTS

968 .west BITtiaeriBRIvait

f
This is one of hundreds of programs

I

now avsilebi* FR€€ for download***)

I” mkfoUok
In add rt ion to thow many BBC Micro

:LBAspeed:STAtiaer:RTS

970 .speed E9l)80:.dead E9U

60

980 . hi sb E9U90: . losb E«U»

0 : ERUW0

990 .sby E4U80

1808 .snoball L9Ahisb:8Eanh

sb:JSRhibail:.nhsb L9Alosb:B

RElobalURTS
1010 .loball LBAa14:STAsby:

LBAaiosB KQB256:$TA&60:LBAaL

osb 91V256:STA861 :J8Ptstbl

1020 .hiball LBA#10:STAsby:

LBArhisb BOB256:STA860:LBAAh

isb 0IV256:SYA(61

1030 .tstbl LBY#2:LBA(86i>,
v

: BEQevba l l : SEC :SBC#1 : STA(&6

0},Y:BE9akbap:RTS:.akbap L9X

a$2 *OB256 :LBY#s 2 9IV256:L9A

#7:JSR*FFF1:L9Y#0:L9AU40),Y
:CBP*IFF:BE9bllft

1840 LBA#8: JUPprbl: .bllf t L

BA*35:.prbl L9Y#1:STA(*60),Y

:TAX:LBYsby: J$RcaUd:LBA468:
STAl70:i9A*69:STAi71:L9A#t20

:STA*72:LBAJ(iA:STAi73:LBX#16

:L9Y#1:JBPprint

1850 .avball LtY*1:l9A(860>

,Y:TAX:LBYsby: J$Rcalad:LBA86

8:STA870:l9Al49:STA871:C9YA0

: L9AU60) ,Y:CLC:L9Ye1:A9C(t6

0 ) ,Y:STA(160) ,Y: CRPPlFF :8E4b

loff :CPPA*FE:BE9blaf<:CAP«36

:BAEvonp

1868 .bloff L9Yt3:L9A(860),

Y:9EY:STA<(60),Y

1070 .uonp LDAAt20:STA(72:$

TAt76:L9AalA:STAt73:STAt77

1080 L9YP1 :19A(860),Y : T AX :

L

9Ysby:JSRcalad:L9At68:STAt74

:L9A869:STA875:L9X#16:L8Y#2:

l9AU60},Y:L9Y*1:CPPn8:8E#sp

rt:JBPprint : .sprt JPPsprite

1090 .trft E8UB0: .trcnt EBU

B0

1180 .trees LBAtrf l:BE0ntrs

: DEC trcnt : LOAt rent :BE8chnge:

.ntrs RT$:.chnge LBAtrf l :CNP

a(80:BNEtrsup: JNPtrsdn

1118 .trsup L9XH4 R0B256:L

9YAs4 B1V256:L9A#7: JSRtf FF1:

LBAt880:STAtrf l : LDA#2 iSTAtrc

1120 JSRlotrs

1130 .hitrs L9X»6:L9Yf 12:JS

Rtree:LBX#14:LBY#12: JSRtree:

L9X#26:L9Y#12:JJRtree:L9X#7:

JSRstaik:LBXd17:JSRstalk:L9X

P27

1140 .stalk TXA:PHA:LBYt15:

JSRstlk:PLA:TAX:L9Y»16:.stlk

JSflcalad:L9«86B:STA(70:L9A8

69: ST A&7 1 :L9AatA0:$TA(72:L9A

*lA:STAt73:L9X#8:L9Yt1: JBPpr

1150 .tree JSRcalad:L9A86S:

STA*70:LBAi69:STA»71:LBAeI30

:S1A872:L9A»i8A:STAt73:LBX#32

:LBYt3:JBPprint

1168 .trsdn LDAefcF F : STAtrf l.

:L9A*20:STAtrcnt:JSRhi trs

1178 .lotrs L0Xa6:LBYf 14:JS

Rtree:LBX* 16 :L9Y#14: JSRtree:

L9X#26:LBY#14: JRPtree

1188 .Iftfl EQUB0 : . I f t x ESU

B0: . If tdr EBU80:.lftChr E«UB

0

1190 .lifts LDAlftf I'.BREavi

ft: RTS: .avlf t LBAlf tdriCRPfl

:BE4tf tl: .Iftr LOAlf tx:CNP*2

2:8ERct l ULBAlftf l:C8PA2:BE9

ilfx

1288 LBA#2:STAlf tf l :LDA#8C£

Turn to Page 26
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Game

; JAPpri? t : .ilf x IM#1 :STAlft
ft : L0A#*33: JSRprlft: IHClf tx:

RTS

1218 .etU L6A*1:S'ALftdr:l

BA#2:STAlftft:.lftl LDAlftx:

CflP-»8:8NEnctir:l9Alftfl:CAP4

2:8E8ctlr: .nttlr 1 0 A
l

•* t I : CH

P+2:BEfldifx

1220 L0AiS2:STAlftfl:l9Af8CC

:JAPprlft:.dWx LBAaI iSTAlfr

n:6ECl<t>:lBA*833:JAPpr;‘t
1230 .ct lr LMf2:$mftdr:L
OAM:STAUtU:JAPlftr
1248 .prlft STAlf tclir :L»Xlf

tx:lHr*15:JSRcAUd:lBYA7:.W
tipi LOAlf tehr:E0R(*6«J,Y:ST

A(668),Y:PEY:BPLlf ttp1:LDY#4
0:.tfUp2 LDAtf tehr:E0R(868)

,Y:$YA<868),Y:1»Y:CPT*48:BNE

l1tlp2:«TS

1250 . i fit lBAP681:l.0X*8AE:l

Drptff:JSR*FfF4:m:BE8nson:
L5Ar0; ST 48262: RTS

1260 .nson LBA#881:UXmF:
L9Y*6Ff:JSR8FFF4:TYA:BEfln$of

f:L9A#1:STA6262:.nsaff RTS

1228 .bant* EAUS0: .bonx EflU

60

1280 .bonus B£Cbont*:BAEn$o
ff :L6A#5:STAboiU«:L#Xbonx:LD

Y#4:jSReatad:l0Al68:STA670:l

0A869:STA671:LBAbonx:CAPp16:

BCCr*d:LBA*6A8:$TA872:,lflPbaf\

p: . red LC4*680:$iA672

1290 .bonp LBA*8A:$TAt73:L0

Xa8:lBTPl:JSRprint;bECboni:i
BAbon : CAP*1 1 .-BESrunout : CAPA

16:BCCbeep:RT$

1300 .runout lOA*S40:STAju»

p: .beep L9X*bl‘p A0D256:IDYA
Blip 91V256:19A*7: JAPSFFF1 :

.

slip EQUttS1 1 : E&UW-1 5 : EQVti 158

:E9UW1

1310 .si EflUH2:E8UM1:ESUK0:

EflUW 5

1320 ,s2 EfllW0:EflUfl-15:E9UM

6:EflUU1

1338 .$3 EQUV81T:EQifU2:.pit

cb E6UU0 : EflUk'5

1348 .s4 EQUW3 : EQliW3 : EQUW64
:EflUM3

1350 3«EXT:FORNI=0TO31:AXsR
*‘8140*85800 :?(iltbUAX*2)=A
XA0B256:?<*ltbUNX*2‘1)=AX9I
V256:AEXT

1360 ?8228*int A00256:?8221

*int 0IV256:*FX14 4

1370 ENOPROC

1380 B AT A80, 60,84 7030000, 67

6F23577,880C0C22, 8888808,81?
011 80, 811212111, 84F3E9ECF, 88

F4F2F2F,8C0808086,8F0F0F0E0,

81 ,818180808, 468F0F0F,8E0E0£

860,86070F8F8,g0

1390 BATA80, 80, 847030008, 87

6F23577,880C0C22, 8888888,8 10

81108, 821211111, 8AF3E9ECF, 84
F4F2F2F,iC8888080,8F0F0f 0E8,

811 ,870301010,8E0F0F8F,87030

1010,86878F0F0 / 80

1400 BATA81030344,8111t01,8

?E0C0000,8E6F4CAEE, 80, 80,830
100000,8F0F0F870,85FC7973F,8
1F2F4F4F, 88068800, 888484888,
868E8F0F0, 80, 860F0F0F, 870707
060,88,880800006

1410 B4TA81 030344,81 11101,

8

2E6C0060,8E6F4CAEE, 86, 80,830
100000, 8F0F0F070,85FC7973F,8
2F2F4F4F ,88008200,848488888,
860E8F0 I 8,80,878F0F1F,8E0C08

080,888, 8E0C08080

1420 9474677773311,81133777

7,8EEAA4488,888CCEEEE

1430 94468,60, 821103211,8#
8523054,880008800, 862C00844,

60,80,80,810000060,821987013

,6E1587653, 680624880, 8F06084

C0, 80, 60, 632, 66530 10, 8F 28470

B0, 6181 0 49, 6E068C0A9, 830705

2,688,84C8008
1440 DATA8F0F0F0F,6787078F,

8E0E0E0E,6C6C0C0E, 11010101,

6

1018101,670200000,62070,8702

0000,6207

1460 *FX 138,0,128
1450 *K.0‘T . : AFOR 1X*0 TO C

TOP-PA6E)$TEP4:n:6E00MX!PA
SElNEXT APAGE =6E00 iAOLB:ARUN
iA

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 61 .
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Christmas

Crackers

These are just the kind of
crackers any Electron user
would love to find in his
Christmas stocking -
packed with party games
that make full use of the
computer's power!
And all for just £3.95

on cassette.
It's the best buy you'll

make this Christmas!

0
GREAT
GAMES

Pull the Creciter. Just like

the real thing - and there's

even a prize at the end.

Jet Set Sente. Guide him on

his jet pack to collect and
deliver the presents.

Snowplough. Clear the snow
- but watch out for dangerous

rocks end flying snowballs.

Snap. Colourful family fun in

this seasonal variation of an

old favourite.

Nome the Carol. Quick-tire

answers win the game. Or you

can just listen to the mus/c.

Candle Light. A classic game
updated in this "light the

Christmas tree" challenge.

7mE idj.hui.ffiTraaar.



It Again, Sam”

THE BEST COMPILATION EVER
for the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron

Sam, an ardent fan of Superior Software’s games, is

always ready for a challenge . . . and the tougher the

better! Here’s four games that, as time goes by, he

returns to again and again.

Citadel, a fascinating arcade-adventure, features

over 100 beautifully detailed screens of action.

Computer Gamer reported: “Thegame is extremely

good. Well worth the cash!’

BBC Micro Dual Cassette . £9.95 Acom Electron Dual Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro5V Disc £1195 Acom Electron 5V<‘ Disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact 3%“ Disc £14.95 Acom Electron 3V2 ' Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

Thrust is simple and fun-to-play, yet incredibly

realistic and highly addictive.

“This game has class . . .try it!” urged Computer &
Video Games.

Stryker’s Run is a challenging action-packed com-
bat game.

“This game will impress you... the graphics are

stunning . . . this should be in every collection;’

A & B Computing remarked.

Ravenskull is a massive arcade-adventure game, full

of puzzles and problems to be solved.

Acorn User commented: “Ravenskull is a very good
game and is destined to become another Superior

classic!’

f
H/supcmon

somunne ACORVSSKT
W 24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR
ORDERS

Dept PS2, Regent House Skinner lane Leeds LS7 1AX. Tetephone 0532 459453



Nine of the best

Program : Triple Decker 1. 2 and 3
Price: 0 99 each

Supplier: Alternative Software, Unit 3-6,

Baileygate Industrial Estate, Pon-

tefract, West Yorkshire.

Tel: 0977 797777

TRIPLE Deckers 1, 2 and 3 consist of

three games on each budget priced

cassette which sounds as though it

must be a bargain not to be missed.

The three on the first tape are Grand

Prix, Manic Mole and Day at the Races.

It will come as no surprise to hear that

Grand Prix is a motor racing game.

You see a plan view of a track with

four midget-sized cars. One of these

lethal machines is yours and it is

locked in gear. Not only that, the

accelerator is full on as well. All you

can do is steer round the track,

avoiding the other cars, getting

knocked sideways by collisions while

the three computer-controlled racers

seem hardly affected.

After five frenetic laps, the race is

over and a result sheet gives your pos-

ition. This is a simple game and not of

outstanding quality, but fun all the

same.
Manic Mole is a platform game

which has been written in pure Basic.

The aim is to collect a jewel from each

room so your girlfriend can be

released. The only moving object on

the screen is the mole - driven by you

- which means the speed is quite

good.
The first couple of rooms are easy,

but then slides and dissolving plat-

forms rear their ugly heads. Manic

Mole is hardly eye-catching, but it is

quite a neat bit of programming.

Day at the Races is a game for

addicted gamblers. Chose your com-

puter horse, bet your pretend money,

watch a random race and collect your

imaginary winnings.

I don't understand why anyone

would want to do this, but for those

who do, at least there is the satisfac-

tion of a near guaranteed win. The

bookies in this simulation offer incred-

ibly generous odds.

Collection two in this series gives

you Invasion Force, Haunted and Par-

achute. Invasion Force is a simple, if

fairly fast, space invaders. The Mode 4

graphics (just two colours) are rather

dull and the whole process seems a

little too easy.

I'm not usually very good at shoot-

'em-up games, but I soon got bored

with my own success here.

Haunted by Peter Scott is in a vastly

better league. This machine code

game has you rushing around a room
collecting keys and other goodies

while avoiding or shooting the

meanies.
Success in a room leads you to a

new and more challenging one with

more problems to overcome. To keep

you on your toes, there is a time limit

as well. The graphics and sound make
this game a pleasure to play.

In Parachute a helicopter is releas-

ing its huge cargo of lunatic parachute

jumpers. These idiots are jumping into

a river which is well stocked with man-

eating sharks. You can save these

unfortunate half-wits if you man-
oeuvre your raft to catch them and

then transfer them to the jetty.

You can only carry one parachutist

at a time and they arrive thick and fast,

so speed and care are required. This

isn't a brilliant game.
Triple Decker 3 brings us Lunar

Invasion, Jam Butty and Lunar Lander.

Lunar Invasion is set on the surface of

the moon. Armed with a buggy and an

anti-aircraft gun, you have vol-

unteered to fight off the invaders.

Wave after wave of aliens stream on

to the screen - some are harmless,

mere target practice, but others

produce showers of missiles. A hit

reduces your shield and the game is

over when you have none left. Good
sound and smooth, fast graphics

make this game a wipner.

Jam Butty is a platform game. Your

aim is to pinch all the sandwiches

from a building site while the workers

are holding a meeting.

The sprites are smooth, but control

of your rather plump man is difficult

and I have not yet completed the first

room. The game is well laid out, with

good title pages and pleasing sound
which can be turned off.

The final program is Lunar Lander,

which is very much a make-weight.

The landing craft has the usual left,

right and up controls and must be

landed at a very low speed. You must

also use the minimum quantity of fuel.

Unfortunately, the graphics are far

too jerky and the sound is poor. There

are plenty of better lander programs

around.
Overall, these three packages do

represent reasonably good value for

money. Haunted and Lunar Invasion

could easily stand as budget games in

their own right. The extra ones can

then be regarded as something of a

bonus.
The games are actually Electron

User's own 10 of the Best repack-

aged. There are now three games on

each tape (Three of the Best?). If you

buy the lot it works out more expen-

sive than 10 of the Best, but if you only

want three particular favourites then

go for Triple Deckers.
Rog Frost

Graphics— 7

Sound 5

Playability 7

Value for money 8

Overall 8
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Superb quartet

DESPITE what many people think.
Bogey never uttered the immortal
words "Play it again, Sam". However,
I suspect that if he'd been around to
see Superior Software's latest compil-
ation he'd have been sorely tempted
to say "Let me play them again,
Sam!"
The problem with compilations is

that all too often they seem to be a
vehicle to make money from useless
games that didn't sell well the first

time round, embellishing them with
pretty packaging and offering them at
bargain basement prices.

Superior Software's latest release
escapes all of these criticisms because
it really does contain what amounts to
four of the best arcade games avail-

able for the Electron. And what's
more, they are now available on disc
too.

Citadel starts this excellent collec-
tion of classics with a bang. The
scenario casts you as an intrepid
adventurer charged with destroying
the teleport system created by Marduk
the Dictator. He has established a base

carefully planning your next move.
For those of us whose fingers are not
quite what they used to be, I have to
3dmit this is a welcome respite. Fear
not though, lightning reflexes do not
go unnoticed.

The sound employed is a little basic
and the graphics are starting to show
their age slightly compared to others
on this release.

This is most evident in the garbage
that appears at the top and bottom of
the screen - the game is so big it won't
fit in the memory. This is something
you'll just have to live with and you
soon get used to it.

Despite that criticism though, the
game still stands up remarkably well
and is guaranteed to provide hours of
fun and entertainment.

Second in the collection is Thrust.
Not one for the faint of heart or slow of
pinkies, it's a game of subtle control
and careful manoeuvring.
Your job is to plunge into the depths

of a high gravity asteroid and recover
an energy pod vital to the resistance
movement.

Pitted against you are the nuclear-
powered automatic Limpet guns
forming the asteroid's defence. By
careful shooting you can either dis-

able the reactor for a while or destroy
the guns.
Too much energy punched into the

reactor will cause it to explode and
destroy the entire asteroid. This
results in a loss of bonus - but it's a
nice way of skipping screens.
There are 24 different asteroids and

over 70 levels, some with increased
gravity, reversed gravity and even
invisible landscapes.
On the face of things, the graphics

appear to be quite simple: This in fact

disguises their real elegance. The
scrolling is faultless as you man-
oeuvre your little spaceship around
the tightest of corners,

This is one of those games which
always seems to have just one more
challenge lying in wait around the
next corner and no matter how many
times you get killed you always want
that one last go.

Next in the line-up is Stryker's Run,
the game that took the charts by

in a deserted castle and will soon be
using his teleport system to bring his

invasion force to Earth.

Your task is to prevent the
impending invasion and you will have
to do battle with the guardians of the
castle.

Some you can avoid, but the stange
wandering monks can only be de-
stroyed by a well-aimed magic spell

between the eyes. They soon
reappear, however, so you mustn’t

too long in any one

consists of over 100
illustrated locations and
graphics are detailed and

very colourful. Each room is complete
with its own set of bad guys and
useful objects to be collected.

Much of the game involves plod-
ding around, collecting things and

Program: Play it Again, Sam
Price: €9.95 (cassette) Cl 1.95 (5.2Sin

disc) £14.95 (3,5in disc)

Supplier: Superior Software, Regent
House. Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 IAX

Tel: (0532) 459453
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storm. You are Commander John
Stryker. Your mission is to return top

secret information to the allied forces'

HQ.
While Stryker comes equipped with

just a laser pistol and grenades, the

Volgon enemy have mortars, mines,

rocket launchers and SAM missiles, so

your task is going to be tough.

Stryker can run, jump and duck and

you'll need these abilities to avoid the

barrage of enemy fire, though along

the way you may utilise the enemy's
helicopters to complete your mission.

The scenery is breathtaking and
what it lacks in playability is made up
for by sheer fun. If you missed this one
on its first release, don't miss it now.
Bringing up the rear Is my old

favourite Ravenskull - an arcade
adventure of the highest calibre. You
haven't lived until you've been killed

In Castle Ravenskull.

At the start of the game you can

choose to be either a Wizard, Adven-

turer, Elf or Warrior. Your choice
doesn't affect the way the game plays,

it merely selects the graphics for

treasure.

The object of the game is to collect

and assemble the pieces of a silver

crucifix. You start outside the castle,

faced with the first puzzle of how to

get in. This can take some time, not

least because of the sheer size of the

map.
Each level is no less than 64 times

the size of the screen. Needless to say,

with a map this large, getting from

one place to another can take quite

some time.

The inside of the castle is filled with

a variety of objects and obstacles.

Some - the pickaxes for instance - are

helpful, but others are either a nui-

sance or just downright lethal.

The puzzles in Ravenskull are noth-

ing less than complex: Make one mis-

take and you'll have to start again.

There is only one solution to each

level.

The overhead view graphics used

are beyond belief and the four colours

of the Mode 5 display used to

excellent effect.

In conclusion I have to say that since

every one of these games achieved

number one in the software charts at

the time of their release, this package

represents unequalled value for

money.
Although most people probably

have at least one of the four, this is

a stocking filler that everybody should

have.
Julia Forester

Sound - 8
Graphics 10

Playability 9
Value for money 10

Overall 10

Revitalised soul

Program: Realm of Chaos - Village of

Lost Souls
Price: C9.9S

Supplier: LAP/Robico, 3 Fairland Cbse,
Uantrisant, Mid Glamorgan CF7 8QH.

Tel: 10443) 2273S4

WAY back in 1985 I came upon a

game which heightened my whole
perception of text adventuring. That

adventure was released by the small,

and now defunct. Magus Software -

its title, Village of Lost Souls.

It was, indeed, the most sophisti-

cated and atmospheric text adventure

which I had ever seen. My only regret

was that it was a BBC Micro-only

offering, and though an Electron ver-

sion was promised, it never materi-

alised.

That is, until now. The master of

silicon suspense, Robert O'Leary,

thankfully bought the rights to Village

of Lost Souls and it is now available

under Robico's own label for the
Electron.

This version is complete, not only

with scintillating new packaging, but

in a much improved and revamped
form including Robico's superb
advanced parser, and written using

Martin Moore's Amulet machine

coding.

What's more, the text has been
lengthened to add even greater
atmosphere to the game.
The adventure includes the

command OG which means if you are

killed, or you did something you later

regret, you can return to the position

you were in before the mistake was
made.
The Help facility within the game is

a marvellous aid if you really do
become stuck with some of the
extremely devious puzzles.

Lost Souls is set in a medieval world
in which magic exists, but may only be
used by those with a touch of the

Talent. All use of magic is controlled

by the Church, represented by the

Order of Saint Leofric, Patron of Magic
and discoverer of the 13 Realms of the

Arcane.
As Nathan, Inquisitor to the Order of

Saint Leofric, you have been
summoned to the study of Father-

Magister Alain to commence an inves-

tigation for the Council of 12, who
hold the keys to the 12 realms of

order.

Father-Magister Alain closes his

eyes, his face cloaked by the gentle

mist which rises from the slab at his

feet. He raises his hands and the blue

cloud of the Transmission Spell bil-

lows around you.

You are transported to the Village of

Dinham where the Rector of the

Church has requested the assistance

of an Inquisitor, since he believes the

Lord-Talent of the Village to be
attempting to open a portal into the

forbidden 13th realm, the Realm of

Chaos.
The atmosphere has to be smelt to

be believed - just try this offering:

"There is an unkempt pack of curs

here snapping and fighting among
themselves ... woof ... bark ... snarl!"

The puzzles are ingenious, often

complex and at times excruciating,

but are all logical in retrospect, and
enjoyable in every aspect.

This is an essential purchase for any
serious adventurer. Indeed, in my
humble opinion this is the best

cassette-based text adventure avail-

able for either the Electron or BBC
Micro.

Pendragon

Presentation 10

Atmosphere 10

Frustration factor 10

Value formoney 10

Overall .. 10
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Program: The Hunt (Search for Shauna)
Price: £9.95
Supplier. Robico Software, 3 Fairland

Close, Uantrisant, Mid Glamorgan
CF7 8QH.

Tel: 0443327354

A 59TH century space cruiser soaring
into the unknown, boldly going where
no adventure has gone before. The
cover shot and introduction may seem
familiar, but The Hunt ranks as
something of a deviation and gamble
by Robico.

Not only is it the company's first

adventure which has not sprung from
the hands of Rob O'Leary, but it is also
Robico's first escapade in the field of
graphic adventures.

It is, I believe, a gamble which has
paid off. The puzzles are devious but
logical, as you would expect from
Robico, and the graphics are superb I

would go so far as to say that they are
even superior to those in The Lost
Crystal.

As pitot of an intergalactic space
craft, you have searched the galaxy for
a missing crew member, Shauna.
Your mission has led you to an enor-
mous space station where you have
finally docked, your space craft

battered and on the verge of collapse.
You begin your quest at the console

of your ship with only 60 seconds to
space exposure. As with all Robico
adventures the start is gripping and
can be deadly if you don't equip
yourself quickly.

No sooner do you escape from the
confines of your ship than you have to
face the rigours of intergalactic
customs - I would suggest you check
your itinerary before doing so. If you
succeed, the adventure begins in

earnest.

The superb advanced parser
enables your Electron to seemingly
understand almost any prompt you
type in, as long as it has something to
do with the game.
My one and only criticism of The

Hunt is that I feel the location descrip-
tions lack a little of the atmosphere of
the Robico text-only adventures.
However, the descriptions created

in each location are layered to give
just enough clues to help with the
problem solving. Your search will be
difficult, but not impossible: And the
conclusion is rewarding.

If for some strange reason you don't
like graphic games, the simple
command GROFF will let you play the
game in text-only format.

I understand this is just the first of

many alliances that Robico has made
with out-of-house authors. If this is

evidence of the calibre of adventures
to follow, then you had better start

saving your pennies fast.

This is without doubt the best
graphic adventure I have seen for the
Electron and is an essential purchase
for any discerning adventurer.

Pendragon

Adventure student
Program: Oxbridge
Price: £7.95
Supplier: Tynesoft. Unit 3. Addison

Industrial Estate, Blaydon, Tyne and
Wear NE21 4TE,

Tel : 091-4144611

THIS adventure landed on my desk for
review way back in July. It's not that
I'm slow, but it has taken me a long
time to complete the game and even
longer to make decisions as to its

merit.

The adventure is an oddity as it is

presented with simplistic, if

sometimes crude, graphics. However,
the adventure is ingenious and more
about puzzle solving than true adven-
turing.

The cover instructions do give some
warning concerning the contents;
"Oxbridge takes a light-hearted look at

the world of higher education. If you
like puzzle books, you'll love this
game!"
Those of you who have played Colin

Jack's previous adventure, Pro-
grammer's Revenge, will have gained
some insight into the sardonic wit and

ingenuity which is present in this
game.
Your object, as the hero is to escape

from the college, get served in a pub,
learn how to punt, get cash from your
bank, solve numerous puzzles and
generally cope with student life.

My favourite part of the adventure
involved the deviation on the old
Chinese sliding-block puzzle. In this

case, however, you need to sort out
furniture into appropriate rooms. This
is difficult to say the least, but you are
rewarded with a Rubik's cube.

I also loved the garden maze, which
is solved using the Knight's Tour
chess problem. Needless to say, chess
players will find this easier than
others.

Obtaining the manuscript from the
library also involves a clever maze and
requires very careful mapping. Look at
the colours and lettering, I found the
higher letters very difficult to locate.

Having played the 300 location BBC
Micro version of this game, I found the
watered-down Electron version which
has 200 locations a little disappoin-
ting. I also found it more difficult, as a
result of the paring of the game's

structure.

The cassette inlay offers some help
in solving the puzzles and if you really

do feel like tearing your hair out,

Tynesoft provides an excellent four
page Puzzle and Solution leaflet.

As someone who loves math-
ematics and puzzle solving, I like this

game, though it does not follow that

you will. Try before you buy is per-

haps the best advice I can give.

Pendragon

Presentation

Atmosphere
Frustration Factor ...

Value for Money
Overall
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ELECTRON GAMES ON DISCELECTRON GAMES ON CASSETTE

IMPACT SOFTWARE SUPERDEAL

2 FREE IMPACT POSTERS

Choose any 2 of the above posters when you buy any of the games below — send the coupon today.

Bonecruncher
(available 1/12/87)

Spellbinder

Elixir

Palace of Magic
Winter Olympiad 88

Spy vs Spy
Codename: Droid

Play It Again Sam
Paperboy
Crazee Rider

Superior Collection 3

Acornsoft Hits Vol. 1 or 2

Elite

3V2” Discs

£14.95 each

5%" Discs

£11.95 each

*• £9.95 each
Spellbinder

Elixir

Palace of Magic
Play It Again Sam
Codename: Droid

Crazee Rider

Superior Collection Vol. 3

Bonecruncher
(available 1/12/87)

Spellbinder

Elixir

Palace of Magic
Play It Again Sam

£12.95

• GUARANTEED despatch within 48 hours

• FREE Postage and Packing [bv«r*cia»p<*t)

• POSTERS and SOFTWARE sent separately

to reach you in perfect condition.

To: Impact Software Neepsend House 1 Percy Street. Sheffield S3 8AU.

Please send me:
Format

(cassette
1

disc)

ImpactSoftware
isa division

ofimpact fosters

j

1 would like the following free posters.

Cra»e RiderQ ReptonQ torchQ

Neepsend House 1 Percy Street, Sheffield S3 8AU

Codename,—. Palace al.—
.

„r—

i

Droid Magic [_J Ravervskull |_J

(Please Mck boxes os appropriate)

Please make cheques/'postal orders

payable to ImpactSoftware



Guide Santa back to his grotto
in Joanne Stevens' intriguing game

try again, starting from the
entrance.

There are three mazes.
The first is fairly straight-

forward, and if you stray
from the route you are
directed back on to the right

path by the snowmen.
The second and third

mazes are much more diffi-

cult and could take many
hours to solve, so get
cracking.

10 SEN Santa s DHenva
28 REB By Joanne Stevens

30 REB (e) Electron User

(8 ON ERROR B0DE6:PR!NT:R
EPORTiPRINf at line -;ERL:0

SCLrfX178,255-:EN0

5* BODE 1 :VRU 23,1,#;#;0;
0 ;

60 PROCinitialise

70 iaze-1

88 PROCbi Santa

s Di testa **')

90 COLOUR 1:PRIN7 TA8(3,3

81’Press: A 2 < > to toveTA
8(1,31) T0r 0 to Quit and try

againr;
100 REPEAT

110 PROCsaze

120 PROCsereen

130 REPEAT

140 PROCgate

1S0 UNTIL *>12 OR quit

160 If NOTquit »sze*ta;e»1
170 UNTIL *az«>4

180 BODE 5

198 PROCbig ( 4, 10,Tie 1 1 Don
«!)

220

230 DEF PR0Cgaae:*FK21

240 «>1N$TRC 1,6.0', GETS

)-2:IF KX<i GOTO 240

25# If M*4 RDU7:quit*TRUE
: ENDPROC

268 If (x BOD 3)f(y BOD 3)

=0 ELSE If Kt>dirt PROCtove:

ENDPROC ELSE ENDPROC

270 XX** D1V 3: YX=y DIV 3

280 exitsWtMMMlV 1

6'dirS)AND *f

290 If exits* AND 2“KX dir

:>AA:PR0Ctove ELSE 0SCLZ’FX2

IT is early Christmas morn-
ing, Santa has delivered all

his presents and is now
making his way home. He's
put his sleigh away till next
year and tucked Rudolf up
with a pile of sweet hay to
munch in the barn.

His work is done for this

year and he can now relax
with his feet up in front of
the blazing log fire in the
living room.
Outside his grotto at the

North Pole nine magic
snowmen are guarding the
entrance - only his gnomes
are allowed in to help at his

toy factory.

The snowmen use their
powers to create an
invisible and intricate maze
of one-way paths to the
entrance. Only Santa
knows the true direction to
take to get to the front door

unauthorised visitors
who don’t know the devi-
ous route find their path
blocked by invisible walls.

Santa is tired after a busy
night visiting all the chil-

dren and delivering their
presents and heads from
the barn to his grotto.
Unfortunately, he is rather
absent minded and has for-

gotten the correct route to
take. Can you help him on
his way?
You guide Santa round

ence of the magic snowmen
as they block your progress
and direct you up blind
alleys and one-way paths in

maze.
I yourself stuck

may have entered a

of the maze that
doesn't have any exits. If

you think this has hap-
pened, press Q to quit and



7 »-npiad'88 Is undoubtedly the best winter sporls simulation to date written by the same
who brought you such sports classics as Winter Olympics and Commonwealth Games It

ese titles with its incredible game play, addictiveness and graphics. It features the classic

Ski-Jump. Bob-sled. Biathlon. Down-Hill. Giant Slalom and Speed Skaiing. These

ed in a way not seen on any home computer before The result is a phenomenally realist-c

game
includes entry to our fantastic competition with a prize of a 7 day holiday m Calgary. Canada

--- luong tickets for major Olympic Events and spending money The prize has a total value ot

COMPUTERSOFTWARE

New Autumn Release



SPY Vs. SPY
This game marks a new era in BBC/Electron programming, a

product of unequalled quality that will become a legend of its

time. A brilliant and unique split-screen layout which allows

both players to play independently.

The action starts from screen one. no need to wait your turn

as you guide the white and black spies through the

inter-connecting rooms of the Foreign Embassy.

You'll need to keep one eye on your

opponent, though, as you set (and

defuse) a variety of booby traps,

engage in club to club combat and

frantically search for fhe Top Secret

Briefcase, but don't forget to collect

your passport, secret plans, money
and a key which must be obtained in

order to escape before your plane

takes off.

u u

INDOOR SPORTS
This conversion of the American hit gives stunning reairt

.

to the following games:

BOULDERDASH
This classic game from First Star Software in America
which has been brilliantly converted for the BBC/Electron.

An addictive mixture of challenge,

strategy, reflex and charm. Collect the

required number of jewels and the

mysterious escape tunnel is awarded.

Can you and Rockford™ master the

|
enchanted walls, transform butterflies into

jewels and escape the growing amoeba?

Autumn Release

Ten Pin Bowling - Air Ball

Darts - Table Tennis

This superb conversion will

give you hours of enjoyment
on your Acorn machine.

Autumn Release Autumn Releas



Something strange has been happening, something

unnatural. At first no one took much notice, those who'd

experienced it were considered crackpots by those who
hadn't. But now people are noticing, the so called

’crackpots' now outnumber the disbelievers.

And so the scene is set.

This game, original in

design and concept, is one of

the new breed of role playing

games, that have rocked the

Charts and the Arcades in

recent months. Now
available for your Computer.

rDmuui

PHANTOM

OXBRIDGE

Release Autumn Release Autumn R

Another First tor Tynesoft. A Fully Illustrated Adventure for the BBOEIectron.

300 Locations with Graphics on BBC 200 Locations with Graphics on Electron

Yes it's here now I A Graphic Adventure for the Electron, Oxbridge >3 an

Adventure which takes a light-hearted look at the world of higher education. The

cursor keys move you about a beautifully illustrated landscape to meet various

brain-teaser type problems. If you like puzzle books, you'll love this game. It is

no marathon science-fiction epic taking hours to get into. You make progress

wilhin minutes and as you play you absorb the atmosphere and folklore of the

world's most famous university.

The author Is an Oxford-based

mathematician and puzzle composer who
has used his skills to pack an incredible

300* pictures Into the BBC's memory.

Features Include HELP facility, mobile

talking characters (some famous
personalities!), single operation load, fully

integrated graphics. Nothing like it has

ever been produced for a 32k machine.

•Electron version has 200.

BIG K.O.
Compete against eight increasingly more agile opponents in this

unique boxing simulation which stretches your computer to the limits.

Super size sprites, superb animation and a touch ot humour make this

a game not to be missed. One or two players. Keyboard / Joystick.

You compete against eight opponents each of which are attributed

with various strengths and weaknesses:

VOTED GAME OF THE MONTH - (A. & B.

Computing)

“THIS LOOKS LIKE ANOTHER WINNER
FROM TYNESOFT, EVEN BETTER THAN
THEIR USUAL HIGH QUALITY- (A & B. April.

1987)

THE BEST BOXING GAME I HAVE PLAYED
ON ANY COMPUTER* (Electron User) 9 OUT «. **,,,*,

OF 10

T77F

u u JDL

nn



COMMONWEALTH GAMES
This superb sports simulation explores

new territory in programming with a new
sprite compression technique used for

the first time to give you the very best in

graphics display

Compete against the computer and the

clock in 8 challenging sports events in

search of the coveted world record

‘WeightLifting * Long Jump * Rowing
* Swimming * Cycling * Hammer

* Running * Steeple Chase

FUTURE SHOCK
Game Features:

Pull Down Menus
Control System
Interactive Sub-Plots

Large Style Graphics

These unique features combined with

over 60 screens extends the machine
and the player to unparalleled limits

making this a game not to be missed.

Whilst recovering in hospital from a
severe fall down some stairs, Willy

called in the builders. He thought it

odd that they had green skin, but

needing the work done in a hurry he
asked them to remove the offending

edges from the stairs. Trouble was,
they did far more work than asked,
adding several rooms to his mansion.

Can you help Willy find and tidy up all

his new rooms?
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14 95 N/A

9 9S 14 95 14 95 N/A

N/A 1495
1

14 95 14 95

Co*tU
3 1/4*
Dwk

40 Track

3 1/4"

01*
80 Track

<1/2*
Ot»k

IaZ u u
7 93 N/A N/A

7 95 1295 1293 N/A

793 12 93 12.93 N/A

N/A N/A N/A 1298

jmn Release Autumn Release Autumn Release Autumn Releas

All the titles listed in this Catalogue available from leading Computer Software
retailers. If you have any difficulty in obtaining them they are available free of

postage and packing charges direct from Tynesoft or you can order by phone using
Visa or Access - (091) 414 4611.

Description Price

Name
Address

Total

i

Post Code
Machine



11S0 OAT* 60108,61888,652*8

,88002

1160 SATA 600*8,62028,60002

,04800

1170

1180 DEN Santa

1190 DATA 44AASSAA,78844AA,

58?80789,F0F24?8,A1E10E0F,87

0F42E 1,7070688, E0C 1180, E00E0

E0f, *5894501, T000f0F,20E0E0E

, 8708870 F, *070707, 700 7870F,1

92A1908

1208 REN Snoaaan

1218 DATA *4AA44AA,339944AA

,FFDDDD77,EFFF66DD,FFBB8BEE,

7FFF66BB,552255AA,CCAA5522,7

777?777,44BB7777,EFFFEFFf,FF

FFEFFF,7FFF7fFF,FFfF7FFF,EEE

EEEEE,22CCEEEE

1220

1238 DEF PROCbig(x,y,aS)

1240 PRINT TABU,y);

1250 FOR !t«1 TO LEN a$

1280 ?678=A$ClNID${aS,IX))

1270 AX=T0:XX=t70: VX=0:CALL

8FFF1

1280 VDU 23,255,7871,7671,?

172, 7872, 7873, 7873, 7674,7874

,255,10,8

1290 VBU 23,255,7875,7875,?

876, 7876, 7877, 7877, 7878, 7878

,255,11

138* NEXT

1310 ENDPROC

This listing is included in

this month's cassette

tape offer. See order
form on Page 61.

1':PR1NT TAB(5,27)’Can't go

that May !'CHR$7:TINE J8: REPEA

I UNTIL TINE>180:PRINT TABES

,27)SPC30

300 ENDPROC

310

320 DEF PROCaove

330 COLOUR 12B: COLOUR 3

3*0 PRlNTTAB(4+x*2,S*y*2);

350 VOU 225,225,8,8,10,225

,225

360 x=x*<dirXB U-(dirX«3)

370 y*ya(dirX=2MdirX=0>

380 PR0CpHnt<4n*2,5*y*2,
8900)

390 SOUND *,-18,4,1

400 ENDPROC

410

420 DEFPROCprlnt (XX,YX,DX)

430 !67*=*3800'*16*XX+8280*

TX:!872«#X:CAU 8A00

440 ENDPROC

450

46* DEF PROCscreen:*FXl78

470 COLOUR 1 29 : COLOUR 2

488 FOR IXM5 TO 20:PRINT

-*3(28,IX)STRIN«$C12,CHRS226

:NEXT

498 PRINT TA6<30,16)SPC9;T

*8(30,17)' Santa's 'TA8<30,1

3 6rotto "TA8(30,19)SPC9;

-J5;2,*)STRIN6SC24,CHR$226)T
*3 u,25)STRINSS(24,CHRS226)

510 FOR IX*5 TO 2*

510 PRINT TAB(2,IX)CHRS226

.>*6226;
528 COLOUR 128: COLOUR 3;PR

:»• STRIN6S(20,CHR$224);

530 COLOUR 129: COLOUR 2:VD

l 226,226
>v| NEXT

5 5* FOR IX=7 TO 19 STEP 6:

•:p j:=8 to 28 step 6:procpt

1ntCIX,3I,694f) :NiIT,

56* PRINT •as-:*,i|3C«*224

;CHR6226;TA8>'8,i3)CMRS226;CN

R$226;TA8C26,U)ST|IN«$(4,C4

RS226)TABC26,1?)S*»I*E5C*,CN

RS226)

570 COLOWt12l:COLOUR3:PRlN

T TAB(24,17 >STR:ai6»(6,CHRS22

4)TAB( 24,10)S T RI*6S (6 ,CHRJ22

4)TA8(8,11 iCNa»2?5;CnRS225;T

AB(0,12)CH*I225; >46225
580 x s-1:ysJ:<w»t*0

598 oirX«3:PR0C»eve

608 COLOUR 2:P*0Cbig(31,8,

'Naif FSTRSaazt)

610 *FX178,255

620 ENDPROC

630

6*0 DEF PROCinf tialxse

650 AX=670:DI*872

660 FOR IX-* TO 2 STEP 2

678 PX=8A00

688 [OPT It

698 LDX #2

700 . loopl

710 LDT *31

720 .loop*

730 LDA (DX),V:STA CAX),T

740 DET:8PL loop*

750 CLC:LDA AX:ADC *880:ST

A AX : LDA AM:ADC *82:STA At

760 LDA DXtADC »3?:STA DX

778 DEX:BNE loopl

780 RTS

790 ]

880 NEXT

810 «FX16

820 VDU 23,224,170,85,178,

85,170,85,178,85

830 VDU 23,225,204,51,204,

51,204,51,204,51

848 VDU 23,226,4,4,4,255,3

2,32,32,255

85* RESTORE 102*

86* DIN aX(5,S)

870 RESTORE 1190

888 FOR IX*0 TO 127 STEP 4

: READ i*:tX!8980»EVAL(T«aS

) : NEXT

898 ENDPROC

908

918 DEF PROC*az«
92* IF aaze=1 RESTORE 1020

938 IF aazf b 2 RESTORE 1070

940 IF aazt=3 RESTORE 1130

958 FOR y=* TO 3

968 FOR x B0 TO 3

978 READ it(x,y)

988 NEXT

998 NEXT

1000 ENDPROC

1010

1020 REN Naze 1

1030 DATA 40010,80200,80818

,81200

1040 DATA 88088, 8D010,82C84

,84001

1050 DATA 88800,81019,82000

,81888

1060 DATA 60040,80*04,8*0*0

,60802

1070 REN Naze 2

1080 DATA 80810,88210,69228

,8120*

1090 DATA 68409,80808,65009

,65404

1 100 DATA 60408,658*4,8080*

,65008

1110 DATA 600C8, 62804,6*040

, 6*002

1120 REN Naze 3

1130 DATA 6*010,80210,88230

,68200

1140 DATA 88081,65818,84289

,81480
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ARTHUR LINDON presents a
perplexing Christmas puzzle

SANTA's Tour is a superb
variation of the game
Knight's Tour, with the part
of the knight replaced by
Santa Claus.

The job of Santa Claus has
never been easy at the best
of times, having to cope
with reindeer that don't like

the cold, the elves going on
strike, ridiculous deadlines
and the appalling weather at

the North Pole. Things
aren't getting any easier
either. With high-rise blocks
that all look the same and
central heating that doesn't
need a chimney, the poor
fellow just can't win.
The tiny village of

Squareberry is a typical
example, one of the worst in

fact. In total it has 64 houses
that all look alike and a
one-way system that makes
spaghetti junction look
straight.

It's so bad that to get from
8ny one place in the village
to another Santa has to
move in an L shape. That is

- two houses up and one
left, one up and two right

and so on. Figure I shows all

of the possible moves he
can make.
While delivering the

presents, Santa can only
visit each house in the vil-

lage once, because he only
has 64 presents and some
people would get more than
one and some would get
nothing.

Once a house, shown here
as a coloured square, has
been visited its number
vanishes and it may not be
visited again.

Can you solve the puzzle
and get Santa to deliver to

all of the houses? It can be
done, and just to prove it the
program includes a demon-
stration, starting at square
HI and Finishing at G3.
When the program is run

you will be asked whether or
not you would like a demon-
stration. Press the Y key to
enter demo mode or the N
key to play the game.
At the start of the game

you can choose your start-

ing position anywhere in the
town. The four corners are
most usual, but it is possible
to solve the game from any
of the 64 start positions.

To move Santa to a new
house simply type the letter

and number of the house
you want to go to and he
will move automatically,
provided of course the
move is allowed.

Illegal moves are flagged
by a short beep.

If you find yourself stuck
in such a way that move-
ment is impossible press the
X key for another try.

This is iust one of

several solutions
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Santa's Tour listing

18 REM Santa’s Tour

28 REM by Arthur Lindon

30 REM ( c> Electron User

48 M0DE6:VDU19,0,4,0,0,0

50 PROCgraphics

60 MM SX<8,8)

78 NODE1:*FX11,0

80 VDU19,0,1;0;19,1,2;0;1

9,2,4;0;

90 VbU23,1,0;0;0;0;

100 PROCprintbcard

118 MOVE 432,1088:VDU5:PR1

NTSanta's Tour':VDU4

120 PRINTTA8(13,27);'Do yo

u uant a';TAB{11,29);'de«ons

tratic y/r

350 PROCsanta(LX,NX)

360 $TCU,NX)*TRUE

370 COLOUR128:COLOUR3

380 CNn*CNTXt1:PRINTTAB<3

7-(CNTt<10) ,9) ;CNTX

398 IF Fault VRU7

400 UNTIL fault=FALSE

410 UX»iX:MX=M
420 UNTIL lX=24 OR CHTX*64

430 :

448 IF CN7X=64 PR1NTTA8(S,

28) ; SF»C5”Corgr»tulat i ons !*SP

C6; TAB( 8,30); SPCS'Anot her go

? Y/NSPC5 ELSE PRINTTA8(8,2

8);SPC4"Anotber try? Y/rSPC

138 IF FNyesno PROCdeso

Hi PRINTTA8(8,27);SPC(24)

;TAB(8,29);SPC<24>

150 CNTX-i

160 :

170 REPEAT

188 IF CNTX PRINTTAB(8,28)

;'Nove«ent to:“ ELSE PRINTT*

B(8,28);
J
Start:'

190 REPEAT

200 fault*FALSE

218 PRINTTA8(21,28);'lette

rrSPCS

220 *0X21,0

230 LXS (6ET AN# 2231-64

240 If LX*24 THEN 390

258 IF LX<1 OR lX>8 fault*

TRUE : 60T 039*

260 PRINTTABC21,28);$PC4'N

uaber?'

270 NX=6ET-48

280 IF NX<1 OR NX>8 fault*

T RUE : 60T0398

290 If SX<LX,tX) fault=TRU

E:E0T0398

300 If CNTX*0 THEN 350

318 IF N0T(A8S<lLX-lX>*1 0

R ABS(LLX-lX)-2) fault*TRUE:

0OTO390

320 If ABS<LLX-LX)*1 IF A8

S(NNX-*X)<>2 fault»TRUE:0OTO

390

340 PROCblank<llX,NNX)

mkrolioh
nr Mrr.ral.ink library wi

450 If FNyesno PROCprintbo

ard:SOTO140

460 V6U23,1,1;0;0;0; : *FX1

2

,0

470 END

480 :

490 DEf FNyesno

588 »FX21 ,0

510 REPEAT

520 ANS$=CHR$(6ET AND 223)

530 UNTIL ANS$*r OR ANSS

«1T

548 *(ANSS*T)

550 :

560 DEFPROCsante<XX,YX>

570 C0L0oR 3:IF mm)N002
= 3 COLOUR129 ELSE COLOUR130

580 VDU31,3*XT*5,3*YX-1,22

590 VOU31,3*XX+5,3*YX,227

600 C0L0UR8

610 VDU31,3*XX»6,3‘YX-1,22

5,226

620 Y»U31,3»XX+6,3*YX,228,

229

630 VW31,3*XX*5,3*YXe1,23

0,228,231

640 ENOPROC

650 :

660 DEFPROCblank(XX,YX)

670 If (XX+YX)NOD2=0 COLOU

R129 ELSE C0L0UR138

680 VDU31,3*XX+5,3*YX-1,32

,32,32

690 VDU31,3*XX*5,3*YX,32,3

2,32

700 V0U31,3*XX*5,3*YX>1,32

,32,32
710 ENDPROC

720 :

730 OEFPROCprintbeard

740 C0L0UR128:CLS

750 FOR n»1 TO 8: FOR 1X»1

TO 8

760 COLOURS: IF UXriX)M062

=0 C0L0UR1 29 ELSE COLOUR130

770 PRINTTA8(3*IX+5,3*JX-1
);• *

780 PRINTTAB(3*IX+5,3*JX);

CHR$(IX*64);JX;‘
’

790 PRINTTAB<3*IX»5,3*JX*1
);’

‘

808 S.XaX,JX)-FALSE

818 NEXT;NEXT

828 C0L0UR128: C0L0UR3

830 PRINTTA8(33,3);'Nu*ber

;TABE37,5 );-oY";TA8(33,7);*

houses', TAB(38,9>;'0
r

848 PRINTTAB1 1,3) fTress';

TA8(1,5);CHRS34'X'CHRS34;TA8

U,7);"to';TAB(1,9);'exi t'

850 MOVE0,0:DRAN0,1020:DRA

U1276,102#:DRAH1276,8:DRAU0,

0

868 NOVE252,968:DRAU1024,9

60:DRAN1024,188:DRAN252,188:

ORAU252,960

870 ENOPROC

880 :

890 DEFPROCdeno

900 A$='1231 2431 2465 787865

4213578687565687687568753421

2134578642131243437531245687

8756421357867865342131246875
43121243578642132134657868'

910 PRINTTAB<8,27);- This

is just one of ';*AB(8,29

); several solutions

920 AAI*0:CNTT*0

930 fOR IX*1 TO 64

940 If UNOD2*0 C0L0UR129

ELSE C0L0UR138

950 If AAX>8 PROCblanKAAI

,B8X)

960 AX*VAI(M1DS(A$,129-IS,

t)>

970 BX*VAl(NID$<AS,iX,1))

980 IF 1XMOD2=0 COLOUR130

ELSE C0L0UR129

990 PROCsanta(AX,BX)

1000 AAX=AX:88X=8X

1010 C«TX»CNTXt1

1020 C0L0UR1 28 : C0L0UR3

1030 PR1NTTAB(37-(CNTX<10),

9) ; CNTX

1840 TX*TIME:R£PEAT UNTIL T

IME*TX*20

1050 NEXT

1060 PRINTTAB(8,27);SPC6'Pr

ess any key'SPC5;TAB(8,29);S

PC124)

1070 *FX2 1 ,0

1080 KJ=6ETS

1090 PROCpri inboard

H00 ENDPROC

1110 :

112# DEFPROCgraphi cs

1130 VD1)23,224,0,7,7,7,3,3,

1.3

1140 VDU23,225,0,3,255,255,

255.255.255.255
1150 VDU23,226,56, 240, 224,1

92,192,192,192,192

1168 V0U23, 227,7,1, 3,7, 15,1

4,30,28

1170 VDU23,228, 255,255,255,

255.255.255.255.255

1180 V0U23,229,192,192,128,

128,0,0,0,0

1190 VDU23, 230,0, 1,1,3, 3,3,

3.3

1200 VDU23,231 ,128,192,224,

224,240,240,240,240

1210 ENDPROC

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 61.

procedures

graphic®

EE

CIVT? fi
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Climbing up the
Eos! Tower

^^/Jtthetopo^^^^
IheWestTower MtjF Exploring the passages

T Greeting the Guardloi^^H
l ot the Guards ^

j.

V Down in the dungeons
J

By practising acts of benevolence and goodwill, you hove offended
the evil wizard Caldeti Summoning forth his Satanic powers in order
to extract retribution, he has cost two powerful spells upon you:
(1) you have been reduced to the size of a dwarf; (2) Caldeti has
banished you to one of his o»d homes, the "*jlace of Magic' '.

the palace and Its surrounding land is littered with magical objects
ond mysterious creatures, ft is rumoured that there is also a hidden
transporter - your only means of escape from this enchanted place

After exploring the rooms of the palace you should venture forth
through the enclosing woodland: towards the ancient church ond
the eerie dungeons or through the maze of secret passages or
over the river to the princess'shouse

On your journeys you will encounter many strange animals and
people including rock monsters gremlins impsand guards Some
are good and some are evil. You will need to decide who you can
trust to help you in this arduous quest

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acorn electron Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro S'A" Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 5'«* Disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact 3V»* Disc. £14.95 Acorn electron 3 V;” Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

!)

PRIZE COMPETITION
The first prize in our competition is a treasure chest containing over £200
worth of mystical ana magical artefacts 10 runners-up will each receive £5
ond a signed certificate
To enter the competition, you must complete the “Palace ofMagic”
adventure and note down the congratulatory message you receive
Closing Date 30lh April. 1988.

)
/ SUPERIOR
SOFTWARE A«)RNSiFT

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

wllhrn 24 hours br IksSclast post
• tortoge and pocking is tree
• Faulty cassettes end <*scs will be

Dept. PM3. Regent House Skinner Lone. Leeds LS7 1AX Telephone 0532 459453



Deathstar - Superior

Software

LAST month's request

for help with level two of

Ravenskull has drawn a

similar plea from J. Pen-

nington of Bolton, Lancs.

He can't do level three!

This month you'll find

a complete map of level

two of Ravenskull along

with a key showing the

objects you'll come
across on your travels.

Many thanks to

Timothy Jameson of

Lancaster, Paul Dryden
of Lemington, New-
castle, Peter Clarke of

Wootton Bassett, Wilt-

shire and Douglas MacK
enzie of Colinton, Edin-

burgh for their cheat

modes and passwords
Share your hints, tips,

peeks and pokes with
fellow Electron User
arcade addicts, but
please ensure they are

all your own work. Send
them to:

For the second month in

succession, I find that a

game I spent ages hack-

ing into for the October

column actually has a

cheat mode built in.

When playing the

game press the Caps Lk,

Q and 1 keys together.

This restarts you on the

current level with a full

quota of starbombs.

Arcade Corner
Electron User

68, Chester Road
Hazel Grove
Stockport

SK7 5NY

Here are some tips that

will be invaluable to

anyone struggling with

Paperboy:
If you find it hard to

gain bonus points (by

smashing windows or

delivering extra papers)

then simply don’t bother

- you'll lose too many
lives.

Avoid stationary ob-
stacles by riding over the

lawns. To bypass moving
objects, approach them

slowly, then dodge and
accelerate out of their

way, as they have a nasty

habit of homing in on
you.
Use this technique for

the C5 and the jaywalking

pedestrian who seems to

be out to get you at the

beginning of every day.

When you come to the

road junction, move to

the right of the screen to

avoid the bouncing tyre -

although in general you
should try not to go on
the road.

I

|

The Big KO - Tynesoft

The passwords for Tynesoft's excel-

lent boxing game are as follows.

1 Heap Big Nose START
2 Strongman Joe SWITCH
3 Stippo the Steamer POSTER
4 Handsome "DEVIL" GUNSTAR
5 Hairy Harry LOGICAL

6 Roger Rattash SPIKE

7 Groovy Man JOHNBOY
8 Cheap N'Nasty WINDOW

L
Syncron - Superior
Software

We seem to have been

inundated with lists of

passwords this month.

Here are Syncron's:

A ALPHIA
B MEGATRON
C COMMODORIA
D CYCLIA
E LAMBIA
F ATOMICA
G QUARKIA
H CHROMA
I BETERON
J DELTA
K SYNCLAIRIA
L QUADRAVOX
M PLATINUM
N ORICA
0 SHOTOKIA
P PARTISIA

This must rate as the

fastest game ever seen

on the Electron (correct

me if I'm wrong), so

much so that I've only

ever completed level A
once.

The BBC Micro version

is so fast as to be almost

unplayable. I complained

to Gary a while ago that

this was the third Partis

game in succession that

was too fast for the

average games player

from the outset.

Gary replied proudly

"But Impact (his latest

game, out soon) starts off

easy".
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elec||pr

More great

Electron

games
Thi* month we introduce a new volume
in our Ten of the Best series - 10 more
games to give you many hours of tun
and entertainment.
These four packages are crammed

with the best games from the last two
years of Electron User. As an added
bonus a previously unpublished game
has been added to each one -
stunning machine code masterpieces
from our technical wizard. Roland
Waddilove.
So give yourself a treat . . with the

most popular games compilations we've
ever produced.

Volume 1

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 61



Education

ONE of the first lessons I

learned as a child was that

there are good and bad
teachers. The bad ones
would come into our
classroom ill-prepared and
usually leave us to our own
devices. Hence, little was
learned and disruption usu-

ally followed.

The good teachers were
well prepared, firm but kind,

and monitored each stage of

our learning with under-
standing and guidance.

Now as an adult I see the

divide between good and
bad even more clearly. The
advent of the micro into

schools has laid wide the

possibility for all kinds of

creative, innovative and
structured learning.

It has also, however,
given the lazy teacher the

tool to keep individuals or

even whole classes quiet for

long periods on end.

I have seen a class, in one
particular school I taught in,

use computers almost every

day with one particular

teacher. Yet at the end of

two years very few
members of that class

would say they had enjoyed
the experience and most
could do little more with a

micro than play space
invaders.

I do not presume to use
this article to make good
teachers out of you, but
merely to indicate the best

ways to get the most out of

the educational software
piling up beside your Acorn
Electron.

Most pre-school infants

will sit in awe looking at the

flashing lights produced by
your Electron for about 10

seconds before they are

screaming to be allowed to

touch a button for them-
selves. A home micro is per-

haps one of the most
wonderful toys now avail-

able for any four or five

year-old.

Let your toddler use the

computer for games,
providing of course you sit

nearby for safety purposes.

My own three year old loves

playing a simplistic arcade

In Part IV of his series
NIC OUTTERSIDE continues
his survey of educational
software for the Electron

game called Bill Bounces
Back.

Such games will improve
hand-eye coordination and
familiarise junior with the

keyboard and even lead him
to load his own software
from tape.

Educational programs
such as Podd and Let's

Count (both ASK) can at this

stage be used purely in a
game context. Alternatively,

they can be used for struc-

tured teaching of reading
and counting.

Providing you don’t
attempt long periods of

instruction ad nauseam,
your child will soon learn

words such as cry, pop, eat,

grow, fly and run very
quickly with Podd.

If inclined you can then
encourage your child to try

to form the letters on paper

or even transpose his own
name in place of Podd. Once
again, my own son loves

trying to write, "Ben can
pop" over and again with

crayon on paper.

Let's Count is most
popular in our house, partly

for the Popeye tune which is

played in part one of the

program, but also for the

sheer fun factor of this piece

of software.

Counting the ships and
barrels in the game is then

continued in counting the

stairs in our house, the eggs
from the supermarket, or

even the pieces of Lego in

the toy box. Very soon your
child should be counting up
to 10 and beyond with ease.

Once at primary school,

the real learning can begin.

A package such as Table
Adventures can be used
purely to consolidate the
multiplication tables taught

at school or home.
Tables achievement should

be tested regularly, either in

the form of jumbled written

tests or by using Database
Software's brilliant Tables
Mountain.
Needless to say rewards

for learning a table correctly

can provide superb moti-
vation. I can still remember
the policy of my junior

school teacher of giving us a

sweet for each new table

learned.

Other software such as

Golem's Fun with Words,
can be used to support writ-

ten exercises or as teaching

devices in their own right.

Suffix can be used in con-

junction with a book such as

Joy Pollock's Signposts to

Spelling, to teach and con-

solidate the Suffix rule.

All-in packages like BBC
Soft's Maths with a Story

one and two link TV pro-

grammes to computing
software and finally to writ-

ten exercises. Although the

television programme is not

essential to benefit from
these packages, a video

recorder can prove useful if

the core programme is tele-
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* From Page 47
vised while the child is at
school.

Each Maths with a Story
program can be used as the
basis of one or more half-

hour lessons with your child
which can then develop into

games or replaying the pro-
gram just for fun. BBC Soft's

Number Games can also be
used to support work done
in this category.

In all cases the child
should not forget that a pen
and paper are never far
away. We are not yet at a
technologically advanced
stage where writing is not a
necessary prerequisite for
the next generation.

Support reading or
writing are essential exer-
cises if the value of educa-
tional software is to
maximised. All work should
be monitored and the child
encouraged upon his
successes and never
berated for his failures.

Usborne's series of Eng-
lish Grammar, English Spel-
ling and English Puncuation
books will provide superb
backing to many of the pri-

mary literacy programs
mentioned in these articles.

Equally, Four Rules of
Number, Money and Time
books by Hesse (Published
by Longman) will support
the numeracy suites.

At secondary school most
youngsters will have
become quite familiar with
their micro and can be left to
explore the wonders of
silicon technology for them-
selves.

However, unless your
child is particularly self-

disciplined, the learning
routine should still be sup-
ervised. I can remember
even as a fairly academic 14
year old I would still turn on
my headphones to Bob
Dylan rather than pursue my
Maths homework.
That is not to say you

should stand at the shoulder
of your teenager, but merely
check the work is being
attempted rather than
another high-score being

achieved at Snapper.
Most secondary software

packages such as the
Akadimias series and the
Ivan Berg programs are of a
revision nature and as such
are supporting work
completed at school.
However, most good soft-

ware also contains exhaus-
tive bibliographies and
many of the books can be
bought for only a couple of
pounds each at good
second-hand book shops.
Read, study, compute and

write is a good adage which
can be applied to most

academic GCSE and A Level
subjects.

Once again I must recom-
mend All-in packages and in

Modern Languages, A Vous
La France (BBC Soft) is an
outstanding example.
Though priced at £19.95 the
course contains over 600K
of material with excellent
supportive exercises and
continuation work.
As long as the course of

study is judiciously organ-
ised to cover a few months,
this type of package can
provide an end in itself.

Don't try to become a

teacher but simply a mentor
to guide your child’s educa-
tional progress. More can be
achieved academically in

one hour of one to one work
with your child and your
Electron, than any teacher
could hope to achieve with a

class of 30 children at school
in a week.
Encourage, monitor, help

and assess should be the
steps any parent should take
if they want their child to
gain the most from the edu-
cational software I have
surveyed in these four
articles.

Educational Software publishers:

Kosmos Software, 1 Pil-

grims Close, Harlington,

Dunstable, Bedfordshire
LU5 6LX
Tel: 05255 3942

Mupados, Llambed In-

dustrial Estate.

Tregaron Road, Lamp-
eter, Dyfed.
Tel: 0570 422877

Golem Software, 77 Qua-
litas, Bracknell, Berkshire
RG12 4QG.
Tel : 0334 50720

Micropower, Software
Bargains, 8/8A, Regent
Street, Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: 0532-687735

Highlight Software, 36
Sherbourne Close, Barry,

South Glamorgan

LCL, Melody House, 13
Deanfield Road, Henley-
on-Thames, Oxon. RG9
1UG.
Tel : 0491 579345

ABC, 19 Crumstone
Court, Killingworth, Tyne
and Wear.

Applied Systems Knowl-
edge (ASK), London
House, 68 Upper
Richmond Road, London
SW15 2RP.

Tel: 01-874 6046

Mirrorsoft, Maxwell
House, 74 Worship
Street, London EC2A
2EW.
Tel: 01-377 4600

Duckworth, The Old
Piano Factory, 43 Glouc-
ester Crescent, London
NW1 7DY.
Tel: 01-485 3484

Database Publications
Ltd

(see order form at the
back of this issue)

BBC Soft, 35 Marylebone
High Street, London
W1M 4AA.
Tel: 01-580 5577
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f SPECIAL CHRISTMAS
f OFFER

BUY 2 GET ONE

Around theWorld

Bumper 24"x17" top quality posters.

The latest chart topping titles under licence

from Superior Software Ltd.

All produced from the original artworks.

Exclusive mail order offer.

OnW available

'podeM

Only £1.95 each.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
Buy 2 posters get one FREE

FREE delivery in G.P.O. approved postal tubes,

(UK only).

Guaranteed despatch within 48 hours by first class post.

Ta Impact Posters, Unit 3 1 Percy Street

Sheffield S38AU.

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Please send me:—

Poster

Crazee Rider

Around The World

Zarch

Codename: Droid

|

Palace of Magic

. Ravenskull

I I enclose £

Please make cheques.‘postal orders payable to Impact Posters

'“I

3

Unit 3 1 Percy Street Sheftietd S38AU.



Feature

Thing on

a spring
Dean Lester reveals how
he wrote the arcade
game Ziggy

The title screen

ZIGGY is a three dimen-
sional arcade-adventure I

wrote for Audiogenic. It

involves guiding Ziggy - a
Zebedee-like character -
around his strange world,
collecting pyramids to
enable him to travel
upwards to eventually free
his ladyfriend.

The many hazards he
meets along the way include
skulls, glue, sliding cubes
and bouncing balls. Also
included with the game is a
screen designer to enable
you to redesign his world to
your own specifications.

I have always enjoyed the
arcade-adventure style of
game - which involves
more thinking than just a
shoot-'em-up - but with
attractive graphics, unlike a
text-only adventure.

In particular I was attrac-

ted to the style of game
which is seemingly found
exclusively on other
machines.
These involve high resol-

ution graphics with intricate

detail, observed at an
oblique angle, with sprites
moving in true three dimen-
sions behind and in front of
other game objects.

Moving around the game
usually involves connecting
rooms of some description,
with the room display swit-
ching rapidly as doors are
passed through. This then
was to be the style of my
game. The characters them-

selves developed as the pro-
gramming progressed.

I have an Electron with a
Cumana disc system and
did all the main program-
ming on this. I borrowed a
BBC Micro and a Master to
write versions for these
machines.
The entire program was to

be in machine code, so that
pages 4, 5, 6 and 7 of
memory (normally owned
exclusively by Basic) could
be used by the game.
The reference books I

used were the standard
Electron User Guide, the
Advanced User Guide, a
book on assembly language
and the equivalent BBC
Micro and Master manuals.

|

The Mode

The first decision to make
was which mode to use. I

was determined the resol-

ution was to be very good
and this left me with the
choice of Modes 0, 1 or 4.

Mode 0 is almost never
used by games pro-
grammers since although
the resolution and detail is

superb, it gives only two
colours and gobbles up 20k
in the process.
This left either Mode 1 or

4. Mode 1 would allow four
colours, but again it is a 20k
mode and somewhat slow
for an Electron game. So
Mode 4 it was to be.

The first programming job

was to write the main game
routine. This is the part of

the program which calls all

the subroutines, although it

does very little in itself. That
done, the subroutines were
next.

The first routine I wanted
to write was the screen
layout. The screens consist
of 6 x 7 blocks, as this fitted

nicely on the Mode 4 screen.
Each block can be one of

16 - blank, a movement
arrow (four of these), glue,
energy bulb, magic wands,
down escalator, up esca-
lator, skull and crossbones,
a pyramid, cube start square
(two of these) or a ball start

square (two of these also).

A byte can hold any
number between zero and
255, and this can also be
expressed as two numbers
between zero and 15, one in

the top half of the byte (or

nibble) and one in the
bottom.
By masking off the nibble I

didn't want, it was possible
to store two blocks in one
byte - that is one screen in

21 bytes and the entire 200
screens in only 4200 bytes.
The screen routine reads

the correct nibble from the
screen data table, selects
the corresponding block
from the sprite area of
memory and draws it on the
screen.

This process is repeated
for all 42 blocks, starting
from the furthest from the

observer, so that the per-

spective is correct. At the
same time the data is

expanded into another area
of memory so it is easy to

read which square Ziggy is

on at any one time.

I

Sprites
J

The next subroutine was the
sprite routine. A common
way of drawing sprites is to
Exclusively OR (EOR) the
sprite with the background.
This has the advantages

of speed and ease, since
when the sprite comes to be
deleted again all that has to
be done is for the sprite to

be redrawn. It cancels itself

out (1 EOR 1 is 0) and any
background which was
overwritten is restored.

However, its main disad-
vantage is that the sprite
itself becomes corrupted by
any background and can
then become difficult to see.

So I had to develop a
method whereby the sprite

was unaffected, but the
background was not de-
stroyed.

I also wanted to make the
sprites as real as possible,
with the ability to see
through holes in the body of
the sprite. This tall order
was eventually solved by
one routine.

The procedure first stores
the background about to be
overwritten in non-screen
ram. It then logically ANOs
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the screen with a sprite

mask (a sort of cut-out of the

margins of the sprite). This

effectively punches a hole in

the screen in the shape of

the sprite. The result is then

ORed with the sprite itself,

fitting it into the hole.

To delete the sprite, you
just replace the background
(stored earlier) back where it

belongs.

The routine works rather

well - in the game, Ziggy is

not affected by the

background, has a nice clear

margin around him and you

can see through the coils of

his spring to the background

behind.

3D movement

The next job - theoretically

the hardest since I didn't

know how to do it - was to

allow the game characters

to move in 3D relative to

each other. That is, the

nearer sprites in front of the

further ones and so on.

I decided that the way to

do it was to sort the sprite

positions into distance pri-

ority. Each sprite has a small

data table associated with it,

containing information on
position, direction of

motion, which character it is

and so on.

The position data has x,y

and also z values, since the

character may be a certain

distance off the ground.

By sorting the sprites into

distance order - also taking

into account the height -

then drawing the furthest

first, then the next furthest

and so on, the nearer
characters will overlay the

further ones giving the

effect of perspective.

The characters are deleted

in reverse order as their

stored backgrounds may
contain some data from
other sprites which have
already been erased. The
pleasure from seeing the

routine work first time was
indescribable!

Next was to design the

characters themselves. I

wrote a small sprite de-

signer program and then

spent many evenings trying

to get them pixel-perfect.

By stippling the sprite

masks, I managed to give

the characters shadows,
which moved with them and
gave a nice lighting effect to

game area

Having done most of the

hard work, I then set about
writing the smaller routines,

such as reading Ziggy's pos-

ition, reading the keys,

setting out the meters and
so on.

I was particularly pleased

with the death routine -

Ziggy vapourises in con-
vincing Star Trek style.

The menu and high score

were next, and I also wrote

an interrupt routine to give

extra colour to the display,

and to prevent the whole
screen from disappearing

when the palette is blanked

as rooms are changed.

I am completely tone-deaf

Two screens from the game

and I'm the first to admit it,

but I wanted to include

background music to jolly

along the game. I therefore

enlisted the help of several

of my musically-enlightened

friends, who between them
came up with an assortment

of weird and wonderful
tunes.

I think the final piece

included was a nice balance

between being interesting

without being too intrusive

into the game. The music is

interrupt driven, so it plays

entirely independently of

the game, and therefore

does not alter its tempo
when the processor has a lot

to do.

An output-buffer empty
event is enabled, so an
interrupt is generated every

time the last note being
played has finished. The
interrupt handling routine

then gets the next note,

plays it, and returns from
the interrupt.

However, for all this, a

music-off option was con-

sidered essential for those

late night Ziggy sessions.

|

Screen designer
|

Next I wrote the screen
designer, originally just for

my own use for the game
itself, but later smartened
up and included with Ziggy

to allow other people to

design their own.
I spent many weeks

dreaming-up seemingly
impossible screens. My

philosophy was that if I

could complete the screen -

even if it was only once -

then it was possible and
could be included.

Many of them require a bit

of lateral-thinking before

attempting, so put your
brain in gear before
engaging the fingers.

I have completed the
game from start to finish

three times (without using

the cheat mode). It takes

about one and a half hours,

but 1 think it is well worth it

to see what lies in store for

Ziggy in room 200.

The game took about
three months from concep-

tion to completion, working
mainly evenings and
weekends, since I am also a

full-time (medical) student.

Much of the equipment I

have is borrowed from
friends and my software
company (ASL).

The Electron is my first

computer, which I have had
for about 18 months and
Ziggy is my second game.
So it shows you do not

need to be enormously
experienced, rich or have
loads of spare time to write

marketable games. So
you've no excuses - go on
and have a try yourself, you
could be pleasantly

surprised.

Incidentally, if you do
have lots of free time, can

program a Cray II with your

eyes shut, and are related to

John Paul Getty I'm sure it

helps.
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HUmoroUS’

A PRIZE FOR EVERYONE WHO
COMPLETES THE GAME

All successful players will

receive a superb portable -

radio with headphones ,

(illustrated on the right), a M 1

colourful Bono's Bathing Ca ' J
badge, and a signed * m
certificate.

Closing Date 30th April, 19&8

Bono The Dragon and his Flourishing Business
Vou are Bono, a friendly dragon residing in a picturesque sea-castle
As a shrewd business-dragon, keen on "nice little earners ', you make
your living by selling soap to the giant monsters who bathe in the sea
surrounding the castte

With the aid ol your business partner, named Fozry. you produce the
soap by collecting skeletons amongst the castle caverns and then
boiling the bones In a cauldron.

prlxe However, the castle caverns are fraught with danger there are
monsters who will kill you. spiders who will eat you alive and glooks
who will block your path. It will pay you dividends to also avoid the
perilous trapdoors and hidden volcanoes

A soap-opera not to be missed!

COMMODORE M.T24 . COMMODORE AMIGA
MC MICRO • ACORN ELECTRON

f
SUPERIOR
sonuinnc

OUR GUARANTEE
• All moil orders ore despatched within

24 hours by first-doss post
• Postage and pocking Is tree
• faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately

Cairenes W 9J !CA4. BBC Heclwij
SVDsw SUM (CAABBCEIecnonl Dept. BC6, Regent House Skinner lane

Leeds LS71AX.
Telephone. (0632) 459453

)



Programming

Theory into

programming
practice . .

.

CLIVE GIFFORD presents a

mini fantasy in Part 6 of

our adventure writing series

OVER the past few months
Bill Trevelyan has been
showing how to write Basic

text adventure programs on
your Electron.

Well, enough of the

theory. Let's get down to

some serious programming.
This month Clive Gifford

presents a mini text

adventure.

This shows that a

complex and intricate game
is not necessarily long and
complex to write and it is

surprising how much can be

squeezed in to just a few
lines.

The adventure is set in the

Kingdom of Norl which
holds two great secrets, one
centred round the lost riches

of Alazar, the other concern-

ing the plight of the wizard

Drava and his stock of

mystic chants. Both are

undoubtedly connected
with the dreaded grey mass
of Dracula's Castle.

Much of Norl's history has
fallen into myth and half-

truths, but what remains
certain is the kingdom's
need for a warrior of great

courage to enter the castle,

find Drava's Scroll of Runes
and recover the lost wealth.

Well volunteered I

This is no ordinary quest.

Were it simple, one of the

great soldiers of the past

would have accomplished it

with ease. Reports of vari-

ous horrible misfits

inhabiting the castle are

likely to hojd truth, so be
careful.

You have a number of

single word commands with

which you can travel

through the adventure and
manipulate objects appearing

within it: NORTH, SOUTH,
EAST, WEST, TAKE, FIGHT,

EXAMINE, QUIT and so on.

There are many locations

and a quite a few objects, as

well as half a dozen basic

puzzles - not bad for a pro-

gram that could be con-

densed a little further to fit

on the 10-liners page.

The adventure is min-
iscule in comparison to

commercial programs, but it

still provides some good
entertainment. Naturally it

lacks some of the refine-

ments you would expect
from professional text

adventures, but that isn’t the

point.

It is designed to offer an

insight into writing adven-

ture games without having

to plough through reams of

program listing. Not only

that, it's fun too.

Most adventures are

based on a map of intercon-

necting rooms and this is no
exception. The arrays LL$,

L$ and L are concerned with

decoding and storing the

location names and details

of which room connects to

which and in what direction.

The arrays, CCS, C$ and C
deal with the objects in a

similar way to the adven-

ture's locations. The last

array holds the starting pos-

itions and the relevant cell is

changed to -1 if the adven-

Tum to Page 54

Me leone to . .

.

Count Dracula's Castle...

You are in the Forest.
A Coin is here.
hoves=I
Mhat next? TAKE COIN
It's yours now.

You are in the Forest

.

A Coin is yours.
Moves=2
Mhat next? NORTH
* Can't go that way *

You are in the Forest.
A Coin is yours.
Moves=3
Mhat next? SOUTH
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From Pago S3

turer decides to TAKE that
object and he is in the right

location.

It's interesting to note that
the monsters are also con-
sidered objects which helps
greatly with the pro-
gramming.
Other important variables

are R$ which holds the first

three letters of each of the
commands; A which stores
your position, and the array
M$ which holds the mess-
ages. These are encoded to
prevent their being read as
the program is typed in.

There is also a built-in
move counter. The least
moves we have taken to
complete the adventure so
far is 30. Can you beat this?
• That's all for now. Next
month Bill Trevely will be
back with a slightly longer
example. m

10 REk kini Adventure
20 REk By Clive 61 f ford
50 REk (e) Electron User
40 RODE 6:G0SUB 170

50 PRINT" -Relcoee to...'

40 PRlHT’Couiu Draculas
Castle...'

70 iwvestg

80 *FX202,32

90 P=0:V=0:P8lNT ,

'7ou ar
e in the T$(A)V:F0R T=1 T

0 9:!f C(T)*-1 08 < T=9 AND A

=») PRINT CI<T)‘ is yours.'
ELSE If ABS(C(T)>=A PRINT CS

(O' is here.":?*!
‘00 NEXT; IF A=9 THEN END £

LSE »oves=eoves*1 iPRINTHove
sleeves: INPUTVhat next?

'

A$:A$=LEFT$(A$,3) : FOR T«0 TO
9: IF kl0S(RS,T*3-»1,3)=** V=

T:T*9

110 NEXT: IF tf:0 PRINT'* No
such coonand! *':VDU? ELSE

IE lf>4 THEN 120 ELSE If L(A,
V)>0 A*L(A,V) ELSE PRINT"* C

an t go that nay *':VDU7:60T
0 90

120 If 9=5 AND P>0 AND P<7

C(P)=-1:PRINT'It's yours no

« GOTO 90

130 IF V<>8 THEN 140 ELSE
IF CC3)*-1 PRINrit says jus
t one word: 'TtS(1>;SOTO 90 E

LSE If C(1)»-1 PRINT'It s a

special 'kS(2) ELSE PRINT'No

t north exanining,'

140 If »<>7 OR A<>2 THEN 1

50 ELSE IF C(8)=A AND C(1)»-
1 C(3)=2:C(0)=0:C(7>*5: PRINT
NS(4) ELSE PRINT'You are de

ad!':V=9

150 IF Vo7 OR Ao5 OR C(7
)<>A THEN 160 ELSE IF C(2)=-
1 PRINT NS(4)- You non eove
for*ard.';A=9 ELSE PRINT'You

die!':V=9

160 If V=9 PRINrBye ! : END

ELSE IF A»6 AND V=A AND C(3
) = -1 PRINT'BOOk! 'k$(3>' 'kJ

(S):L(6,2)=7;G0T0 90 ELSE 90
170 RS='DUNNORSOUEASNESTAN

ABAFI6£XA«UI':D!N CS(9),CCS(
9>,C(9),LL$(9) / lS( 9),L(9,4)

,

kkS( 5) ,01(5 );A=1:N=0: RESTORE
: FOR X=1 TO 9: READ CC*(X),C(
X) ,LLS(X> : FOR Y=1 TO 4:READ

L(X,Y):NEXT:NEXT

180 FOR X=1 TO 9:CS(X)=RIG
HTS(CCS(X),3) + LEFT$(CCS(X) / L

EN(CCS(X))-3) :NEXT

190 FOR X=1 TO 9:LS(X)=RI6
HT$(lL$(X) /3)+LEFTS(LLS(X) ,1

EN(LLS(X))-3):NEXT

200 FOR X=1 TO S : RE AO NkS(

X) :kS(X)=RlGHTStkk$(X) ,5) *L£

FT$(kkJ(X) ,LEN(kNS(X) 1-5) :NE

XT

210 RETURN

220 DATA nifeA K,6,estfor,

0,4,0,0,li;Gar,0,eCav,0,0,3,
1,ollScr,-2

230 DATA tie GroundsCas,1,

5/4,2, eyA X,3,tle EntranceCa

5.1.0.

0.3.8004 N,4,n Tcuerka

1

.3.0.

6.0.01nA C,1,ouryAm,0
,0,0,5,a«pireA 9,0,leryGal,6
,0,8,0,iant Troll A G,2,' Xit

chersOtd',0,0,0,7,at NealthG
re, 9, at Hall and have von6re

, 0 , 0 , 0,0

240 DATA OkABAIO, -killing

varietytroll,therly exitA so

u,e killed it!You'v,rsapeea

AA LICIIT5PCCD ~SOFTWARE—
j

OaptEU
80 HIGH STREET HANHAM BRISTOL BSIS 30R

24 HOUR ANSWER PHONE FOR ALL QUERIES
New titles available on release day

title ou» peter
ACORNSOft HITS I 7 75
ACORNSOft HITS 2 7 7S
ADVENTURE CREATOR I2S0
BIGK.O t90
CODE NAME DROO 7 75
CODE NAME DROID (3 S'tfcc) 1250
COLOSSUS CHESS 4 0 7 75
COMMONWEALTH GAMES 6 75
COMPUTER F*T 10 V 1 7 75
COMPUTER WT 10V 2 7 75
COMWIERHTT 10V3 . . . 775
COMPUTER HIT 5 SCO
CRA2EE RIDER 7 75
CRYSTAL CASTALS 7 75
DODGY GEE2ERS 7.50
ELITE )050
EXPLODING FIST 775
FTVE STAR GAMES I 775
FIVE STAR GAMES 2 7 75
FOOTBALLER Of YEAR 7 75
FRENCH ON THE RUN 7 75
fUTURESHOCK fl.75

GOAL 6 75
GRAHAM GOOCH 7.75
IAN BOTHAM 6 75
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 7 50
KAYIETH 6 90
KET TRILOGY 7.75
LAST Of THE FREE 675

TITLE OUN P#ICE
MCROPOWEBMAGO 675
MWOFPCE a«0
MOUSETRAP

. 6 75
OXBRIDGE 675
PALACE Of MAGIC 768
PALACE Of MAGIC (5 25' <Jtac> 1080
PA1ACE Of MAGIC (3 S' <*tc) 12 50
PAPERBOY 7.75
PHANTOM 590
PHANTOM COMBAT

. 7.75
POWERPACK 7 75
PSYCASTRIA 690
RAVENSKLU ,7 75
REPTON3 7.75

POUND WORLD 80 SCRN .. 67S
SPHERE OF DESTINY 675
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 7.2S

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER 7.75

SUPERIOR CCXV30tSC 12.50

SLeERIOR COL VOL 3 7 75
TARZAN 7 75
the quill moo
THUNOERSIRUCK 6 75
THUNDERSTRUCK N 6 75
WINTER OLYMPICS 6 75
HOP 775
YIEARKUNGFU 7.00

VIEARKUNGFUH 750

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND DELIVERY
INSIDE THE UK.

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES P.O.s PAYABLE TO
"LIGHTSPEEDSOFTWARE"

ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS, BUT PLEASE
ALLOW 7 DAYS



Micro Messages

Lick that label

printing problem

HOWEVER carefully I copy
your listings, there always
seems to be something that

stops them from running. Is

this in fact some kind of
protection racketeering to

sell more of the monthly
tapes

?

/ have just entered the

View label printing utility

from the October 1987 issue

of Electron User and even
though I have checked it

meticulously five times I still

cannot get it to work.

The tape of addresses
recorded from View simply
will not load into Basic and
on demanding options to

examine or print labels all I

get is a return to the menu.
When I try to leave the

program I get the error No
such FN/PROC at line 100.

After studying the listing I

can find no mention of
PROCend anywhere, except
in line 100.

All of this makes me think

the complete program was
not printed in the magazine
and ifso I would be pleased
if you could print the omis-
sion. - P. Eisler, Hogarth
Hill, London.
• The listing of the label

printer was, as you suspec
ted, incomplete. This sort of

error is very rare as all list-

ings printed in Electron User
are reproduced exactly from
working programs.
The missing PROCend

had unfortunately slipped

our notice, and the person
responsible has received 40
lashes.

In fact PROCend serves
only to neatly exit the pro-

gram. The rest of the listing

is correct and will run per-

fectly - you'll only come
across the problem when
you've finished and quit the

program. PROCend is

defined as follows:

1S8« »£F PkOCend

159* CIS

1681 PR1MT "Bye'

1618 EK»

The View file itself cannot
be loaded directly into

Basic. Option one from the

menu loads the prepared

View file into the program.
To see the loading taking

place insert *OPT 1,2 at line

1375. This enables the
extended messages from
the cassette filing system.
The file is loaded using the

BGET command, which
defaults to giving no mess-
ages at all.

The default filename for

the View file to be loaded is

ADDLIST. So if you press

Return when prompted for a

filename, the program will

search the tape for this.

Otherwise you should
enter the filename of the file

you saved. It is important to

keep the letters in the
correct case or the Electron

will skip the files.

Until a file has been
loaded, the menu options to

list and print labels have no
meaning so they are
ignored.

Sounding off

/ THINK software houses are

sexist; most of the adven-
turers involved in these
tricky quests have a

tendency to be male. I read

your magazine every month
and the new Arcade Corner
feature is a great help, but

why can't software surgery

be bigger?
Finally, could you tell me

where I can obtain further

information on modems
and the MicroLink service7 -

A. Sitadetfsn, Newcastle.

• We agree that software

houses tend to be sexist - all

you can do is write to the

companies and tell them.
One notable exception to

this rule is Citadel from
Superior Software, now re-

released on the Play It Again
Sam compilation.

We'd dearly love to make

software surgery bigger
than it is, but the problem is

there just isn't enough room
in the magazine to fit in

everything we would like.

We have to be selective and
each month our reviewers

pick the cream of the latest

releases.

To access MicroLink you
will need a general purpose
modem, an RS232 serial

port and some suitable soft-

ware. Further information

on the service is available by
telephoning MicroLink on
061-456 8383.

Small

problem
I AM one of the many
people who type in the list-

ings from your magazine. Of
course, I could buy the
monthly cassette, but then I

would lose the vital experi-

ence gained from entering

the listing.

Recently, your listings

have become even more
compact with four columns
across the page. This has
meant that many lines are
spliced in unusual places
making the meaning of the

line unclear, especially
when the break appears
during some spaces or in

the middle of a statement.

Worse still, I am having
problems with the new list-

ing style where '
' " (two

apostrophes and one quote)

could appear to be "" (two
quotes). What, if anything
can be done? - Sheila
Bridges, Norwich, Norfolk.

• The new listings are
produced by a new
phototypesetting machine
rather than being listed to a

dot matrix printer and then
photographed. The upshot

of this is the listings are less

prone to reproduction errors

in the magazine and gen-

erally easier to read.

Because of the slightly

smaller typeface this also

means we can fit, longer
and better listings into the

available space.

Generally speaking, we
try to avoid use of charac-

ters like the apostrophe, but

it has special meaning in

Electron Basic and is often

unavoidable. Remember,
quotes always come in pairs

- one at the start and one at

the end of a string. If you
find an odd number then

you may have mistaken two
apostrophes for a quote.

Spaces between Basic

keywords are rarely needed
and there is never a space

between, say, the end of a

Basic keyword and its

opening bracket. Inserting

extra spaces normally has

no effect apart from causing

some programs to run out

of memory.

More jargon

I READ with amusement
Computerspeak Explained
in the October 1987 issue of

Electron User to which you
might like to add the

following:

0 Digital computer - the

literal meanings of which
are; Digital - pertaining to

the fingers. Compute - to

count. Therefore a digital

computer is a person who
counts on his fingers.

On a more serious note,

there is a case to suggest a

technical magazine like

yours should give a glossary

of terms at regular intervals.

For example, while / was
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tied up for a few months
with home improvements
some bright spark invented
sideways roms. Although /

can guess what this means, /

have never seen a written

description.

There seems to be a
tendency for buzz words
such as this to creep into the

vocabularies of the com-
puterate and stay there,

assuming everyone knows
what they mean.
While on the subject of

the unknown, I noticed one
of your correspondents was
having trouble with lines

flashing across his display,

which also occurs on his

Spectrum.
I wonder if he could have

a low mains voltage which
would cause the SOHz signal
to break through onto the
video. - J.E. Kennaugh,
Callington, Cornwall.

• Whenever possible, when
a new item arrives on the
market we try to explain it in

plain language everyone
can understand.

For folks not in the know,
a sideways rom is a piece of

software supplied on a read
only memory (rom) chip.

The rom chip itself is

mapped into the micro's
memory alongside the Basic
language, that is, they
occupy the same address
space.

When the machine is first

switched on, the operating
system looks at all the side-

ways roms for a language,
normally Basic, and installs

it as the current language.
When a command is sent

to a sideways rom Basic is

switched off, unplugged in

effect, and the new rom
switched on while the
command is being executed.

Believe it or not, sideways
roms are not a new idea.

They were present in the
design of the BBC Micro
several years ago although
they've only recently
become properly available

for the Electron. The car-

tridge ports on the Plus 1 are
themselves non-dedicated
sideways rom sockets.

A full description of side-

ways rams and roms can be
found on Page 50 of the Feb-
ruary 1987 issue of Electron

User
We have since discovered

ALL programs printed
in this issue are exact
reproduction of list-

ings taken from run-
ning programs which
have been thoroughly
tested.

However on the
very rare occasions
that mistakes may
occur corrections will

be published as a
matter of urgency.
Should you encounter
error messages when
you type in a program

they will almost cer-
tainly be the result of
your own typing mis-
takes.

Unfortunately we
can no longer answer
personal programming
queries concerning
these mistakes. Of
course letters about
suggested errors will

be investigated with-
out delay, but any
replies found neces-
sary will only appear
in the mail pages.

that flashing lines present
on some television displays

can be due to radar signals

causing interference. Low
pass, UHF filters to stop this

are available from Maplin
Electronic Supplies Ltd, PO
Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex.

Not so

random
/ BOUGHT my Electron and
Plus 1 about one and a half
years ago. I am learning the
ins and outs of Basic from
various books and your
excellent magazine. / seem
to get stuck though, in what
seem to be very simple
areas.

I want to write a program
which involves using
random numbers in the
range from zero to 51.
However, / don’t want to
print the same number
twice as often happens with
the RND function.

If that isn't bad enough
the computer always
produces the same numbers
every time it is switched on.

What can I do to rectify this

?

David F. Royle, Warr-
ington, Cheshire.

• This is an interesting
point about random number
generators. No computer,
no matter how big or power-
ful it is, can reasonably
claim to produce completely
random numbers. That
includes ERNIE, the com-
puter used to select
premium bond winners.
Computers can only

produce very long sequen-
ces of numbers that appear

to be random. They will,

however, repeat in the end -
true random numbers only
occur in nature.

The random number
generator in the Electron
can be seeded with an initial

value which helps matters.

This is done by using a

negative argument. Like:

duMy=RNR(-TINE)

This will make the random
sequence much less predic-

table because the generator
is seeded with a number
that is constantly changing.

Here's a random rumber
generator to produce a non-
repeating series of random
rumbers from zero to 51.

This sort of routine can be
found in most card games.

18 REN 52 Randoa Numbers

21 REN initialise

25 duaay*RN9(-TlN£)

30 DIN nuas(51)

10 FOR NX=0 TO 51

58 nu»s(NX>MX
60 NEXT

70 :

80 REN shuffle

90 FOR IX*8 TO 51

188 RX=RN0<51)

110 TX>nuas(RX)

120 ftua$(RX)*nuas(IX)

130 nuasllXMX
H8 NEXT

158 :

168 REN display

170 FOR IX*0 TO 51

180 PRINT nuas(IX)

190 NEXT

There's more than one
way to skin an algorithm
though, and this is just one
possible method. It's fine

provided you don't need a

massive series of numbers
because it uses a large

amount of memory to store

the array.

Snail Trail

error
/ WOULD like to draw your
attention to an error / have
discovered in Snail Trail in

the October 1987 issue of
Electron User. The data
statement in line 410 con-
tains the characters 194 a
ca28, which is clearly
wrong. I cannot be sure of
what they should be but /

have found 194, 1, 128 works
perfectly.

/ feel / must also point out
that the excellent ADFS re-

store program, printed in

the same issue, does not
work with Snail Trail as it

also uses memory at &900.
- S.M. Cobb. Romsey,
Hants.

• Surprisingly, Snail Trail

works fine as published,
even though the line, as you
state appears to be incor-

rect. Basic very cleverly
reads the number 194 and
ignores the garbage
following.

The problem with
memory clashes like this

one in Snail Trail and ADFS
restore are thankfully rare.

In fact neither program
should have been using the
memory at all - this area is

reserved for the cassette
output buffer and extended
envelope storage.

Machine code pro-
grammers often use these
system areas to store their

code, simply because they
don't occupy any user
memory.

Power to

the bueev
/ AM thinking of buying a
BBC buggy to interface to

my Electron - can you tell

me if it would work? / have
the user and analogue ports
but the buggy also needs a
12v supply derived from the

computer. Would a 12v
power pack do the job just

as well?

On a different note, I have
discovered that the Com-
puter Concepts graphics
rom for the BBC Micro
works in the Electron with
everything except for the
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The 6522 connection
Bottom
18V AC 2 1

Top
18V AC

AC RETURN 4 3 AC RETURN
-5V 6 5 -5V
OV 8 7 OV

+ 5V 10 9 +5V
16MHz 12 11 SOUND O/P

PHI OUT 14 13 -13 IN

Nffil 16 15 RST
R/W 18 17 IRQ
D6 20 19 D7
D4 22 21 D5
D2 24 23 D3
DO 26 25 D1
NC 28 27 RDY

SLOT 30 29 SLOT
A14 32 31 A15
A12 34 33 A13
A10 36 35 All
AO 38 37 A9
A2 40 39 A1
A4 42 41 A3
A6 44 43 A5
A8 46 45 A7
OV 48 47 OV

+ 5V 50 49 +5V

Figure I: Expansion connector layout

I AM interested in connec-
ting the 6522 versatile

interface adapter to my
Electron so I can build
add-ons such as the Elec-

tron User buggy. / believe

there is a location reserved
for such a device at &FCBO
is this correct?

When I attempt to read
from this location, the

operating system sends a
character from its credits via

the ULA. I assume the 6522
would also send a piece of
information causing a con-

flict on the data bus. Is there

any way to turn these
credits off?

In the Advanced User
Guide, it is stated that the

credits are made inaccess-

ible by the switch to

memory mapped I/O. Have
osbytes &92 and &93
anything to do with this

?

Finally, are there any
books you know of which
could be of use? - R. Crook,

Wotton, Bedford.

• By far the easiest way to

connect a 6522 to the Elec-

tron is to buy one of the

ready built units available

from several manufacturers
who advertise regularly in

Electron User. At least this

way you will avoid the
chance of damaging your
computer.

You'll find reviews of the

Project Expansions user
port and ACP's Plus 5 in the

March 1987 and December

1986 issues of Electron
User.

If you wish to connect a

6522 directly to Electron, the

simplest method is to con-

nect your circuit directly to

the expansion bus on the

rear of the computer. Figure

I shows the layout of this

connector.

The locations &FCOO-
&FCFF are an area of

memory mapped I/O,

named Fred by Acorn. The
locations around &FCB0 are

reserved for Acorn expan-
sion. Locations &FCC0-
&FCFE are reserved for user

applications and should be
safe enough to use.

The osbyte calls &92 and
&93 are used to read and
write Fred legally, although
there's no reason why you
shouldn't access this

memory directly using the

indirection operators.

You can read the credits

on an unexpanded Electron,

but expansion modules are

mapped into the same
address space.

When plugged in, you'll

read and write to these
add-ons and the chunk of

memory containing the
credits disappears from the

memory map.
In the BBC Micro, a signal

can be derived from the
1MHz bus to inform
hardware of any accesses to

page &FC. As far as we're

aware no such signals exist

on the Electron.

The best book available

for advanced users of the

Electron like yourself is The
Advanced User Guide by
Bray, Dickens and Holmes.
When it comes to hardware
the guide is more or less

BBC Micro specific. A fully

updated guide which
includes the Electron, writ-

ten by the same authors,

should be in the shops
shortly.

extra Mode 8.
- G. Cranch,

Hoddesdon, Herts.

• The user port on the Elec-

tron is mapped into a

slightly different place in

memory to that on the BBC
Micro, so the software to

drive the buggy will have to

be modified.

There's no reason why
you shouldn't use a separ-

ate 12v power supply to

drive the buggy, provided it

can supply enough current.

A better and cheaper
option, however, would be
to build the Electron User
buggy as detailed in Joe
Pritchard's hardware series

from September to Novem-
ber 1987.

Mode 8 in the Graphics
rom is provided by directly

configuring part of the BBC
Micro's video hardware,
which the Electron does not
have.

We're always interested in

hearing of any BBC roms
that work in whole or part

when installed in the
Electron

Plus 1

plus what?
I OWN and use an Electron

andam intending to buy the

Plus 1. Could you advise me
on suitable software to run
with this particular add-on?

I am particularly inter-

ested in using the Electron

as a word processor and
would like to increase the

available memory for such
purposes.

Finally, could you provide

me with some advice on
which educational software

to buy for my seven-year-

old. - Charles A. McWhan,
Dyce, Aberdeen.

• The Plus 1 contains two
slots suitable for running
software on rom cartridges.

Several types of empty car-

tridge, called rom carriers,

are available with blank
slots so you can use BBC
Micro roms and others
supplied without cartridges

in the Electron.

Acornsoft's View car-

tridge is a typical example of

rom software and a very

popular word processor for

the machine.
By far the most popular

memory upgrade for the
Electron is Slogger's Master
Ram Board, which gives the

micro an extra 32k of

memory and a speed
increase to boot. The actual

increase in user memory is,

for technical reasons, only

20k at most, but this will be
more than adequate for

most purposes.

Probably the best guide
to educational software
around is Nic Outterside's

series which started in the

September 1987 issue of

Electron User. Nic is the
headmaster of a large

school and very experi-

enced in this field.
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Learning CAN be fun
• Use your Electron to teach and amuse
your children at the same time.

• Three packages crammed full of
educational programs - and
so easy to use!

• Each program has been
educationally approved
after extensive testing in

the classroom.

Balance
Castle
Derrick
Fred’s Words
Hilo
Maths Test
Mouser
Number Signs
Seawall
Super Spell

Anagram
Codebreaker
Dog Duck Com
Guessing
Hangman
Maths Hike
Nim
Odd Man Out

Towers of Hanoi I

PELICAN
Teach your children to cross the
road safely at a Pelican crossing

HOUSE
Select the colours to draw a house
- hours of creative entertainment

NUMBER SIGNS
Provide the correct arithmetic
sign and aim to score ten out often

BALANCE
Leant maths the fun uny. Type In
the answer to balance the scales

HANGMAN
Improve your child’s spelling uith
thisfun version of the populargame

ODD MAN OUT
Find the word that does not fit -
before your time runs out

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 61



This delightful collection of programs is based

around children’s favourite Nursery Rhymes.
There's plenty of sparkling colour, sound and
captivating animation to keep them riveted —
and as they play they'll be learning all the way.

Tell the time with Hickory Dickory Dock.

Assemble the jigsaw in Humpty Dumpty.
Learn to spell with Jack and Jill.

Match the animals in See Saw Marjory Daw.
Play an exciting game in Hey Diddle Diddle.

Children from two to nine will be entertained

for hours with these interactive programs.

Don't miss out on this beautiful gift for your

family - and at a very special price.

ONLY £5.95 (cassette)

£6.95 OV2" disc)

Suitable for any Acorn Electron

J
TO ORDERPLEASE USE THEFORMONPAGE 61



electros

• Computer die

• Teleprinter

• Constantly updated league tables

• Assessments of each manager's

co,0^m

&"Cr,

Suitable for Product Format RRP
Special

reader offer
YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Stryker's Run Tape £9 95 £7.95 £2 £19.95 £5
Electron Football Fortunes Tape £14.95 £11 95 £3 £2295 £7

Battle your

way across

the barren

wastelands

In this superb arcade-style game you play the part of
Commander Stryker, tramping across the radiation-wrecked
landscape, shooting down the helicopters and jetships which
soar overhead. Blast the flesh off the Volgan soldiers as they
come into view - and watch their skeletons crumple to the
ground.

There's miles of awesome background scenery -
buildings, military bases and gravestones to
create a spine-tingling atmosphere.

Get Stryker's Run - it's a stunner!

Play football's first interactive

computer and board game!
Brian Clough's Football Fortunes is an exciting football

management game with a difference - it combines an excellent
range of computer-based features with a fascinating board
game.

The result for the players is a package which is as much fun
and as skilful to play as other best-selling board games,
combined with the flexibility and speed of play which only a
computer can supply.

Up for the Cup!

TO ORDER PLEASE USE FORM ON PAGE 61



Allprices Include postage, packing and VAT

Overseas orders sent exclusively by Air Mail

Valid to December 31 ,
1987

Pleas* enter number required In box £ p j;

Electron User
subscription

UK £15 3001
urope & Eire £23 3003

Overseas £38 3004

Stryker’s Run ts-p^ao,

With sub
- Without sub

Cassette only £4 95 £7.95313<KJ»3»

This oflsr oriy avalable t accomparnad by » subscription order or rsnwwl

Brian Clough's Football Fortunes
With sub* Without sub r ,

Cassette only £7.95 £1

1

.953132*133 [77711 1

’ Tha offer onty available I accompsned by a subserpuon order or renewal

Electron User back Issues
£1.75UK
£2.75 Europe

C3.76 Oversees

January 1987 3210
February 1987 3211

March 1987 3212
April 1987 3213

May 1987 3214
June 1987 3215
July 1987 3218

August 1987 3217

Back issue bundle
April 86-Dec 86 (9 complete issues) £6.80 3017

Add £2 for Europe inc Eire/CIO Overseas

Cassette tape annual subscription

UKE3S 3005 I I

EuroperOverseas £45

Commence with.

The Sound Master tseepv»2u

£14.99 3000 I 71

Add £2 for Europe (inc. Eire)t£7 lor Overse

Christmas Crackers t*~p^27>
£3.95 3011 I I

Add £2 for Europe (inc. Eireyt7 ter Overseas

Knitwear Designer T £8a5 3m i—

i

5.25* Disc £9.95 3129 I 1

Add £2 for Europe; £5 lor Overseas

Nursery Rhymes /«**p#p#s9;

Add £1 lor Europe/Overseas

Education Special Vol. 2 t*»p*,s2>
Classroom Computing on the Electron

Magazine + Electron Cassette £3.95

Magazine * Electron 3.5' Oise £4.95

Add £2 for Europe £4 tor Overseas

r pm
> tmi

Fun SChOOl ts-pagesa)

Ages 2 6 3080*108
Ages S-8 3081/3108

Ages 8-12 3082*110

Add £1 lor EuroperOverseas

Getting Started In BBC Basle
UK only £2.95 3100 CZP

Acornsoft Database —

.

Needs a Plus 3 Disc £9.95 3119
1 I

Add £2 lor Europe; CS for Overseas

Advanced User Guide
£3.45 3072 I "I

Mini Office Tape £595 30*2 1 ]

Europe/Overseas £6.95

^

ENQUIRES ONLY: 061-«80 0171 9am-5pm
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SOFTWARE AT BARGAIN PRICES
GP4
Arganlons

Starship Command
Boxer

Tarzan

Brian Jacks Challenge

INT 2 £5
Me & My Micro
Business Gomes
Cocktail Maker
Sphinx Adv
Boxer

Watch your Weight

INT 3
Turtle Graphics
Cocktail Maker
Hopper
Me & My Mfcro
Know your PSI-Q
Know your Personality

NEW BUDGET RANGE FROM
SUPERIOR AT £2.49
Fruit Machine
Invaders
Draughts
Reversi

Stranded
MrWiz
Chess
Smash and Grand
Percy Penguin
World Geography
Allen Dropout
Centibug
Zany Kong Jnr

Overdrive
Tempest
Deathstar
Repton 1

ACORNSOFT TITLES
Sphinx Adventure £1 .00
Starship Command £1 .00
Hopper £1.00

THEY'RE NOW BACK IN STOCK
GIDDY GAME SHOW
CRACKET TOWERS

£3.99 each

ROM CARTRIDGES
View (Wordprocessing) £1 1 ,95
Vlewsheet £11,95
Logo £28,50
Usp £7.75

MIRRORSOFT EDUCATIONAL
AT £2.99 EACH
Count with Oliver

Joffe Plans (Weight Watching)
Know your PSI/Q
Know your Personality

Look Sharp

FREE XMAS PRESENT

WITH EVERY £10 SPENT

NOT ON PLUS 1 OFFER

OFFER CLOSES

3 1ST DECEMBER 1987

Arcadians
Talkback £1 60

BUDGET TITLES

Warehouse
Workshop £1 50 Skirmen

Desk Diary £1 00 Peter Scott Trilogy

Business Games £1.00 Cascade (50 Games) £2.99

Boxer £1 00 Daredevil Dennis £1.99
Mg and My Mlarn Snooker (Visions) £1.99

Snapper £1 00 Millionaire

Complete Cocktail Maker Bird Strike
. . . £1 99

Watch Your Weight £1 00 Licence to KHI £1.99

Unkword Italian <70 95 Tarzan (Martech) £2.99
Linkword Spanish Dunjunz £2.99

Trutte Graphics £2.25 Football Manager
Advanced User Guide £3.25 Flight Path 737

Hercules £1.99
IVAN BERG SERIES Ice Hockey
1 Do Kane

CURRENT TITLES

Life or Repton £
SpeBblnder £7.50
Elixir £7.50
Bone Cruncher £7.50

Omega Orb £6.25

Dispatch Rider £6.95
Ransack £7,50
ziggy £6.95
Impact £7.50
Graham Gooch Cricket £7.50

Thunderstruck II £6.95

Powerpack II (7 Games) £7.50
Play It again Sam £7.50

Theatre Quiz £1 .50
English CSE/GCE £2.00
Biology CSE/GCE £2.00
Maths 1 CSE/GCE £2.00
Malhs 2 CSE/GCE £2.00

Micro Value (4 games) £3.99
Plan B £2.99
Roboto £2.99
Tennis £2.99
Vegas Jackpot £1 .99

Strykers Run £7.50

Codename Droid £7 50
Crazee Rider £7.50

Brian Clough Football £12.50
Collosus 4 Chess
Psycastrla £6.50
Sphere of Destiny £6.50

Superior Hlls Vol 3 £7.50
Elite

Five Star Games 2 £7.50

Ravenskull

10 Computer Hits 1 £7.50

10 Computer Hits 2 ... £7.50

10 Computer Hits 3 £7.50

Computer Hits 5 £5.95
Around World Repton £5.50

Repton 3 £7.50

Paper Boy £7.50

JowerHill Computers Ltd,
Unit2Wharfside— Fenny Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK2 2AZ.

_ W Telephone: Milton Keynes(0908) 74246 .*• ^ _
ALLPRICESINCLUDE V.A.T. ANDP&P. OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £1.00
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Turbo

tape save
ONE of the major bugbears

with the basic Electron is

the slow speed of the

cassette system.

In the standard machine,

the hardware fixes the tape

transfer speed at 1200 baud.

However, there is still

something that can be done.

When the Electron's

operating system saves a

program it records it as a

series of 256 byte chunks,

known as blocks. (Further

information can be found on

page 23 of the August 1987

issue of Electron User.)

Between each of the

blocks is a small gap of

about one second long. This

is provided to make each

successive block on the tape

distinct from the last.

In fact, for all intents and

purposes these gaps serve

very little useful function

and if we could get rid of

them we could save and
load a program much more
quickly.

This program offers some
solution to this problem. It's

a machine code patch into

the operating system's
SAVE routine. It enables a

program to be saved with

very short block gaps saving

time. It can be reloaded with

Basic's normal LOAO
command.
The code works in a rather

novel way. Rather than
revectoring the osfile

routine and rewriting the

entire code to save a pro-

gram, which would be a

mammoth task, it copies the

routine into ram and then

appends the patch into that.

Meanwhile, the osfile vector

is revectored to the ram
routine.

To install the patch,

simply enter and run the

program (not forgetting to

save it first). Initially, you
will be prompted for a

PAUL CLARKE speeds up the cassette

filing system with this clever utility

number between zero and

254. This will set the delay

between each block. Zero

gives the shortest.

If a delay of zero is

requested then the program

will also check the

assembled machine code

for any errors. As with any

checksum, this routine is not

infallible, although it is quite

sensitive.

It works by multiplying

each byte of the machine

code by a number from one

to eight and adding the

result to the cumulative

checksum. The reason for

the multiplication is to elimi-

nate transposition errors,

for instance BA instead of

AB. A purely cumulative

sum would not catch this.

If all is well the program

responds after a short time

with the message. Fast tape

installed.

With short delays, pro-

grams can be saved and

loaded at about one second

per block faster than

normal, which is noticeable

even on a short program.

It should be noted that the

operating system copy
occupies memory from
&5000-&57FF, so obviously

programs that use high

resolution screen modes
zero to three cannot be
used.
However, because the

routine is only required

when saving, this means
you can load long programs
in Mode 6 as normal and

then save them to a library

cassette with the turbo
utility installed. They can

then be loaded at high

speed at a later date using

LOAD as usual.

Slogger Turbo Driver

owners should switch their

machines into normal mode
before attempting to run the

program.

10 REM Turbo tope save

20 REM By Paul A. Clarke

30 REM (e) Electron User

40 *TAP£

50 If ! -4<>4DAE7D8D2 THE*

M0bE6:PRmT"Electron OS 1.

00 only'cENO

40 HCDE6

70 osur ch z&FFEE

80 lNPur
,r
le«0th of bloc

k 0-254?*AX

90 AX=AXM
100 IF AX>254 THEN 80

110 vec=!4202 AND 4FFFF

120 FOR 1=0 TO 2 STEP 2

130 PX=1578§

140 stertX=PX

150 EOPTI

140 IDA tFD

170 CNP #0

180 BNE nextcbeck

190 IDA 8FE

200 CMP #80

210 BEO set

220 .nextcbeck

230 LOA 1F0

240 CMP #111

250 BNE ok

240 IDA if

l

270 CUP #232

280 8NE ok

290 JMP set

300 .ok

310 JMP vec

320 .set

330 IDA #800

340 STA Sr D

350 IDA #157

340 STA SFE

370 tDA #11

380 JSR osui

390 :SR os*

400 JMP vec

410 .delay

420 PKP

430 PHA

440 T XA

450 PHA

440 TTA

470 PHA

480 LDX #0

490 LDT #0

500 .loop

510 DEX

520 8PL loop

530 INY

540 CPY PAX

550 BNE loop

540 PU
570 TAY

580 PU
590 TAX

ch

400 PLA

418 PIP

420 RTS

430 3

440 NEXT

450 endX=PX:R=1

440 FOR NX=startX TO endX

670 chksue=chk$u»+7NX*H

480 M=(M HOD 81*1

490 NEXT

700 IF AX=1 AND chksu»<>SB

574 PRlNfCbecksue error/rE

ND

710 FOR TX=S5008 TO S577F

STEP 4

720 !TX*!(mSA1D6>
730 NEXT

740 74558F=delay HOD256

750 ?45590=delay DIY256

760 145074=887305576

770 ?8212=0

780 71213=450

790 74202=480

800 74203=457

810 ! 45700=8

820 N0DE4

830 H1HEH=45000

840 PRINr'Fast tape lost

ailed.'

850 END
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Whatever your subject...

French. First Aid, Football,

Spelling, Science, Spanish,

Sport, Scotland, England,
English Words, German,
General Knowledge.

Geography, Italian, Arithmetic,

Natural History and Welsh.

Let your computer
help you Learn

Write or phone for a FREE 20
page illustrated catalogue of

our Leisure and Educational
Software

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED
FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Tel: 05255 3942 or 5406
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Plus 1 graphs
JOE PRITCHARD provides some useful

software for home and school use

IT’S time this month to put

the soldering irons away
and write some software

for the Plus 1. This will use

the information read in

from the analogue to digital

converter - ADC or joystick

port.

Two FX calls influence the

way the ADC works. These

are *FX16, which allows us

to turn off any of the four

channels we aren't using,

and *FX190, which allows

us to set the conversion

accuracy of a single

channel.

The default value of

*FX190 is 12, which gives a

slow, 12 bit conversion

taking about 10 mil-

liseconds.

Faster results can be

obtained by using *FX190,8

which sets the ADC into its

faster eight bit mode, each

conversion taking five or six

milliseconds. For most pur-

poses, the more accurate 12

bit conversion will be better

suited.

These calls are useful

when we want to make the

ADC go as fast as possible.

This is very useful to those

interested in using the Plus

1 to monitor scientific

experiments. Indeed, this is

what many people use the

analogue port for.

Schools have used the

Electron's big brother, the

BBC Micro, for several years

now to monitor experiments

in their science labs.

The Electron equipped
with a Plus 1 can do the job

just as well, so the rest of

the article is devoted to a

simple program that draws

graphs of analogue inputs

against time.

Some examples of the

output from this program
are shown in Figure I.

The analogue input could

be from a light or tem-

perature sensor, or from

more complicated ones that

we'll look at in future parts

of the series.

As we've already seen,

the four channels of the

analogue to digital conver-

ter in the Plus 1 are con-

stantly running, giving new
readings.

The values are placed in a

table in memory, and when
we request a certain channel

to be read the latest value

produced by that channel is

returned by the function

ADVAL.
This means when we use

ADVAL to read a value from

an ADC channel the actual

value read back can easily

be up to 40 milliseconds out

of date if we're running all

four channels.

Even though a few mil-

liseconds may seem a short

time, if we're doing any type

of scientific monitoring we
want to get the time interval

between readings constant.

There are two software

tricks we can use to get

around this. Firstly, yet

another FX call comes into

play:

•FX17,n forces channel n of

the ADC to be converted.

•FX17,1 will cause a conver-

sion to be started on chan-

nel one.

*FX17,2 causes a conver-

sion to be done on channel

two immediately followed

by channel one and so on.

*FX17,4 causes a conver-

sion to be done on all four

channels
To simplify things, we'll

stick to channel one of the

ADC, read by ADVAl(l).
One possible way to get an

up to date reading is as

follows: Perform a *FX17,1,

wait 10 milliseconds then

read the value back with

ADVAL(I).
This would work,

assuming we could get an

accurate 10 millisecond

delay. We don't have to

bother getting an accurate

time delay however,
because a further use of

ADVAL is to allow us to

know exactly when a con-

Tum to Pago 66
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version has been completed
on a given channel.
ADVAL(O) DIV 256 will

return the channel number
of the ADVAL channel that
last completed a con-
version.

If zero is returned, it

indicates a conversion
hasn't yet been completed
since the last *FX16 or
*FX17 call.

To get a fresh reading
from channel zero of the
ADC, we could use the
following few lines of Basic:

1000 DEFFNadvai

1010 *FX17,1

1020 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAU0)
DIV 256=1

1030 =ADYAt(1)

Here line 1020 simply
waits until the Plus 1

informs Basic that channel
one has finished converting.
Now we can write a pro-

gram that takes inputs from
an ADC channel and dis-
plays them on the screen in

the form of a graph.
This will allow the heat or

light sensors that were
described in the May 1987
issue of Electron User to
record the information and
display it in the form of a
graph.

The obvious uses are in

education for monitoring
scientific experiments
although many other appli-
cations are possible. Pro-
gram I is a simple program

10 REN Prograe I

20 NODE 4:*FX16,1

30 »posX=0:yposX=580

<0 HOVE xpa$S,yposX

50 REPEAT

60 yposX=FNadval*4
70 PROCdtlay

80 DRAM xposX,yposX
90 xposX*xpo$X«8

100 UNTIL xposX>1200
110 END

120 :

130 DEFFNadvai

140 *FX17,1

150 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL(0)
DIN 256=1

160 =ADVAL(1)/256
170 :

180 DEFPROCdelay
198 T1N£=0

200 REPEAT UNTIL TINE>=100
210 ENDPROC

Program I

10 REN Prograa II

20 REN Draw graph fro# AD

C channel 0

30 :

40 NODE 4

50 VDU 23,0,8202;0;0;0;
60 INPUTTA0(2,10) -Ti«e o

etay in centi-seconds: ’,TX

70 CLS

80 PROC -initialise

90 REPEAT

100 PROCgraph

110 PROCinstructions

120 PROCdoit

130 CLS

140 UNTIL FALSE

150 END

160 :

170 REFPROC initialise
180 DIN AX(8)

190 ENDPROC

200 DE FPROC instructions
210 PRINTTAB(10,31)‘Pres$

Space to start’;

220 ‘FX15,1

230 REPEAT UNTIL 6ET=32
240 PRINTTAB(0,31)STR!N6S(

39/ ’I;

250 ENDPROC

260 :

270 DEFPROCdoit

280 PROCsaupte

290 PRINTTAB(1,31)’Press P

to print or Return to resta
rf;

Program II

to take one reading per
second and draw a graph
from the results.

FNadval scales the value
returned into the range zero
to 255. Line 60 of the pro-
gram scales this value to
make full use the Mode 4
screen.

A time delay of one
second is performed by
PROCdelay, using the clock.

If we connect up the light

sensor described in the May
1987 issue to the analogue
port we'll be able to see a
graph of changing light level

as the light falling on the
LDR varies in strength.

If we remove the call to
PROCdelay from line 70 the
graph drawing operation
goes like the proverbial
clappers. The main delay is

the 10 milliseconds between
each conversion on channel
one of the ADC.
There are however other

delays in this program -
drawing the section of the
graph between readings,
and even the execution time
of Basic statements.
These aren't too impor-

tant at the moment, but
might cause problems if the

380 »FX15,1

310 REPEAT S=6ET:UNTIl 6*1

3 OR (6 AND 40F>=ASCm
320 IF 6=13 THEN CLS:ENDPR

OC ELSE PR0C#od«4du»p:ENDPR0
C

330 :

340 DEFPROCgraph

350 NOVE 8,544:DRAH 1280,5
44

360 NOVE 0,0:DRAM 0,1024
378 FOR Y=32 TO 1024 STEP

51,2

380 NOVE 0,r :DRAN 32,Y

390 NEXT

400 FOR X=0 TO 1288 STEP 6

4

410 NOVE X,532:DRAU X,556
420 NEXT

438 ENDPROC

44 0 :

450 DEFPROCsa#ple

460 *FX16,1

470 XX=0:YX=544

480 NOVE XX, YX

490 REPEAT

500 YX=FNadval*4+32

510 PROCdelay

520 DRAW Xt,YX

530 XX=XX*8

540 UNTIL XX>= 1 209

550 ENDPROC

560 :

570 DEFFNadvai

580 »FX17,1

program is doing more than
just reading one channel
and drawing one line on the
screen.

A better technique, invol-

ving machine code to read
the ADC, was described in

the June 1987 issue of Elec-
tron User
Program II, based on Pro-

gram I, will allow graphs to
be drawn and printed out.
To use it, simply enter the
required delay between
ADC readings in centi-
seconds (100 centiseconds-
1 second).

Run the program and
press the spacebar to start.

When the program has fin-

ished drawing, press Return
to draw another graph or P
to dump the screen to an
Epson compatible printer.

The dump will take a few
minutes to complete since
it's written in Basic.

With small delays the time
interval between readings
might not be totally accu-
rate, but will be adequate for
most purposes.
This skeletal program can

be easily modified to take
readings from more than
one channel, or save and

590 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAK0)
DIV 256=1

600 =ADVAL ( 1 ) / 256

618 :

628 DEFPROCdeUy
630 TINE=0

640 REPEAT UNTIL TINE>*TX
650 ENDPROC

660 :

670 DEFPR0C#ode4du#p

680 9002,1,27,1,65,1,8
698 *FX6,0

700 RE$TORE880:FORIX=0TO7:

READAXUXhNEXT
710 51=85800

720 FORYX=0TO31:VDU1,27,1,

42,1,4,1,128,1,2
738 FORXX=0TO39

740 F0RAX*8T07

750 ZX=0

760 FORIX=0 TO 7

770 2X*2X*2

780 2X*ZX-<(SX?IXANDAX(AX)
)<>0 )

790 NEXTIX

800 VDU1 ,!X,1,IX
810 NEXTAX

820 $X=SX+8

830 NEXTXX

840 VDU1,13,1,10

850 NEXTYX

860 VDU3

870 ENDPROC

880 DATA 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4,

2

load readings to files on disc

or cassette. Some of the
problems that can occur
when producing such
graphs are:

• Speed of the Electron:
This varies between Modes
0, 1, 2 and Modes 4, 5 and 6.

The higher modes are faster

because of the way in which
the Electron memory is

arranged and accessed by
the ULA. To keep things
going as quickly as possible,

the graph is drawn in Mode
4.

• Speed of the program: If

we're running all four chan-
nels fiat out with 10 milli-

seconds for each reading
and at the same time
wanting high accuracy of
the time delay between
readings we may need to
take care.

Drawing lines on the
screen, or plotting points, is

time consuming, and one
way around this is to store
the information from the
ADC channels in an integer
array when read, rather than
plotting them directly on the
screen. After ail the readings
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HOTLINE TEL:JACQUI

E3 0625528885 MAIL ORDER ONLY21st. Software
PRESENTS ASELECTION OF HARDWARE, UTILITIES & SOFTWARE FORTHEELECTRON

We are now
offering

Bigger
Discounts!!

I BOX OF TEN C20 COMPUTER CASSETTES £4.99 inc VAT 4 P&pJ
EDUCATIONAL A GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CARRIAGE

OVERSEAS ORDERS PI EASE AOOCI.OO PER ITEM IMCLIOES KS-. -A

Please make cheques payable to:

21slSottwar«Lld

Recast Nomxi run rxm cun
CardHolder* name

SendOrders to

21 st SOFTWARE LTD. Dspt EU
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have been taken the infor-

mation can be plotted on the

screen from the array.

• Aliasing: This occurs
when we're drawing a graph
of a rapidly changing input

signal to the ADC. Because
the input is changing so
quickly, the graph that's

drawn on the screen doesn't

really reflect the changes
that are taking place.

Figure II illustrates this

effect with an albeit ideal-

ised 20Hz ramp waveform,
taking instantaneous read-

ings every 10 milliseconds.

Because of the way the
ADC computes its results, a
real graph probably
wouldn't look much like this

one, but would still be very

inaccurate.

The only solution is to
monitor only signals that
change much more slowly
than the rate at which we re

taking measurements of the
signal.

With one channel running
flat out on the Electron at

the 10 millisecond conver-
sion rate, the input signal

should be changing at a rate

of less than about 10 cycles

per second (10Hz) if a

reasonable graph is to be
drawn.
Signals changing at a

faster rate will still be drawn
but the graph will not be an
accurate picture of the input.

• Next month we'll sea how
to measure very small
signals on the analogue port
by increasing its sensitivity,

the first steps to producing
the Electron User weather
monitoring station. m

True Voltage Input

Figure II: Illustrating the shocking effect of aliasing

- SOL VED B Y PURE LOGIC

LARSOFT ADVENTURE ic^ro.,
Clitton

Bristol BS8 2QD. GAMES

GUARANTEED WINS
WITH FORM-FINDER!!

Her* what >l*i or* happy fomvflnder
purchaser hod to soy

franks tor a very good
program at a very good pttoe

-
J.KT.

StolS. (the original or frfrs letter Is on ot*
nes. and o copy has been lodged wfrh
“

"it* prior to pubUcaScn.

. pke any accumulator
from 3 to t S selecHore. utelU tor toottxS

s and secfrom as we* as racing

All orders by mail only directly from:

ALLAN DATA (EU1)
1 Lorn Road. Dunbeg, Connel, Argyll RA37 1QG

All orders despatched by return

Telephone 0631-62923
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The Superior Collection Volume 3 features one brand new pome
Syncron, together with 7 ol Superior Software's classic hits tor the
Acorn Electron.

Syncron Is a fast-action game set against a backdrop of an
enormous graphically-detailed scrolling landscape
The landscape is, in total, 1024 times the size ol the screen. You must
endeavour to complete 16 hair-raising missions: In each mission you
have to collect a number of power cylinders, land your spacecraft
on a runway with each cylinder in turn, and finally locate and
bomb the HQ Building. Whilst skilfully manoeuvring your spacecraft
between the defence pylons and force-fields, you are attacked by
alien spacecraft and missiles launched from the land bases
A superb game worth at least £7 95 In its own right.

Here's what the computer press said about some ol me om*-
mis compilation package -

REPTON: This is an astounding game reaching new height
Electron arcade adventures' , ELECTRON USER

REPTON 2:
' Replon 2 is better than anything I've played on m* JK

Micro or Electron. Brilllantl” ACORN USER

DEATHSTAR: Deathstar Is a super fast, all action arcade ctasi

the sort ot game that you oant put down The graphics :*
excellent and the scrolling is very smooth In all lour directions

’ - -

pace is last and furious even on the starting screen This octcr
packed game Is recommended tor all arcade gamers'

. ELECTRON USER

I Acorn Electron dual cassette
I Acorn Electron 3Vi * disc 3

SMASH AND GRAB: "As usual with Superior productsme graor ca

are excellent, with a good use ot colour and no 'mer -na

game will have you rolling with laughter l certomiv cc
Instructions 95%
Playability 95% AMNOed
Graphics 100%
Value For Money 100% (fopRtstmgj
.. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY

Now available on 3V2" disc for the Acorn Electron — due to public demand.



DISC SOFTWARE FOR THE ACORN ELECTRON

SUPREME TEAM
from Touchllno Computers - Sports simulation specialists

The ultimata Football Managaman! Simulator
For thi Aeem Electron t AOFS

A whole new (kmerwion m pliy provided by ovir 100k ol programe end filet on one Viree-
•nO-Wnll Inch doc mining ute of the AOFS l betl teeturei

• 2 0.20,MS.£S? ^°^ER

“ (Doth divisor*}. • lull 6
l«. * knegrtph* * playeram
W.

•
Ibdureiel • medium

»ouf own garni Mutton or «w chill!), and much much m
Be compaction utnly-everythtng la

i ahoukl ba maaa payablaio PETER REYNOLDS and unt with

TOUCHLINE (ST). 2 ASHE ROAD. STOCKINGFORD. NUNEATON
WARWICKSHIRE CV10 8PR

InfnTec
J

DATA SYSTEMS

* Budget Priced Educational Software
* Tuition Syatema for Programming and Operation*
o*

#f Groupa and Special Projects Sponsorship
* Systems Consultancy and Support Services
* Marketing and Publishing Services
* Computer Disks and Consumables
Send S.A.E. lor details of how to obtain our 1987/8
Catalogue of over 200 products & services!

itlitllEE making computers work tor vou!

Pubtoban of Boanaas A tenure
Softwarm Syttama a

MORE RAM AND SPEED!

E2P-6502
PMS ADD SECOND PROCESSOR POWER TO THE

ELK!
Disappointed by the speed of your Electron? • Would you like an
ELK that performs like a Beeb? • Is shortage of RAM getting you

down? • Unable to use 80 column display with View?
ft your answer la YES- then PMS have the solution

Look at this incredible specification

:

300% SP®* Increase in Basic (Mode 0) 3.5 times more text in
View (Mode 3) 30K Basic programs in all modes 60K free tor
machine code W Languages (Baste & View) give at least 44K
Absolutely no modifications required Plugs Into Plus i slof or
ROMBOX Plus

ONLY £89 Inc VAT £2 Delivery

ORDER FORM
Please send me E2P-6502 Second Processors)

Please Oebe my ACCESSVtSA at

ExpKydate
- SIGNED—
-POSTCODE

E2P Operating System required on:
5JSin disk.3in dis*. tapeROM (delete as requlrad)

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO 'PERMANENT
MEMORY SYSTEMS'

Send to: Permanent Memory Systems. 38 Mount
Cameron Drive,

St Leonards, EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
Please allow 28 days for delivery
~ PHONE 03552 32796
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Help Poor Old Cyril to Find the Magic Elixir

r«agne the scene:
- . Cynl. a likeable old gentleman - the

: rxr -=r:<r at a small but busy chemist’s shop One
—sr -g. after a hard day’s work, you accidently take

: potent liquid: a strong reducing agent.

<_ies you have shrunk down to the size ol a
—- - 3sp«nns. Frightened and alone at first you
— : r^n you remember the magic elixir which is

- r —« back of the shop on the top shelf.

£9.95 Aoomftoctron Cassette £9.95

£«.9» Acorn Electron 5V*‘ Oise £11.95

Dec £14.95 Acom Electron 3Vi" Otic £14.95

h me BBC B. B+ and Matter Series computers).

The elixir just might restore you to your normal size...

it’s your only hope But can you possibly reach it; you'll

have to work out a suitable route by climbing up
and down and across the shelves

A fascinating, humourous game packed with

strategical puzzles and problems Keep clear of the

lipstick missiles leap over the exploding flash-bulbs

dodge the dripping acid, and watch out for the

curious ‘tlrculasaurus” creature!

PRIZE COMPETITION

H you complete Eliiir (by restoring Cyril The Chemist to hi* normal size),

you can enter our competition. Prizes include an impressive trophy,

10 chemistry sets, and signed certificates tor runners-up

Closing Date: 30lh June 1968

* ACORNSSFT
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SWVTC* ORDERS



Repton Ions nave begged, cajoled and pleaded with us to release another set ot screens tor our Repton 3 game
How could we refuse? Our lovable hero returns again to star in 40 new screens that vividly depict Repton's llte-story

The Five Ages of Repton:- At first we see Repton as a baby: a mewling Infant surrounded by teddy-bears, humpty-
dumptys. and aggressive clockwork toy-soldiers. Then Repton is a whining school-boy. creeping like snail unwillingly to

school, with his pens, his calculator, and a bundle ot homework. And then Repton
during his teenage years becomes a spikey-haired punk armed with a ghetto-blaster I

and a collection ot records. Then Repton goes to work: we see a harried office-

manager amidst computers, photocopiers, and endless cups of coffee. Last scene ot

all. that ends this strange eventful history, is Repton os an old-age pensioner searching
for his talse-teeth, his spectacles, his "pint of stout", and his well-polished war-medals

|

Each copy of The Life Of Repton includes;

|

• the Repton 3 main program • the Repton 3 editor and • the 40 new game screens

!

PRIZE COMPETITION
It you complete all 40 screens al the Ule of Repton, you can enter our
competition Prize* Include £200m cosh, with Repton mugs, badge* pens
and cefflttooles tor runners-up

Closing Date: 30th June 1988

f
/ supcnion
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/
ACQRMStrr


